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Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions:	Below	is	a	listing	of	all	the	major	shortcut	keys	in	Microsoft	Word.	Presentation	programs	can	…	PPS	Not	rated	yetPPS	Short	for	privacy	policy	statement,	a	company	makes	a	PPS	about	its	policies	on	the	user	privacy.	Ctrl	+	Home:	Moves	the	cursor	to	the	beginning	of	the	document.	Shorthand	for	See	You,	CU	is
sometimes	used	in	text-based	…	CTX	Not	rated	yetCTX	Founded	in	1981,	CTX	is	a	computer	monitor,	projector,	and	display	company.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	computer	console,	root	console,	system	console,	…	Computer	Architecture	Not	rated	yetComputer	Architecture	When	referring	to	computers,	architecture	or	computer	architecture	is	their
overall	design	and	layout.	With	HTML	aqua	or	cyan	is	represented	…	App	Store	Not	rated	yetApp	Store	In	general,	an	app	store	is	an	app	that	enables	a	user	to	find	software,	and	install	it	on	their	computer	or	mobile	device.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	F	and	C-f,	Ctrl+F	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	open	a	find	or	search	option	to	find	…
What	Does	Ctrl+Enter	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Enter	Do?	For	example,	…	EULA	Not	rated	yetEULA	Short	for	end-user	license	agreement,	EULA	or	a	UA	(user	agreement)	is	a	contract	between	the	buyer	and	seller	of	proprietary	software	that	describes	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	It's	a	collection	…	Applications	Not	rated	yetApplications	An
application	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Application	and	app	are	synonymous	with	the	word	"program"	when	talking	about	software	…	Apple	Watch	Not	rated	yetApple	Watch	The	Apple	Watch	is	a	wearable	computing	device	made	by	Apple.	What	is	…	Retina	Display	Not	rated	yetRetina	Display	Retina	Display	is	a	term,	or	brand,	coined	by	Apple
for	display	screens	on	the	iPad,	iPhone,	iPod	Touch,	and	MacBook	Pro.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	2004	to	2060	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	Function	Keys	…	Battery	Terms	"C"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"C"	Charge	Charger	Coin	Cell	Battery	What	is	an	Operating	System?
These	tests	can	be	used	to	help	compare	how	…	C	Prompt	Not	rated	yetC	Prompt	A	prompt	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	prompt	is	text	or	symbols	used	to	represent	the	system's	readiness	to	perform	the	next	command.	Note	Hotmail	…	Curly	Quotes	Not	rated	yetCurly	Quotes	Often	called	book	quotes,	curly	quotes	are	quotation	marks	that	are
curved	rather	than	straight.	Asiliant	Technologies	was	later	…	Chipset	Not	rated	yetChipset	A	chipset	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	chipset	is	a	set	of	electronic	components	on	an	integrated	circuit	that	manages	the	transfer	…	More	Definitions	Not	rated	yetMore	Definitions	Chassis	Chassis	Ground	Chat	Chatbot	Chat	Moderator	Chatroulette
Chat	Server	…	Computer	Dictionary		Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	CE	CEATEC	CEH	Cel	Celeron	Cell	Cellebrite	Cell	Merge	Cell	Phone	…	Chinon	Not	rated	yetChinon	Founded	on	October	1,	1962,	Chinon	was	a	manufacturer	of	computer	CD-ROM	drives,	cameras,	floppy	drives,	and	scanners.	The	use	of	independent	contractors	can	be	used	for	a
multitude	of	industries.	Developed	in	2017,	Microsoft	Teams	is	a	program	included	in	the	Microsoft	Office	365	suite	of	business	applications.	Dirt,	dust,	and	fingerprints	can	cause	the	computer	screen	to	be	difficult	to	read.	Context	switching	…	Context	Menu	Not	rated	yetContext	Menu	Pop-up	menu	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	context	menu	and
shortcut	menu,	a	pop-up	menu	is	a	menu	that	is	hidden	and	doesn't	…	Content	View	Not	rated	yetContent	View	View	buttons	View	buttons	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	Microsoft	Office	programs,	such	as	Excel,	PowerPoint,	and	…	Content	Migration	Not	rated	yetContent	Migration	The	process	of	moving	structured	data	to	a	new	system	is
referred	to	as	content	migration.	…	Clickworker	Not	rated	yetClickworker	Founded	in	2005	by	Alexander	Linden,	Clickworker	is	a	crowdsourcing	platform,	specializing	in	remotely	assisting	businesses	with	tasks	…	Clickthrough	Rate	Not	rated	yetClickthrough	Rate	CTR	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	click-through	rate,	CTR	is	the	number
of	clicks	an	advertisement	gets,	divided	…	Click	Rate	Not	rated	yetClick	Rate	In	Internet	advertising,	the	click	rate	is	the	percentage	of	ad	views	that	resulted	in	clickthroughs.	From	the	Windows	desktop,	create	a	folder.	Dedicated	is	a	term	that	describes	a	person	or	thing	devoted	to	a	single	function,	purpose,	or	service.	What	is	an	Operating	…
Fab	Not	rated	yetFab	Fab	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	integrated	circuits	and	semiconductors,	a	fab	is	a	term	commonly	used	to	describe	a	fabrication	…	Extension	Not	rated	yetExtension	An	extension	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	an	extension	is	a	part	that	is	added	to	something	that	extends	or	enlarges	…	Expire	Not	rated
yetExpire	To	terminate	or	come	to	an	end.	…	Coin	Cell	Battery	Not	rated	yetCoin	Cell	Battery	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	button	cell	or	watch	battery,	a	coin	cell	battery	is	a	battery	for	retaining	important	system	settings	…	Coinbase	Not	rated	yetCoinbase	Founded	in	2012	by	Brian	Armstrong	and	Fred	Ehrsam,	Coinbase	is	a	financial	trading
company	specializing	in	cryptocurrencies	like	Bitcoin,	…	Coil	Not	rated	yetCoil	A	coil	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	electromagnetic	coil,	a	coil	is	conducting	wire	such	as	copper	shaped	in	a	helical	form	…	Cognitive	Systems	Not	rated	yetCognitive	Systems	AI	AI	may	refer	to	either	of	the	following:	AI	is	short	for	artificial	intelligence,	a
term	coined	by	John	McCarthy	…	CoffeeScript	Not	rated	yetCoffeeScript	CoffeeScript	is	a	multi-paradigm	programming	language	that	may	be	converted	into	JavaScript	when	it	is	compiled.	The	CDDB	is	what	allows	many	computer	software	…	CDDA	Not	rated	yetCDDA	Short	for	compact	disc	digital	audio,	CDDA	is	one	of	the	standards	defined	in	the
red	book	and	is	how	a	compact	disc	drive	reads	audio	tracks	…	cDc	Not	rated	yetcDc	Cult	of	the	Dead	Cow,	or	cDc,	is	a	group	of	hackers	and	a	do-it-yourself	media	organization	founded	in	Lubbock,	Texas	in	1984.	…	Continue	Not	rated	yetContinue	Continue	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	To	proceed	or	carry	forward	on	a	particular	task.	Keyboard
shortcut.	A	Copyright	…	Copy	Protection	Not	rated	yetCopy	Protection	Copy	protection	is	hardware	or	software	that	helps	prevent	users	from	illegally	making	copies	of	a	software	program	without	having	…	Copypasta	Not	rated	yetCopypasta	A	copypasta	is	a	series	of	characters	copied	and	pasted	by	users	online.	In	most	Microsoft	Windows
applications,	the	keyboard	shortcut	for	the	Undo	command	is	Ctrl+Z	or	Alt+Backspace,	and	the	shortcut	for	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Y	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Y	Do?☆☛Ctrl+Y	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	redo	an	undo.	It	is	short	for	character,	which	…	Chapter	Not	rated	yetChapter	When	referring	to	a	DVD	a	chapter	is	a	portion	of	the	overall	movie.
A	list	of	100+	keyboard	short-cuts	for	Windows	10,	including	shortcuts	for	copy,	paste,	and	more.	…	CDE	Not	rated	yetCDE	CDE	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	Common	Desktop	Environment,	or	CDE,	is	a	desktop	environment	for	UNIX	systems,	as	well	as	OpenVMS.	Csplit	Not	rated	yetCsplit	Linux	csplit	command	On	Unix-like	operating
systems,	the	csplit	command	splits	a	file	into	sections,	based	on	context	lines.	A	CD-i	player	contains	all	the	necessary	components	(CPU,	…	CDFS	Not	rated	yetCDFS	Short	for	Compact	Disc	File	System,	CDfs,	in	Linux	systems,	is	a	file	system	first	introduced	on	August	21,	1999,	that	exports	all	tracks	and	…	CD-Extra	Not	rated	yetCD-Extra	Blue	book
A	manual	that	defines	the	standards	of	the	Enhanced	Music	CD	specification	is	known	as	a	blue	book,	CD-Extra,	or	CD-Plus.	…	How	Often	Should	I	Clean	My	Computer?	Not	rated	yetHow	Often	Should	I	Clean	My	Computer?	Ctrl	+	P:	Open	the	print	window.	It	appears	when	objects	such	as	text,	images,	or	other	elements	are	selected	…	Contextual
Advertising	Not	rated	yetContextual	Advertising	Advertising	on	the	Internet	that	is	determined	by	the	content	on	the	current	web	page	or	search	history	is	referred	to	as	contextual	…	Context	Switch	Not	rated	yetContext	Switch	A	context	switch	occurs	when	a	computer's	CPU	switches	from	one	process	or	thread	to	a	different	process	or	thread.	To
"steal"	the	user's	clicks,	…	Click	Fraud	Not	rated	yetClick	Fraud	A	term	used	to	describe	any	fraudulent	click	on	an	advertiser's	link	that	generates	revenue	for	the	publisher,	but	is	not	someone	who	…	Click	Bait	Not	rated	yetClick	Bait	Alternatively	referred	to	as	link	bait,	clickbait	or	click	bait	is	a	hyperlink	on	a	web	page	that	entices	a	visitor	to	click
to	continue	…	Click-and-Drag	Not	rated	yetClick-and-Drag	Also	known	as	click-and-drag,	drag-select	is	the	process	of	clicking	anywhere	on	the	screen,	holding	down	the	mouse	button,	and	dragging	…	Click	Not	rated	yetClick	Click	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	action	of	pressing	a	mouse	button	(usually	the	left	mouse	button,	if	the	mouse	has	two
buttons)	one	or	…	ClearType	Not	rated	yetClearType	Originally	developed	by	Microsoft	for	Windows	XP,	ClearType	is	a	technology	that	enables	users	to	increase	the	overall	quality	of	all	fonts	…	Clear	to	Send	Not	rated	yetClear	to	Send	Short	for	clear	to	send,	CTS	is	the	signal	between	computers	that	indicates	that	transmission	can	proceed.	It	can	be
used	in	both	desktop	…	Core	i3	Not	rated	yetCore	i3	Developed	and	manufactured	by	Intel,	the	Core	i3	is	a	dual-core	computer	processor,	available	for	use	in	both	desktop	and	laptop	computers.	It	can	…	Fuzzy	Logic	Not	rated	yetFuzzy	Logic	Reasoning	used	by	a	computer	program	where	the	answer	does	not	need	to	be	explicitly	true	or	false.	Ctrl	+
Esc	→	Open	the	Start	Menu.	When	it	was	first	being	developed,	Cloudflare	was	…	Cloud	ERP	Not	rated	yetCloud	ERP	Short	for	enterprise	resource	planning,	ERP	is	a	business	system	that	integrates	multiple	applications	relating	to	accounting,	human	resources,	…	Cloud	Antivirus	Not	rated	yetCloud	Antivirus	How	does	an	antivirus	work?	While
buyers	should	exercise	caution	…	Reference	Not	rated	yetReference	A	reference	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	reference	is	the	act	of	mentioning	something	in	writing	or	speech	to	backup	a	statement	…	Recall	Not	rated	yetRecall	A	recall	is	the	process	that	involves	requesting	a	product	or	a	portion	of	the	product	to	be	returned	because	of
safety	issues	or	serious	defect.	An	individual	with	a	CNE	has	a	good	understanding	of	…	Certifications	Not	rated	yetCertifications	Certified	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	cert,	a	certified	person	was	judged	by	a	suitable	authority	to	meet	the	qualifications	…	Certificate	Revocation	List	Not	rated	yetCertificate	Revocation	List	Short	for	Certificate
Revocation	List,	CRL	is	a	list	of	certificates	(serial	numbers)	that	have	been	revoked	or	canceled	…	Certificate	of	Authenticity	Not	rated	yetCertificate	of	Authenticity	Short	for	Certificate	of	Authenticity,	COA	is	a	document	included	with	some	software	that	proves	it	was	purchased	legally.	Dirty	CDs	can	cause	read	errors	or	cause	CDs	not	to	work	at
all.	A	work	…	Prototype	Not	rated	yetPrototype	An	early	version	of	a	product	that	has	not	been	manufactured	or	released	is	referred	to	as	prototype.	…	Sponsored	post	Not	rated	yetSponsored	post	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	paid	post	or	a	promoted	post,	a	sponsored	post	is	a	post	that	is	paid	for	by	an	advertiser.	…	Crop	Not	rated	yetCrop	To
reduce	the	size	of	an	image	or	remove	non-important	aspects	of	an	image.	Contact	information	Phone:	(206)	701-2000	…	Create	File	Not	rated	yetCreate	File	How	do	I	create	a	computer	file?	It	is	used	to	transfer	money	…	Case-Sensitive	Not	rated	yetCase-Sensitive	Text	or	typed	input	that	is	sensitive	to	capitalization	of	letters.	…	Compro	Not	rated
yetCompro	Founded	in	1988,	Compro	is	a	manufacturer	of	PC	TV	tuner	cards,	capture	devices,	and	other	computer	accessories.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	F6	opens	to	another	open	Microsoft	Word	document.	Chaintech	Not	rated	yetChaintech	Founded	in	November	1986,	Chaintech	is	a	manufacturer	of	computer	motherboards,	video	cards,	and	other	computer
accessories.	CD-IN	Not	rated	yetCD-IN	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	optical	drive	audio	connector,	the	CD-IN	is	a	four-pin	connector	found	on	a	computer's	motherboard	or	sound	…	CD-I	Not	rated	yetCD-I	Short	for	Compact	Disc-Interactive,	CD-i	is	a	CD	format	and	product	specified	in	1986.	Tip	…	What	Does	Ctrl+I	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+I	Do?	It	is
sometimes	referred	to	…	Natural	Language	Processing	Not	rated	yetNatural	Language	Processing	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	NLP,	natural	language	processing	is	a	method	used	in	artificial	intelligence	to	process	and	derive	…	Microsoft	Agent	Not	rated	yetMicrosoft	Agent	Microsoft	Agent	was	a	customizable,	animated	avatar	for	the	web	developed
by	Microsoft.	In	video	gaming,	examples	of	cheating	include	auto	aiming,	speed	…	Chdir	Not	rated	yetChdir	Short	for	change	directory,	chdir	is	a	function	and	alias	in	Linux	and	a	command	in	MS-DOS	and	the	Windows	command	line	to	change	the	current	…	Chcp	Not	rated	yetChcp	MS-DOS	and	Windows	command	line	chcp	command	The	chcp
command	is	used	to	supplement	the	international	keyboard	and	character	set	information,	…	Chat	Server	Not	rated	yetChat	Server	A	chat	server	is	a	computer	dedicated	to	providing	the	processing	power	to	handle	and	maintain	chatting	and	it	users.	…	Open	source	Not	rated	yetOpen	source	Open	source	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	program	or	file
that	can	be	freely	modified	by	anyone.	CompactFlash	is	a	storage	medium	commonly	found	in	PDAs,	digital	cameras,	and	…	CES	Not	rated	yetCES	Short	for	Consumer	Electronics	Show,	CES	is	a	convention	held	around	the	world.	There	…	Care	to	Chat	Not	rated	yetCare	to	Chat	Shorthand	for	care	to	chat,	CTC	is	a	term	often	used	in	chat	rooms.
You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1357	to	1408	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	Below	is	…	Engineer	Not	rated	yetEngineer	An	engineer	is	an	individual	who	has	a	degree	or	is	highly	skilled	in	a	particular	field.	It	…	Crunchbang	Linux	Not	rated	yetCrunchbang	Linux	Crunchbang	Linux	(abbreviated	"#!")	was	a	Linux	distribution	derived	from
Debian.	It	is	used	in	conjunction	with	TCP/IP	to	facilitate	…	CIDR	Not	rated	yetCIDR	CIDR	(classless	inter-domain	routing)	is	a	method	of	reducing	the	size	of	a	routing	table	by	utilizing	IP	aggregation.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Boot	Camp	Not	rated	yetBoot	Camp	Boot	Camp	is	a	software	utility	that	was	first	announced	on
April	5,	2006,	that	was	originally	included	with	macOS	X	v10.5	aka	Snow	Leopard.	It	combines	…	What	is	MariaDB?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	MariaDB?	Confluence	provides	a	centralized	"knowledge	…	Conflict	Not	rated	yetConflict	Hardware	conflict	A	resource	conflict	or	hardware	conflict	is	an	error	that	occurs	when	a	hardware	device	in	the	computer
conflicts	…	Confirm	Shaming	Not	rated	yetConfirm	Shaming	Dark	pattern	A	dark	pattern	is	a	term	coined	by	Harry	Brignull	describing	a	user	interface	feature	designed	to	trick	users	…	Confirmation	Not	rated	yetConfirmation	A	message	or	dialog	box	that	verifies	before	executing.	…	Genius	Bar	Not	rated	yetGenius	Bar	As	part	of	their	product
service,	Apple	provides	free	access	to	customer	support	staff,	called	"geniuses."	These	staff	members	answer	questions,	…	Gatekeeper	Not	rated	yetGatekeeper	Gatekeeper	is	a	security	feature	of	Apple's	macOS	and	iOS	operating	systems.	For	example,	a	user	may	receive	a	confirmation	asking	them	if	they	are	sure	they	…	Config.sys	Not	rated
yetConfig.sys	The	config.sys	is	a	system	file	used	with	MS-DOS	and	OS/2	that	is	loaded	each	time	the	computer	first	boots	up.	Most	…	Downsizing	Not	rated	yetDownsizing	Downsizing	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Downsizing	is	the	process	of	replacing	mainframe	or	minicomputer-based	computer	system	…	DoorDash	Not	rated	yetDoorDash
Created	in	2013,	DoorDash	is	an	on-demand	service	for	universal	food	delivery.	Conductor	materials	…	Conditional	Hyphen	Not	rated	yetConditional	Hyphen	Formatting	Marks	Special	marks	that	are	hidden	by	default	that	affect	how	text	is	displayed	in	a	document.	…	Clipping	Not	rated	yetClipping	In	computer	graphics,	clipping	is	the	intersection	of
two	objects	such	that	one	obscures	the	geometry	of	the	other,	concealing	it	from	view.	If	a	unit	of	data	is	copied	but	not	modified,	…	Copyleft	Not	rated	yetCopyleft	A	Copyright	that	preserves	rights	rather	than	removing	them.	Windows	key	+	U	→	Open	Ease	of	Access	Center.	It	allows	users	to	import	a	…	What	is	Chroma	key?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is
Chroma	key?	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	227	to	407	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	…	Clickjacking	Not	rated	yetClickjacking	Clickjacking	is	a	technique	used	to	deceive	users	into	clicking	a	link	which	they	did	not	intend	to	click.	…	mAH	Not	rated	yetmAH	Short	for	milliamp	hour	or	mA	x	hour,	mAH	is	a	batteries	total	capacity.	Short-cut
Keys	and	their	Descriptions	Alt	+	F:	File	menu	options	in	current	program.	Essentially,	…	ECMA	Not	rated	yetECMA	Short	for	European	Computer	Manufacturers	Association,	ECMA	was	founded	in	1961	and	is	dedicated	to	the	standardization	of	Information	and	Communication	…	Business	Terms	"C"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"C"	Calendar	Call
Center	Carpal	Tunnel	Syndrome	CCITT	CEATEC	CEO	CES	CIO	…	Business	Terms	"B"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"B"	B2B	Big	Box	Store	BOFH	BOM	Brown	Box	BYOD	What	is	an	Operating	System?	It	allows	manufacturers	and	developers	to	display	and	talk	about	…	Certified	Novell	Engineer	Not	rated	yetCertified	Novell	Engineer	Short	for
Certified	Novell	Engineer,	CNE	is	a	Novell	certification.	The	Measure	app	uses	…	MagSafe	Not	rated	yetMagSafe	First	included	in	2006,	MagSafe	was	a	type	of	connection	used	to	charge	the	battery	in	Apple	MacBook	laptops.	CPTM	is	purchased	by	an	advertiser	who	wishes	to	reach	a	certain	demographic	…	Cost	Per	Mile	Not	rated	yetCost	Per	Mile
CPM	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	CP/M	is	an	8-bit	operating	system	created	by	Gary	Kildall	in	1974	while	working	at	Intel	for	…	Cost	Per	Click	Not	rated	yetCost	Per	Click	Sometimes	referred	to	as	PPC	(pay	per	click),	the	term	CPC	is	short	for	cost	per	click.	Windows	key	+	"-"	key	→	Zoom	out	using	the	magnifier.	This	page	contains	information
how	to	create	some	of	the	more	common	files	on	a	computer.	It	is	most	commonly	accomplished	…	MIS	Not	rated	yetMIS	MIS	(management	information	system)	is	a	department,	or	set	of	procedures,	for	maintaining	and	organizing	management	with	information	necessary	…	Microsoft	Teams	Not	rated	yetMicrosoft	Teams	Introduced	in	2017,
Microsoft	Teams	is	a	program	included	in	the	Microsoft	Office	365	suite	of	business	applications.	What	is	an	Operating	…	Graph	Not	rated	yetGraph	Not	to	be	confused	with	a	chart,	a	graph	(/graf/)	is	a	representation	of	connected	values	in	a	multidimensional	space.	The	computer	name	is	used	to	help	identify	or	locate	a	computer	on	a	network.	The
name	comes	from	a	combination	…	Coaster	Not	rated	yetCoaster	A	coaster	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Coaster	is	common	slang	used	for	either	an	AOL	compact	disc	or	a	compact	disc	that	is	no	longer	…	CNST	Not	rated	yetCNST	Short	for	Certified	Network	Systems	Technician,	CNST	is	an	ETA	certification	for	individuals	with	a	CST,	CNCT,
and	A+	certification	that	demonstrates	…	CNR	Not	rated	yetCNR	Short	for	Communication	and	Network	Riser,	CNR	is	a	specification	that	supports	Audio,	Modem,	USB,	and	LAN	interfaces	of	core	logic	chipsets.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Cryptolocker	Not	rated	yetCryptolocker	Cryptolocker	is	a	trojan	virus,	first
discovered	in	September	2013,	that	encrypts	files	on	a	local	computer	hard	drive	or	mounted	network	…	Cryptography	Not	rated	yetCryptography	Cryptography	is	the	practice	and	study	of	mathematically	manipulating	data	so	that	it	can	be	stored	and	transmitted	securely.	Alternatively	known	as	Control	4	and	C-4,	Ctrl+4	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often
used	to	switch	to	the	fourth	tab	in	a	browser	or	…	What	Does	Ctrl+3	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+3	Do?	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	F12	prints	a	document	in	Microsoft	Word.	From	…	LaserWriter	Not	rated	yetLaserWriter	The	LaserWriter	is	an	early	Apple	Macintosh	family	of	laser	printers.	Computer	hard	drives	cannot	be	physically	cleaned.	…	CSMA	Not	rated	yetCSMA
CSMA/CD	Short	for	carrier	sense	multiple	access/collision	detection,	CSMA/CD	is	a	MAC	(media	access	control)	protocol.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	Q	and	C-q,	Ctrl+Q	…	What	Does	Ctrl+P	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+P	Do?☆☛Ctrl+P	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	print	a	document	or	page.	Contact	information	…	Cable	Service	Provider	Not	rated	yetCable
Service	Provider	ISP	Alternatively	known	as	a	network	provider,	an	ISP	(Internet	service	provider)	is	a	company	that	provides	Internet	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	F1	F1	is	mostly	used	as	the	help	key.	It	is	popular	with	many	modern	computer	users	…	Standard	Not	rated	yetStandard	A	standard	is	a	set	of	specifications	for	hardware	or	software,
agreed	upon	by	academic	and	industry	contributors.	Keyboard	Function	Keys	-	F11	Full-screen	mode	in	all	modern	Internet	browsers	-	Pressing	F11	when	you	are	working	in	Internet	Explorer	will	open	the	window	to	full	screen	mode.	The	omnibox	in	Google	…	Chrome	Notifications	Not	rated	yetChrome	Notifications	Chrome	notifications	is	a	feature
in	Google	Chrome.	Beginning	…	C	Compiler	Not	rated	yetC	Compiler	Compile	is	the	process	of	creating	an	executable	program	from	code	written	in	a	compiled	programming	language.	Ctrl	+	F2	displays	the	print	preview	window	in	Microsoft	Word.	For	example,	below	is	an	example	of	ciphertext	made	using	…	Cipher	Not	rated	yetCipher	A	cipher
may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	cipher	is	an	algorithm	that	encodes	or	encrypts	data.	For	example,	a	hardware	engineer	is	an	individual	…	End	User	Not	rated	yetEnd	User	An	end	user	is	an	individual	who	uses	hardware	or	software	programmed	or	designed	by	another	person	who	does	not	support	that	product.	Speech	synthesis	is	commonly
accomplished	by	either	piecing	together	words	that	have	…	Siri	Not	rated	yetSiri	Siri	is	software	for	the	HomePod,	iPhone,	and	macOS	from	Apple	that	provides	the	user	with	a	personal	assistant	that	can	perform	various	tasks	…	Singularity	Not	rated	yetSingularity	In	math	and	science,	a	singularity	is	a	point	on	an	object	that	is	undefined	or	infinite.
For	…	Electronic	Office	Not	rated	yetElectronic	Office	An	electronic	office	is	an	office	or	work	environment	that	is	utilizing	electronic	methods	of	storing	and	using	documents	over	using	…	Dedicated	Customer	Service	Not	rated	yetDedicated	Customer	Service	Dedicated	Dedicated	is	a	term	that	describes	a	person	or	thing	devoted	to	a	single	function,
purpose,	or	service.	…	SANE	Not	rated	yetSANE	SANE	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Standard	Apple	Numeric	Environment,	SANE	is	an	older	Apple	Macintosh	graphic	calculator	…	Sad	Mac	Not	rated	yetSad	Mac	A	Macintosh	icon	created	by	Susan	Kare	that	may	appear	at	startup	if	the	computer	has	trouble	loading	the	operating
system.	Alt	+	Ctrl	+	F2	opens	a	new	document	in	Microsoft	Word.	The	most	commonly	…	Computer	Dictionary	Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	CRM	Cron	Crop	Cross-browser	CrossFire	Cross-Linked	Files	Crossover	…	Cyrix	Not	rated	yetCyrix	Founded	in	1988,	Cyrix	Corporation,	was	a	manufacturer	of	computer	processor	solutions.	Using
animation	software,	the	artist	creates	…	Character	Code	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Code	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	character	set,	charset,	and	character	encoding,	a	character	code	describes	a	specific	encoding	for	…	Character	Cell	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Cell	A	character	cell	is	the	area	of	the	computer	screen	given	to	a	single	character.
Alternatively	referred	…	What	Does	Ctrl+W	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+W	Do?☆☛Ctrl+W	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	close	a	program,	window,	tab,	or	document.	Ctrl	+	5:	1.5-line	spacing.	They	…	Canvas	Tag	Not	rated	yetCanvas	Tag	When	writing	in	HTML,	the	tag	is	a	block	element	used	to	draw	graphics	through	the	use	of	a	scripting	language
like	JavaScript.	Its	goal	is	…	Coder	Not	rated	yetCoder	Programmer	A	programmer	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	coder	or	software	developer,	a	programmer	…	Code	Page	Not	rated	yetCode	Page	A	code	page	is	a	page	that	contains	a	list	of	character	codes	and	their	corresponding	glyphs	(characters).	…	Cyber
Privacy	Not	rated	yetCyber	Privacy	Privacy	is	a	term	used	to	describe	an	individual's	anonymity	and	how	safe	they	feel	in	a	location.	However,	it	…	How	to	turn	off	AutoPlay	on	YouTube	Not	rated	yetHow	to	turn	off	AutoPlay	on	YouTube	When	users	watch	a	YouTube	video,	by	default,	the	next	suggested	video	will	start	as	soon	as	the	current	one
finishes.	Switches	to	the	first	tab	in	a	browser	or	another	program	with	tab	support.	…	ICT	Not	rated	yetICT	ICT	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	An	abbreviation	for	information	and	communications	technology,	ICT	is	analogous	to	IT	(information	technology).	If	data	is	not	put	into	context,	…	DART	Not	rated	yetDART	A	dart	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	Dart	is	an	open	source	web-based	programming	language	developed	by	Google.	Listing	all	Computer	shortcut	keys	for	major	applications.	Ctrl	+	[:	Decrease	selected	font	-1pts.	Home:	Goes	to	beginning	of	current	line.	It	was	designed	by	Steve	Wozniak	…	Apple	ID	Not	rated	yetApple	ID	Apple	ID	is	an	all-in-one	account	for	logging	into
various	services	provided	by	Apple	that	works	with	many	of	their	products	including	iCloud,	…	Apple	I	Not	rated	yetApple	I	The	Apple	I	(Apple	1)	was	the	first	Apple	computer	that	originally	sold	for	$666.66.	In	graphic	design	software,	the	pen	tool	creates	vector	graphics	using	mathematical	points	and	curves.	Chrome	defaults	to	alerting	you	when	a
website	wants	to	send	you	notifications.	Instead,	the	mouse	…	Cordless	Not	rated	yetCordless	Wireless	Alternatively	referred	to	as	cordless,	the	term	wireless	describes	technology	that	can	transmit	information	or	electricity	…	Copyright	Not	rated	yetCopyright	A	Copyright	is	a	protection	for	any	published	work	that	helps	to	prevent	that	work	from
being	used	without	prior	authorization.	Unfortunately,	if	this	is	your	only	phone,	it	can	…	Top	10	Twitter	Tips	and	Tricks	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Twitter	Tips	and	Tricks	Below	is	a	listing	of	our	top	10	favorite	Twitter	tips	and	tricks.	…	CAS@home	Not	rated	yetCAS@home	BOINC	BOINC	(Berkeley	Open	Infrastructure	for	Network	Computing)	is
middleware	that	enables	users	all	over	the	world	to	help	solve	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	When	a	file	becomes	corrupt,	…	Cornea	Gumbo	Not	rated	yetCornea	Gumbo	Cornea	gumbo	is	a	term	describing	a	web	page	that	is	too	flashy	and	overstimulating	to	a	visitor.	Windows	Key	+	F1	would	open	the	Microsoft	Windows	help	and	support	centre.
The	name	is	…	Showstopper	Not	rated	yetShowstopper	A	showstopper	is	an	unforeseen	issue	that	prevents	a	product	from	being	released	on	time.	In	2000,	Cabletron	Systems	…	Cable	Tester	Not	rated	yetCable	Tester	A	cable	tester	is	a	device	that	is	used	to	test	the	strength	and	connectivity	of	a	particular	type	of	cable	or	other	wired	assemblies.	»
Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Battery	Terms	"E"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"E"	ExpressCharge	What	is	an	Operating	System?	In	the	past,	this	allowed	…	Cardinal	Number	Not	rated	yetCardinal	Number	A	cardinal	number	is	a	number	that	indicates	how	many	single	items	are	in	a	group.	The	ribbon	wraps	around	a
spooling	device	and	moves	as	the	user	…	Cloth	Modeling	Not	rated	yetCloth	Modeling	Physics	engine	A	physics	engine	describes	a	software	program	that	is	used	to	simulate	physical	phenomena.	Ctrl+Shift+T	Ctrl+Shift+T;	It	re-opens	the	last	closed	tab.	It	is	used	to	establish	that	a	domain	name	…	Canon	Not	rated	yetCanon	Founded	in	1933,	Canon
is	one	of	the	largest	and	well-known	computer	printer,	floppy	drives,	camera,	and	video	equipment	manufactures.	This	slur	…	Crane	Not	rated	yetCrane	Founded	in	1855	by	Richard	Teller	Crane,	the	Crane	company	is	a	holding	company	with	subsidiaries	in	the	aerospace,	electronics,	engineered	…	Craigslist	Not	rated	yetCraigslist	Craigslist	is	a
website	that	allows	users	to	place	classified	ads	and	communicate	with	each	other	on	message	boards.	It	is	used	to	transfer	…	Spreadsheet	Not	rated	yetSpreadsheet	A	spreadsheet	or	worksheet	is	a	file	made	of	rows	and	columns	that	help	sort	data,	arrange	data	easily,	and	calculate	numerical	data.	Close	Not	rated	yetClose	Close	may	refer	to	any	of
the	following:	In	general,	close	is	the	action	performed	to	terminate	a	program	or	exit	a	file.	When	information	is	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	Confidentiality	Not	rated	yetConfidentiality	Confidentiality	describes	data	that	is	kept	from	any	other	users	that	should	not	have	access	to	it	unless	permission	is	granted	by	…	Conexant	Not	rated
yetConexant	Established	in	January	1999,	Conexant	is	one	of	the	largest	semiconductor	companies,	providing	solutions	for	imaging,	audio,	embedded	modem,	…	Condusiv	Not	rated	yetCondusiv	Formerly	known	as	the	Diskeeper	Corporation,	Condusiv	Technologies	was	founded	on	July	22,	1981	by	Craig	Jensen.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	S	and	C-s,
Ctrl+S	is	a	shortcut	…	What	Does	Ctrl+R	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+R	Do?☆☛In	all	major	Internet	browsers	(e.g.,	Chrome,	Edge,	Firefox,	Opera),	pressing	Ctrl+R	refreshes	(reloads)	the	open	page.	Contact	information	…	Crowdsourcing	Not	rated	yetCrowdsourcing	Crowdsourcing	occurs	when	a	job	intended	for	one	person,	or	a	small	group,	is	opened	up
to	the	public	via	the	Internet.	This	concept	involves	…	Conventional	Memory	Not	rated	yetConventional	Memory	Conventional	memory	is	a	section	of	IBM	compatible	memory	that	totals	640	KB.	…	Split	and	Arrange	Open	Windows	Not	rated	yetSplit	and	Arrange	Open	Windows	Tip	If	you	are	running	Windows	7	or	later,	you	may	want	to	first	try	using
the	new	Windows	Smart	Window	feature.	What	…	Computer	Problem	Not	rated	yetComputer	Problem	Sometimes	referred	to	as	an	issue,	a	problem	is	any	situation	that	occurs	that	is	unexpected	or	prevents	something	from	occurring.	…	Carbon	Copy	Cloner	Not	rated	yetCarbon	Copy	Cloner	Clone	In	computer	manufacturing	(and	sometimes	software
development),	a	clone	is	a	product	which	closely	resembles	another,	…	Carbon	Copy	Not	rated	yetCarbon	Copy	CC	Short	for	carbon	copy	or	courtesy	copy,	CC	is	a	copy	of	an	e-mail	to	be	shared	but	requires	no	reply	or	action.	For	example,	a	software	license	is	an	agreement	between	a	user	and	…	LGPL	Not	rated	yetLGPL	The	GNU	Lesser	General
Public	License,	also	known	as	the	LGPL,	is	a	more	permissive	version	of	the	GPL	(the	GNU	General	Public	License).	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	Home	and	C-Home,	Ctrl+Home	is	a	shortcut	key	that	moves	the	cursor	to	the	end	of	a	document.	Contact	information	Phone:	(888)	351-5980	…	Computer	Dictionary	Not	rated	yetComputer
Dictionary	CMOS	Sensor	CMOS	Setup	CMOS	Virus	Cmp	CMS	CMYK	CNCT	CNET	CNet	…	Commutative	Operation	Not	rated	yetCommutative	Operation	In	math,	an	operation	is	commutative	if	the	order	of	the	numbers	used	can	be	altered	with	the	result	remaining	the	same.	Cleaning	your	case	keeps	the	appearance	of	the	computer	looking	new.	F8
The	F8	key	can	be	used	to	access	Safe	Mode	if	pressed	during	the	computer's	boot	up	process.	See	our	cp	command	overview	for	further	information.	»	Computer	Shortcut	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"M"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"M"	Machine	Learning	Microsoft	Agent	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Windows	key	+	A	→	Open
Action	center.	AAC	is	the	default	codec	…	Top	10	Apple	Terms	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Apple	Terms	Menu	Bar	Menu	Bar	Apple	Touch	Icon	QuickTime	Terminal	Extension	Safari	…	A4	Processor	Not	rated	yetA4	Processor	The	Apple	A4	processor	is	a	type	processor	known	as	a	system-on-a-chip,	where	a	CPU	and	a	GPU	are	combined	onto	a	single
processing	chip.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	bang	or	exclamation	point,	an	exclamation	mark	"!"	is	a	punctuation	mark	found	on	the	…	What	is	PowerToys?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	PowerToys?	What	is	…	Cyber	Security	Not	rated	yetCyber	Security	A	system	or	set	of	steps	that	helps	keep	data	from	prying	eyes	by	utilizing	passwords,	encryption,	and
hiding	data.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	448	to	453	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	…	Apple	Terms	"G"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"G"	GarageBand	Gatekeeper	Genius	Bar	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Settings	…	Controller	Not	rated	yetController	A	controller	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	gaming,	a
controller	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	input	device	used	to	control	…	Control	Character	Not	rated	yetControl	Character	Non-printing	character	A	non-printing	character,	also	called	a	control	character,	is	a	number	that	represents	a	non-written	…	Control+Alt+Delete	Not	rated	yetControl+Alt+Delete	Three-finger	salute	Three-finger	salute	is	slang
used	to	describe	the	IBM	PC	compatible	three	key	sequence	Ctrl+Alt+Del	…	Computer	Terminologies	Not	rated	yetComputer	Terminologies	Commutative	Operation	Comodo	Comp	Compact	Companion	Virus	Compaq	Compare	…	Control	Not	rated	yetControl	Control	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	control	refers	to	the	ability	to	manage,
organize,	or	run	something	on	a	computer.	Windows	key	+	M	→	Minimize	all	windows.	A	dirty	optical	or	laser	mouse	can	cause	the	mouse	cursor	to	be	difficult	to	…	Motherboard	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetMotherboard	Cleaning	Why?	CMOS	(complementary	metal-oxide	…	CMD	Technology	Not	rated	yetCMD	Technology	Founded	in	1987	and	based	in
Massachusetts,	USA.	For	example,	…	Cyberpunk	Not	rated	yetCyberpunk	Cyberpunk	is	a	subgenre	of	science	fiction	that	often	describes	post-apocalyptic	or	urban	jungle	environments	populated	by	high-tech	renegades.	Udemy	Vs	Udacity	Vs	Coursera	Online	Courses	Compared	Side	by	Side	-	Udemy	Vs	Udacity	Vs	Coursera	Online	Courses	Compared
-	Coursera	or	edX/Udacity	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	-	Keyboard	Shortcuts	Keyboard	Function	Keys	Please	insert	your	question	in	the	form	below.	Smart	glasses	are	a	type	of	wearable	device	that	utilizes	AR	(augmented	reality)	to	add	digital	displays	to	glasses.	…	Cross-Platform	Network	Not	rated	yetCross-Platform	Network	A	network	that
consists	of	more	than	one	platform	of	computer.	It	was	a	…	CD	Spindle	Not	rated	yetCD	Spindle	A	spindle	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	post	that	holds	a	reel	of	magnetic	tape	or	CDs.	The	picture	shows	an	example	of	a	blank	…	CDSL	Not	rated	yetCDSL	Short	for	Consumer	DSL,	CDSL	is	a	trademarked	version	of	DSL	with	a	typical	transfer
speed	of	up	to	1	Mbps.	Windows	key	+	Enter	→	Open	Narrator.	Compiling	allows	the	computer	…	CCNP	Not	rated	yetCCNP	Short	for	Cisco	Certified	Network	Professional,	CCNP	is	a	certification	that	indicates	an	advanced	or	journeyman	knowledge	of	networks	and	Cisco	…	CCNA	Not	rated	yetCCNA	Short	for	Cisco	Certified	Network	Associate,
CCNA	is	a	certification	that	indicates	a	foundation	in	and	apprentice	knowledge	of	networking	for	…	CCleaner	Not	rated	yetCCleaner	CCleaner	is	a	software	program	used	to	remove	unwanted	files	and	clean	up	invalid	Windows	registry	entries	on	a	computer.	Ctrl	+	C:	Copy	selected	text.	The	Colossus	…	Colossal	Cave	Adventure	Not	rated
yetColossal	Cave	Adventure	In	1975,	software	developer	Will	Crowther	wrote	Colossal	Cave	Adventure,	the	first	text	adventure	game.	For	…	CPU	Benchmarking	Not	rated	yetCPU	Benchmarking	A	benchmark	is	a	test	that	measures	the	performance	of	hardware,	software,	or	computer.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	*:	View	or	hide	non	printing	characters.	To	access
Windows	Safe	Mode,	select	a	link	…	What	is	the	use	of	Fn	key	in	keyboard?	Not	rated	yetThe	Fn	key,	short	form	for	function,	is	a	modifier	key	on	many	keyboards,	especially	on	laptops,	used	in	a	compact	layout	to	combine	keys	which	are	usually	…	What	is	a	Storage	Device?	Not	rated	yetAlternatively	referred	to	as	digital	storage,	storage,	storage
media,	or	storage	medium,	a	storage	device	is	any	hardware	capable	of	holding	information	…	What	is	a	Handheld?	Not	rated	yetWhat	OS	do	handheld	computers	use?	It	is	written	to	the	file	system	if	software	crashes"	…	Crash	Not	rated	yetCrash	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	system	crash,	a	crash	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	software	program	or
hardware	problem	that	is	encountered	without	…	Crapware	Not	rated	yetCrapware	Alternatively	referred	to	as	bloatware	and	junkware,	crapware	is	software	that	comes	pre-installed	with	OEM	computers	and	offers	no	advantage	…	Crapplet	Not	rated	yetCrapplet	Crapplet	is	a	slur	used	to	describe	any	applet	(often	a	Java	applet)	that	was	either
poorly	created	or	implemented.	…	Capacity	Not	rated	yetCapacity	Capacity	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	disc,	disk,	or	drive,	capacity	or	storage	capacity	is	the	maximum	amount	…	Capacitor	Not	rated	yetCapacitor	A	capacitor	is	a	component	made	of	two	or	sets	of	two	conductive	plates	with	a	thin	insulator	between	them	and
wrapped	in	a	ceramic	and	…	Capacitive	Stylus	Not	rated	yetCapacitive	Stylus	In	computing,	a	stylus	is	an	instrument	shaped	like	a	pen,	designed	to	be	used	with	graphics	tablets	or	devices	that	use	touch	screen	…	Capacitive	Touch	Screen	Not	rated	yetCapacitive	Touch	Screen	A	touch	screen	is	a	display	device	that	allows	the	user	to	interact	with	a
computer	by	using	their	finger	or	stylus.	First	released	for	the	…	Cathode	Ray	Tube	Not	rated	yetCathode	Ray	Tube	CRT	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	cathode	ray	tube,	a	CRT	is	the	electron	beams	in	a	monitor	that	move	across	your	…	Cathode	Ray	Oscilloscope	Not	rated	yetCathode	Ray	Oscilloscope	Tool	used	for	measuring	the	voltage
of	the	cathode-ray	tube	inside	of	your	computer	CRT	monitor.	The	abbreviation	CL	is	short	…	Cksum	Not	rated	yetCksum	Linux	cksum	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	cksum	command	calculates	a	cyclic	redundancy	check	(CRC)	and	byte	count	for	…	Citrix	Not	rated	yetCitrix	The	Citrix	family	of	products	consists	of	application	and
portal	server	solutions	for	secure,	Internet	access	to	Windows,	Unix,	and	Java-based	…	Citizen	Not	rated	yetCitizen	Founded	in	1930,	Citizen	is	a	manufacturer	of	a	wide	range	of	computer	printers.	Ctrl	+	R:	Moves	one	word	to	the	right.	There	are	several	versions	of	this	time	scale	(i.e.	…	Cooperative	Multitasking	Not	rated	yetCooperative
Multitasking	Cooperative	multitasking	is	a	form	of	multitasking	where	the	programs	in	the	background	can	only	process	data	when	the	program	…	Coolmax	Not	rated	yetCoolmax	Founded	in	1992,	Coolmax	Technology	Inc.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1703	to	1739	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	The	following	examples	…	Latest
Additions	Not	rated	yetLatest	Additions	What	is	Self-Hosting?	Ctrl	+	End:	Moves	the	cursor	to	the	end	of	the	document.	Previously,	iPads	have	used	iOS,	the	…	Frankenmac	Not	rated	yetFrankenmac	Sometimes	referred	to	as	a	Hackintosh,	a	Frankenmac	is	a	home-built	version	of	an	Apple	Macintosh	computer,	created	to	give	users	Apple	…	Force
Touch	Not	rated	yetForce	Touch	Alternatively	known	as	3D	Touch,	Force	Touch	is	a	pressure	sensitivity	technology	developed	by	Apple	in	2014.	If	a	file	has	changed	…	CLOS	Not	rated	yetCLOS	Short	for	Common	Lisp	Object	System,	CLOS	is	a	dialect	of	the	Lisp	programming	language.	Windows	key	+	D	→	Display	or	hide	the	desktop.	Alternatively
referred	to	as	Control	U	and	C-u,	Ctrl+U	is	a	shortcut	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Tab	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Tab	Do?☆☛Ctrl+Tab	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	switch	between	open	tabs	in	a	browser.	The	Chromebit	…	Chroma	Subsampling	Not	rated	yetChroma	Subsampling	Alternatively	referred	to	as	chroma	subsampling,	color	subsampling	is	an	image
processing	technique	used	to	reduce	the	color	resolution	…	Chortle	out	Loud	Not	rated	yetChortle	out	Loud	Col	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Col	is	a	command	in	Linux	to	reverse	the	line-feeds.	Dictionaries	help	users	look	up	definitions	to	get	a	better	…	Computer	Cookie	Not	rated	yetComputer	Cookie	First	introduced	with	Netscape	0.9	on
October	13,	1994,	a	cookie	is	a	small	amount	of	text-only	data	saved	on	your	computer	while	…	Computer	Console	Not	rated	yetComputer	Console	A	console	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	1.	Most	…	What	is	an	Organization?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	an	Organization?	CLUT	Not	rated	yetCLUT	Short	for	color	lookup	table,	CLUT	is	a	way	to	transform	a
range	of	input	colors	into	another	range	of	colors.	It	takes	advantage	of	the	concept	that	…	Concept	Mapping	Not	rated	yetConcept	Mapping	In	the	computer	world,	concept	mapping	is	visualizing	how	the	various	aspects	of	a	computer	(both	hardware	and	software)	interact	…	Concept	Not	rated	yetConcept	Macro	virus	A	MAC	or	Macro	virus	is	a
computer	virus	that	spreads	to	other	computers	through	software	programs	that	utilize	macros.	Below	some	are	examples	of	mouse	shortcuts.	Starts	a	slideshow	in	PowerPoint.	PowerToys	is	a	free	utility	for	Microsoft	Windows	that	adds	useful	power	user	features	to	the	operating	system.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	I	and	C-i,	Ctrl+I	is	a
shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	italicize	and	un-italicize	text.	Text	that	is	"ciphered"	(processed	with	…	Cinnamon	Not	rated	yetCinnamon	First	released	in	2012,	Cinnamon	is	a	desktop	environment	developed	by	Linux	Mint.	GnuCash	is	free,	open-source	accounting	software	that	offers	features	similar	to	the	commercial	accounting	software	Quicken.
It	was	started	in	…	Cracker	Not	rated	yetCracker	A	cracker	is	an	individual	who	can	decipher	codes	and	passwords	being	able	to	break	security	systems	for	illegal	reasons.	For	example,	in	the	animated	GIF	shown	on	this	page.	…	Fair	use	Not	rated	yetFair	use	Fair	use	is	a	limited	use	permitted	by	Copyright	law,	allowing	the	use	of	Copyrighted
material	for	certain	purposes,	such	as	for	research,	…	FAD	Not	rated	yetFAD	Short	for	functioning	as	designed,	FAD	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	process	that	is	running	properly	and	free	of	errors.	For	example,	money	is	the	most	common	currency	…	Curmbox	Not	rated	yetCurmbox	Short	for	Current	Mailbox,	Curmbox	was	a	hidden	tag	used	to	open
or	display	e-mail	on	Microsoft's	Hotmail	service.	For	…	Li-polymer	Not	rated	yetLi-polymer	Short	for	lithium-polymer,	Li-polymer	is	a	battery	technology	that	is	a	lower	cost	version	of	the	Li-ion	that	first	started	being	used	…	Li-Ion	Not	rated	yetLi-Ion	Short	for	lithium-ion	and	sometimes	abbreviated	as	Li-on,	Li-ion	is	a	fragile	technology	requiring	a
protector	circuit.	…	Connectionist	Architecture	Not	rated	yetConnectionist	Architecture	Neural	network	A	neural	network	simulates	intelligence	based	on	how	a	human	brain	receives	and	processes	information.	Ctrl	+	2:	Double-space	lines.	…	CacheSet	Not	rated	yetCacheSet	Windows	Sysinternals	Formerly	known	as	Winternals	and	initially	released
in	1996,	Windows	Sysinternals	is	now	a	product	from	Microsoft	…	Cache	Discovery	Protocol	Not	rated	yetCache	Discovery	Protocol	CDP	is	an	acronym	used	to	represent	the	following	phrases:	Introduced	on	June	22,	2006	by	BitTorrent	Inc.,	Cache	Discovery	…	Cache	Not	rated	yetCache	Cache	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Pronounced	like	the
physical	form	of	money,	cache	is	a	high-speed	access	area	that	can	be	a	reserved	…	Cable	TV	Not	rated	yetCable	TV	CATV	originally	stood	for	Community	Access	Television	but	is	now	more	commonly	known	as	Cable	TV.	In	computer	games,	Ctrl	is	often	used	to	crouch	or	go	into	a	prone	…	100+	MS-Word	Shortcut	Keys	100+	MS-Word	Shortcut	Keys.
It	is	useful	when	you	want	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	A	botmaster	is	responsible	for	keeping	the	bot	online,	making	…	Bixby	Not	rated	yetBixby	Created	in	2017	to	compete	with	voice	assistants,	such	as	Siri,	Alexa,	and	Google	Assistant,	Bixby	is	a	digital	assistant	for	Samsung	smartphones	…	Automation	Not	rated	yetAutomation	Automation	is	the
use	of	technology	to	accomplish	a	task	with	as	little	human	interaction	as	possible.	Graphs	are	useful	for	…	GPL	Not	rated	yetGPL	Short	for	GNU	General	Public	License,	the	GPL	is	a	general	license	published	by	GNU	project.	This	…	Cloth	Ribbon	Not	rated	yetCloth	Ribbon	Cloth	ribbon	is	a	type	of	printing	ribbon	used	with	impact	printers.	Most
commonly,	it	refers	to	moving	the	…	Contention	Not	rated	yetContention	Contention	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	contention	is	a	conflict	when	two	or	more	programs	try	to	use	the	same	resource	or	setting	…	Content	Creator	Not	rated	yetContent	Creator	Influencer	An	influencer	is	an	individual	who	gains	a	large	following	on	a	social	media
platform,	such	as	Facebook,	Instagram,	…	Content	Not	rated	yetContent	Content	is	another	term	used	to	describe	the	text	within	an	e-mail,	web	page,	or	another	file.	…	If	This	Then	That	Online	Service	Not	rated	yetIf	This	Then	That	Online	Service	The	web	service	if	this	then	that	(IFTTT)	is	a	fantastic	free	online	service	that	allows	you	set	up	tasks
that	will	…	Create	a	Unique	Facebook	Profile	Picture	Not	rated	yetCreate	a	Unique	Facebook	Profile	Picture	At	the	top	of	your	Facebook	profile,	you'll	see	the	five	most	recent	pictures	containing	a	picture	of	you.	Windows	key	+	X	→	Open	Quick	Link	menu.	Ctrl	+	F4	will	close	the	open	window	within	the	current	active	window	in	Microsoft	Windows.
F9	Opens	the	Measurements	tool	bar	in	Quark	5.0.	F10	F10	is	the	key	that	is	used	to	activate	the	menu	bar	in	many	programs.	Column	Not	rated	yetColumn	A	column	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	column	is	a	vertical	series	of	cells	in	a	chart,	table,	or	spreadsheet.	Find	weather	and	movies	…	Google	Search	Options	Not	rated	yetGoogle	Search
Options	Take	full	advantage	of	Google's	options	feature	by	clicking	the	Show	options...	A	curved	monitor,	or	curved	display,	is	a	computer	monitor	or	television	that	has	a	curve	to	it,	instead	of	being	flat.	Ctrl+Shift+Esc	is	a	shortcut	key	that	opens	…	Ctrl+Shift+End	Ctrl+Shift+End;☆☛Pressing	Ctrl,	Shift,	and	End	all	at	the	same	time	highlights	all
text	from	the	current	position	to	the	end	of	the	text	or	page.	This	process	is	carried	out	by	using	software	…	Composite	Not	rated	yetComposite	Composite	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	cable,	a	composite	cable	or	RCA	cable	is	an	audio/video	cable	with	yellow,	…	Component	Not	rated	yetComponent	A	component	may	refer	to
any	of	the	following:	In	reference	to	hardware,	a	component	or	part	is	one	hardware	unit	designed	to	be	connected	…	Compliant	Not	rated	yetCompliant	Compliant	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	product	or	service	that	fully	meets	the	specifications	or	standard	set	by	a	company	or	organization.	Unlike	the	brush	tool,	which	…	What	is	Holy	Grail
Layout?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Holy	Grail	Layout?	Check	and	ensure	that	your	question	has	not	been	asked	and	answered	in	the	enquiries	appearing	beneath	the	form.	When	…	Secure	Enclave	Not	rated	yetSecure	Enclave	Secure	Enclave	is	a	hardware	component	of	modern	Apple	mobile	devices,	such	as	the	iPhone.	Keyboard	Function	Keys:	A	function
key	is	a	key	on	a	computer	or	on	the	computer	keyboard	which	can	be	programmed	so	as	to	cause	an	operating	system	program	to	perform	certain	actions.	On	April	2,	2019,	Google+	…	CIR	Not	rated	yetCIR	Short	for	committed	information	rate,	CIR	is	the	guaranteed	bandwidth	that	a	carrier	provides	a	subscriber	under	normal	line	conditions.	…
Card	Not	rated	yetCard	A	card	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	respect	to	desktop	computers,	card	is	an	abbreviation	used	for	an	expansion	card.	For	…	MSP	Not	rated	yetMSP	MSP	may	refer	to	either	of	the	following:	Short	for	Management	Service	Provider,	an	MSP	is	a	type	of	company	that	manages	information	technology	…	MSDS	Not
rated	yetMSDS	MSDS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	material	safety	data	sheet,	MSDS	is	a	document	with	information	about	disposing,	handling,	…	MRP	Not	rated	yetMRP	Short	for	Materials	Requirement	Planning,	MRP	is	a	service	or	software	application	that	helps	manage	inventory;	keeping	it	reasonably	low	without	…
Monetization	Not	rated	yetMonetization	With	respect	to	the	Internet,	monetization	refers	to	any	method	for	generating	revenue	through	online	content.	The	…	Command	Not	rated	yetCommand	A	command	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	command	is	a	word	or	phrase	that,	when	typed	or	spoken,	causes	the	computer	to	perform	a	…	Comma
Delimited	Not	rated	yetComma	Delimited	A	delimiter	is	one	or	more	characters	that	separate	text	strings.	Alt	+	Tab	→	Switch	between	open	apps.	Each	dimension	of	the	…	Chart	Area	Not	rated	yetChart	Area	A	chart	area	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	some	software	application	interfaces	for	Microsoft	Silverlight,	like	the	Telerik	…	Chart	Not
rated	yetChart	In	general,	a	chart	is	a	graphical	representation	of	data.	Many	software	programs	use	chevron	markings	to	…	CHEM	USA	Not	rated	yetCHEM	USA	Founded	in	1990,	CHEM	USA	is	a	manufacturer	of	computer	products	and	portable	computers.	The	CTX	website	has	…	Ctime	Not	rated	yetCtime	Mtime	Mtime	is	a	file	attribute	that
records	the	time	and	date	a	file	was	last	modified.	ciao	is	often	used	in	chat	rooms	and	text-based	communications	for	greeting	someone	or	saying	goodbye	and	…	Chuck	Grinder	Not	rated	yetChuck	Grinder	Bryant	Computer	Products	Originally	founded	in	1909	by	William	Leroy	Bryant	as	the	Bryant	Chucking	Grinder	Co.	the	company	…	cHTML	Not
rated	yetcHTML	Short	for	compact	HTML,	cHTML	is	a	subset	of	HTML	used	for	small	devices	such	as	smartphones	and	PDAs.	Some	HTML	features,	such	as	tables,	image	…	Chspace	Not	rated	yetChspace	How	much	is	1	byte,	kilobyte,	megabyte,	gigabyte,	etc.?	IPB	allows	a	technician	or	customer	service	…	Introduction	Not	rated	yetIntroduction	An
introduction	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	introduction	in	a	document,	usually	the	first	or	several	paragraphs,	provides	…	Internet	Not	rated	yetInternet	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	net	or	web,	the	Internet	(interconnected	network)	was	initially	developed	to	aid	in	the	progress	of	computing	…	Internal	Not	rated	yetInternal	Internal	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Internal	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	device	that	is	installed	in	the	computer.	For	example,	after	a	computer	game	…	Credit	Card	Fraud	Not	rated	yetCredit	Card	Fraud	Credit	card	fraud	is	the	act	of	someone	illegally	using	another	person's	credit	card	to	make	purchases	without	their	permission.	GnuCash	…	What	is
Retail?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Retail?	It	introduced	several	new	features	to	Windows	…	Creatix	Not	rated	yetCreatix	Creatix	Technology	Pte	Ltd	is	a	Singapore	based	manufacturer	in	the	field	of	intelligent	Multimedia	systems.	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	user	draws	a	picture	and	the	AI	tries	to	guess	…	Python	Not	rated	yetPython	Python	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Python	is	an	interpreted,	interactive,	object-oriented	programming	language	that	was	first	developed	…	Prolog	Not	rated	yetProlog	Short	for	programming	in	logic	or	programation	et	logique	(French),	prolog	is	a	programming	language	developed	by	Alain	Colmeraur	and	his	colleagues	…	Neural	Network	Not	rated
yetNeural	Network	A	neural	network	simulates	intelligence	based	on	how	a	human	brain	receives	and	processes	information.	…	Continuous	Feed	Paper	Not	rated	yetContinuous	Feed	Paper	Fanfold	paper	Sometimes	referred	to	as	continuous	feed	paper	or	tractor	feed	paper,	fanfold	paper	is	specially	manufactured	…	Continuity	RIMM	Not	rated
yetContinuity	RIMM	Short	for	continuity	RIMM,	a	C-RIMM	is	an	inexpensive	pass	through	module	that	allows	for	a	continuous	signal	for	computers	with	RIMM	…	Continuity	Not	rated	yetContinuity	The	state	of	being	continuous.	Almost	every	program	will	open	the	help	screen	when	this	key	is	pressed.	Ctrl	+	B:	Bold	highlighted	selection.	What	…
BYOD	Not	rated	yetBYOD	With	the	advancements	in	technology	and	the	cost	reduction	of	obtaining	it,	most	people	have	mobile	computing	devices,	like	laptops,	tablets,	…	Brown	Box	Not	rated	yetBrown	Box	A	brown	box	is	a	hardware	product	that	includes	only	the	necessary	products	needed	to	install	into	a	computer.	…	Support	Not	rated
yetSupport	Support	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	technical	support,	support	describes	a	group	of	individuals	or	…	Supervised	Not	rated	yetSupervised	Supervised	is	a	term	used	to	describe	something	that	must	be	monitored	and	controlled	by	a	human	being	and	is	incapable	of	running	or	functioning	…	Subscribe	Not
rated	yetSubscribe	When	a	computer	user	adds	their	e-mail	address	to	a	mailing	list	(newsletter),	the	user	is	subscribing	to	whatever	is	being	sent	to	that	…	Style	Guide	Not	rated	yetStyle	Guide	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	manual	of	style,	style	book,	or	style	manual,	a	style	guide	is	an	article,	book,	PDF,	or	website	with	a	…	Startup	Not	rated
yetStartup	Startup	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Startup	is	a	general	term	used	to	describe	the	process	of	preparing	the	computer,	operating	…	Standing	desk	Not	rated	yetStanding	desk	A	standing	desk	is	a	desk	tall	enough	that	the	user	can	work	at	it	while	standing	upright.	For	example,	the	number	1,	the	letter	a,	and	the	unique	…	Cellular
Hotspot	Not	rated	yetCellular	Hotspot	A	hotspot	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	hotspot	is	a	clickable	section	in	an	HTML	document	or	image	map	that	forwards	a	…	Cellular	Company	Not	rated	yetCellular	Company	MNO	A	mobile	network	operator	or	MNO,	is	a	company	that	provides	wireless	communications	services	to	users.	What	is	an
Operating	…	Crapintosh	Not	rated	yetCrapintosh	Crapintosh,	Crapple,	iSheep,	and	iTroll	are	slurs	used	to	describe	the	Apple	Macintosh	computers,	Apple	products,	or	Apple	fans.	In	CGI,	caustics	are	calculated	as	…	Catfish	Not	rated	yetCatfish	A	catfish	is	a	person	who	creates	a	fake	online	profile	with	the	intention	of	deceiving	someone	else.	What
…	Chaos	Model	Not	rated	yetChaos	Model	The	chaos	model	is	an	approach	to	the	software	development	process	that	uses	ideas	from	chaos	theory	to	address	common	issues	while	working	…	Chanserv	Not	rated	yetChanserv	An	IRC	command	that	enables	users	to	register	a	channel	and	always	remain	in	control.	Ctrl	+	X	→	Cut	selected	items.	When
cascading	windows,	they	will	be	arranged	from	…	CAS	Not	rated	yetCAS	CAS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	column	address	select	or	column	access	strobe,	CAS	is	a	signal	that	your	CPU	or	other	hardware	…	Cartridge	Not	rated	yetCartridge	A	cartridge	is	an	object	housed	in	a	protective	shell.	Its	features	include	synchronization	with
Google	services	…	CPU	Not	rated	yetCPU	Alternately	referred	to	as	a	processor,	central	processor,	or	microprocessor,	the	CPU	(pronounced	sea-pea-you)	is	the	central	processing	unit	…	More	Computer	Tips	Not	rated	yetMore	Computer	Tips	Page	Content	Top	10	Google	Chrome	Tips	Control	Your	Passwords	Between	Computers	and	Devices	Drag
Your	…	Speed	up	a	Windows	10	Computer	Not	rated	yetSpeed	up	a	Windows	10	Computer	The	Microsoft	Windows	10	operating	system	is	quite	efficient	and	performs	well	using	default	settings.	Its	height-to-width	…	Battery	Terms	"S"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"S"	SBD	SLA	SpeedStep	What	is	an	Operating	System?	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and
their	Functions	»	…	Battery	Terms	"I"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"I"	Intelligent	Battery	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Dust	and	especially	particles	of	cigarette	smoke	can	build	up	and	corrode	circuitry,	causing	various	problems	such	…	CRT	Monitor	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetCRT	Monitor	Cleaning	Tip	This	section	is	for	CRT	computer	monitors.
Windows	key	+	Ctrl	+	F4	→	Close	current	virtual	desktop.	…	Combo	Box	Not	rated	yetCombo	Box	A	combo	box	is	a	GUI	feature	that	combines	a	drop-down	box,	list	box,	and/or	an	editable	text	field,	giving	the	user	multiple	ways	to	input	…	Combine	Not	rated	yetCombine	To	join	or	unite	two	or	more	objects	together.	The	feature	ensures	only	one
program,	…	ITU	Not	rated	yetITU	Formerly	known	as	CCITT,	ITU	(International	Telecommunication	Union)	is	the	committee	of	the	United	Nations	that	was	founded	on	May	17,	1865.	…	Crawl	Not	rated	yetCrawl	Crawl	is	a	term	describing	the	process	of	a	bot,	script,	or	software	program	that	visits	a	web	page	and	grabs	content	and	links	from	it.	…
Clock	Not	rated	yetClock	A	clock	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	the	clock	refers	to	a	microchip	that	regulates	the	timing	and	speed	of	all	computer	…	Cloaking	Not	rated	yetCloaking	When	referring	to	computing,	cloaking	refers	to	the	technique	of	hiding	something	or	giving	a	false	appearance.	Ctrl	+	Y:	Redo	the	last	action	performed.
Ctrl	+	V:	Paste	selected	item.	Someone	who	has	a	bad	posture	gets	sore	and	is	less	…	Point	of	Sale	Not	rated	yetPoint	of	Sale	POS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	packet	over	SONET,	see	the	SONET	definition	for	further	information.	Apple	released	this	service	to	…	Apple	Key	Not	rated	yetApple	Key	Apple	menu	Found	on	all	Apple
Macintosh	computers,	the	Apple	menu	is	a	menu	accessed	by	clicking	on	the	Apple	image	found	at	the	…	Apple	II	Not	rated	yetApple	II	The	Apple	II,	also	known	as	the	Apple	][,	was	an	8-bit	home	computer	released	by	Apple	on	June	10,	1977.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	C	and	C-c,	Ctrl+C	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	copy	highlighted
text	or	another	…	What	Does	Ctrl+B	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+B	Do?	…	Contrast	Ratio	Not	rated	yetContrast	Ratio	When	referring	to	a	display,	the	contrast	ratio	is	a	figure	used	to	measure	the	luminance	difference	between	the	brightest	white	and	…	Contrast	Not	rated	yetContrast	The	variation	of	the	lightest	or	brightest	in	comparison	to	the	darkest
portions	of	an	image	or	your	display.	Shift	+	F7	runs	a	Thesaurus	check	on	the	word	highlighted.	…	What	Does	Ctrl+8	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+8	Do?	Why	…	Report	Not	rated	yetReport	Report	may	refer	to	either	of	the	following:	On	the	Internet,	to	report	is	to	notify	the	administrator	of	a	website	or	application	about	…	Repair	shop	Not	rated	yetRepair
shop	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	repair	store,	service	center,	and	repair	center,	a	repair	shop	is	a	companies	department	or	a	third-party	…	Repair	Not	rated	yetRepair	Repair	is	the	act	of	correcting,	fixing,	or	replacing	components	of	an	object	to	make	it	function	properly.	…	Checksum	Calculator	Not	rated	yetChecksum	Calculator	How	to	verify	the
checksum	of	an	installer	file	One	method	of	knowing	if	a	downloaded	program	file	is	safe	to	install	…	Checksum	Not	rated	yetChecksum	A	number	or	string	of	text	that	is	calculated	from	data	when	data	is	sent	from	one	place	to	another.	Applications	that	support	Microsoft's	COM	architecture	register	…	Class	Not	rated	yetClass	A	class	may	refer	to
any	of	the	following:	In	object-oriented	programming,	a	class	is	a	set	of	related	objects	that	share	common	characteristics.	…	iPhoto	Not	rated	yetiPhoto	iPhoto	is	a	software	program	included	with	iLife	that	enables	Apple	Macintosh	computer	users	to	store,	view,	and	edit	their	photos.	Press	the	shortcut	…	What	does	Ctrl+Q	Do?	…	FAQ	Not	rated
yetFAQ	Short	for	frequently	asked	questions,	FAQs	are	locations	with	information	on	frequently	asked	questions	about	a	particular	product	or	service.	Released	in	2012,	Tinder	is	a	popular	smartphone	app	for	online	dating.	Towers	are	a	common	style	…	CPU	Slot	Not	rated	yetCPU	Slot	A	slot	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	an	SD
or	other	memory	cards,	a	slot	is	the	hole	the	card	is	placed	into.	…	QA	Not	rated	yetQA	Short	for	quality	assurance,	QA	is	a	job	where	the	employee	tests	a	hardware	or	software	product	and	makes	sure	no	problems	exist	before	it	is	…	Business	Terms	"P"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"P"	PaaS	Paperless	PayPal	Paywall	PDF	Performance	Evaluation
Phone	book	…	Business	Terms	"O"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"O"	OA	Obsolete	OEM	Office	Onboarding	Online	Banking	Online	Payment	Service	…	Business	Terms	"N"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"N"	N/A	NDA	New	NFR	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Open	the	find,	replace,	…	Use	of	function	keys	in	keyboard	Learn	what	are	the	F1	through	F12
keys?	Alternatively	known	as	Control	8	and	C-8,	Ctrl+8	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	eigth	tab	in	a	browser	or	…	What	Does	Ctrl+7	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+7	Do?	…	Clip-on	Microphone	Not	rated	yetClip-on	Microphone	Microphone	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	mic,	a	microphone	is	a	hardware	peripheral	and	input	device	originally
invented	by	…	Clipboard	Not	rated	yetClipboard	The	clipboard,	also	known	as	pasteboard,	is	a	special	location	in	your	computer's	memory	that	temporarily	stores	cut	or	copied	data	from	…	Clip	Art	Not	rated	yetClip	Art	Clip	art	is	art	or	an	image	that	is	made	by	various	artists	to	fit	numerous	different	categories	such	as	people,	animals,	school,	etc.
Switches	to	the	second	tab	in	a	browser	or	another	program	with	tab	support	How	to	use	the	Ctrl+2	shortcut	key	…	What	Does	Ctrl+1	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+1	Do?	The	…	CCDE	Not	rated	yetCCDE	Short	for	Cisco	Certified	Design	Expert,	CCDE	is	a	certification	that	helps	identify	individuals	who	have	expertise	in	network	design.	…	Zoom	in	and	Out	of
a	Page	Not	rated	yetZoom	in	and	Out	of	a	Page	Many	programs	that	support	the	ability	to	zoom	in	and	out	of	a	page	or	document	also	support	the	shortcut	key	to	quickly	…	Delete	One	Word	at	a	Time	Not	rated	yetDelete	One	Word	at	a	Time	In	most	Windows	programs,	you	can	delete	one	full	word	at	a	time.	Below	is	an	example	…	Columbus
Method	Not	rated	yetColumbus	Method	Hunt-and-peck	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	Columbus	method.	In	general,	a	ware	or	wares	is	a	product(s)	or	tool(s).	Cold	Swap	Not	rated	yetCold	Swap	A	cold	swap	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	process	of	installing,	connecting,	or	disconnecting	a	hardware	device	that	requires	that	the	…	Cold	Reboot	Not
rated	yetCold	Reboot	A	Reboot	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	reboot	is	the	process	of	restarting	a	working	computer	using	hardware	(e.g.,	a	power	…	Cold	Dock	Not	rated	yetCold	Dock	Docking	station	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	universal	port	replicator,	a	docking	station	is	a	hardware	device	that	allows	portable	…	Cold	Not	rated	yetCold
Cold	boot	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cold	start,	hard	boot,	and	hard	start,	cold	boot	is	the	process	of	powering	on	a	computer	…	COLA	Not	rated	yetCOLA	Cola	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	comp.os.linux.announce,	COLA	is	the	Linux	newsgroup	where	new	Linux	information	is	announced.	The	cardinality	…	Continuous	Loop	Not	rated
yetContinuous	Loop	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	infinite	loop	or	a	continuous	loop,	an	endless	loop	is	a	continuous	repetition	of	a	program	segment.	It	was	introduced	as	part	of	the	iOS	12	update	in	2018.	In	computer,	a	Control	key	is	a	modifier	key	which,	…	What	is	the	Function	of	CTRL	A	to	Z?	List	of	all	A	to	Z	computer	shortcut	keys	for
Microsoft	windows.	The	sponsored	…	SOP	Not	rated	yetSOP	SOP	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	super	operator,	SOP	is	the	second	highest	privileged	user	in	IRC	(behind	founder)	that	is	…	SOHO	Not	rated	yetSOHO	Short	for	small	office/home	office,	SOHO	is	a	business	where	users	work	at	their	home	or	in	a	small	office.	Double-click:	If
double-click	a	word,	selects	the	complete	word.	It	is	used	as	a	guide	to	divide	and	…	What	is	Viewport?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Viewport?	The	utility	helps	…	CD	Burning	Software	Not	rated	yetCD	Burning	Software	How	to	burn	or	create	a	CD	or	DVD	on	a	computer	Note	You	must	have	a	disc	drive	capable	of	burning	a	CD	and	…	CD	Bronzing	Not	rated
yetCD	Bronzing	Alternatively	referred	to	as	CD	bronzing,	bronzing	is	corrosion	similar	to	CD	rot	caused	by	a	manufacturing	defect.	is	a	manufacturer	of	supercomputers.	…	Cut	Sheet	Feeder	Not	rated	yetCut	Sheet	Feeder	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cut	sheet	feeder,	a	sheet	feeder	is	a	device	found	on	a	computer	printer	that	accepts	tracks	of	paper
…	Cut	Not	rated	yetCut	Cut	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	process	of	removing	an	item	and	placing	it	in	a	temporary	location	called	the	clipboard.	While	security	…	Cycle	Not	rated	yetCycle	A	cycle	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	a	cycle	refers	to	a	single	repeating	occurrence	of	a	particular	event.	Description	The	chkey	command
changes	a	user's	secure	RPC	public	…	Chirp	Not	rated	yetChirp	A	chirp	is	an	electromagnetic	signal	pulse	that	changes	frequency	over	time.	It	features	a	header	area	at	the	top	of	the	page	and	…	What	is	Ware?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Ware?	…	Electronic	Publishing	Not	rated	yetElectronic	Publishing	Electronic	publishing	is	a	publishing	method	where
the	final	release	of	the	document	or	media	is	released	electronically.	…	Quickly	Bookmark	a	Web	Page	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Bookmark	a	Web	Page	Quickly	bookmark	any	web	page	in	all	major	browsers	by	pressing	Ctrl+D	on	your	keyboard.	Its	name	…	GA	Not	rated	yetGA	GA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	general	availability,	GA	is	a
product's	life	cycle	after	all	initial	development	and	marketing	…	FYI	Not	rated	yetFYI	FYI	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	for	your	information,	FYI	is	a	common	abbreviation	used	in	chat	rooms	and	message	boards.	Open	the	Control	Panel	Under	System	and	…	Problem	Steps	Recorder	Not	rated	yetProblem	Steps	Recorder	The	Problem
Steps	Recorder	or	Steps	Recorder	is	a	feature	first	introduced	in	Windows	7	and	included	with	Windows	8	and	Windows	…	Windows	7	Content	View	Not	rated	yetWindows	7	Content	View	Content	View	is	a	new	feature	for	Windows	7.	Alt	+	Shift	+	T:	Insert	the	current	time.	Column	charts	display	vertical	bars	going	across	the	chart	horizontally,	with
the	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	Concurrency	Not	rated	yetConcurrency	Concurrency	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Concurrency	is	the	occurrence	of	multiple	events	within	overlapping	time	frames,	but	…	Computer	Word	Not	rated	yetComputer	Word	Short	for	word	of	the	day,	WOTD	is	a	service	that	displays	a	new	word	to	users	each	day.
All	browsers	today	also	support	the	…	Browsing	Only	Safe	Internet	Web	Pages	Not	rated	yetBrowsing	Only	Safe	Internet	Web	Pages	Concerned	about	the	safety	of	web	pages	you	or	others	are	visiting	on	your	computer?	GoPro	cameras	are	…	CIM	Not	rated	yetCIM	CIM	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	computer-integrated	manufacturing,
CIM	is	a	method	of	manufacturing	that	uses	computers	to	…	CIL	Not	rated	yetCIL	The	common	language	runtime,	also	known	as	the	CLR,	is	a	virtual	machine	used	as	part	of	Microsoft's	.NET	framework.	It	is	a	launcher	that	displays	all	applications	installed	on	your	Mac.	Ctrl	+	:	Moves	to	the	end	of	the	paragraph.	The	service	supports	…	Convert	Any
File	Online	Not	rated	yetConvert	Any	File	Online	Convert	any	file	using	the	free	online	Zamzar	service.	For	example,	…	Case	Fan	Not	rated	yetCase	Fan	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	system	fan,	a	case	fan	is	located	inside	a	computer,	attached	to	the	front	or	back	of	its	case.	WireGuard	is	open-source	VPN	software	for	Linux,	Windows,	macOS,
Android,	and	iOS.	Crosstalk	can	cause	errors,	…	Cross-Posting	Not	rated	yetCross-Posting	Alternatively	known	as	x-posting,	cross-posting	is	the	act	of	posting	the	exact	same	thing	on	multiple	pages	or	sections	of	a	website.	CIDR	is	explained	in	further	…	Ciao	Not	rated	yetCiao	Italian	for	saying	hello	or	goodbye.	For	example,	…	QuickBooks	Not	rated
yetQuickBooks	QuickBooks	is	software	for	performing	business	and	office	tasks.	What	makes	a	…	What	is	a	Touch	Screen?	Not	rated	yetA	touch	screen	is	a	display	device	that	allows	the	user	to	interact	with	a	computer	by	using	their	finger	or	stylus.	Here	are	squilly	brackets	{	}	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	open	brace,	close	brace,	and	curly



brackets.	It	then	takes	that	information	and	applies	…	Hopebot	Not	rated	yetHopebot	A	helper	bot	developed	by	Computer	Hope	derived	from	some	of	the	work	done	on	the	Zer0	chatbot	that	assists	and	maintains	order	in	the	Computer	…	Google	Assistant	Not	rated	yetGoogle	Assistant	Google	Assistant	is	a	digital	assistant	service	by	Google	that	uses
artificial	intelligence	to	respond	to	voice	requests.	…	Cmdcons	Not	rated	yetCmdcons	In	Windows	XP	or	Windows	2000,	the	Cmdcons	folder	is	used	by	the	Recovery	Console,	which	is	a	tool	for	fixing	system	problems	or	implementing	…	More	Computer	Definitions	Not	rated	yetMore	Computer	Definitions	Click	Rate	Clickthrough	Clickthrough	Rate
Clickworker	Client	Client	Server	…	Computer	Dictionary	Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	Child	Child	Domain	Chilling	Effect	Chinon	Chips	and	Technologies	Chipset	Chipset	…	Cmd	Commands	Not	rated	yetCmd	Commands	Microsoft	DOS	and	Windows	command	line	Short	for	Microsoft	Disk	Operating	System,	MS-DOS	is	a	non-graphical	command
line	operating	…	Cmd	Not	rated	yetCmd	Cmd	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Abbreviation	for	command,	cmd	is	a	Microsoft	Windows	command	that	opens	the	Windows	command	line	window.	For	example,	in	…	What	Does	Ctrl+C	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+C	Do?	It	was	used	to	clean	electronics	with	keys	or	…	Cyber	Bullied	Not	rated	yetCyber	Bullied
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cyberstalker,	a	cyberbully	is	someone	who	posts	inappropriate	or	unwanted	things	about	another	person,	…	Cyberattack	Not	rated	yetCyberattack	Cyberwar	Alternatively	referred	to	as	cyberwarfare,	cyberwar	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	fictional	future	conflict	that	takes	…	Cyber	Not	rated	yetCyber	Cyber	may	refer	to
any	of	the	following:	Cyber	is	a	prefix	often	used	to	describe	a	person,	idea,	or	object	that	is	part	of	the	online	information	…	CYA	Not	rated	yetCYA	CYA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Shorthand	for	see	ya,	CYA	is	commonly	used	in	chat	rooms	to	let	users	know	you	are	leaving	the	room.	For	example,	…	Carbon	Black	Not	rated	yetCarbon	Black
Originally	known	as	Bit9,	Carbon	Black	is	a	cybersecurity	company	founded	in	2002	by	Todd	Brennan,	Allen	Hillery,	and	John	Hanratty.	…	EOL	Not	rated	yetEOL	EOL	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	end-of-life,	EOL	is	a	label	used	by	software	developers	and	computer	and	hardware	manufacturers	…	EOD	Not	rated	yetEOD	EOD	may	refer
to	any	of	the	following:	Shorthand	for	end	of	discussion,	EOD	is	commonly	used	in	chat	rooms	and	text	communications.	This	document	…	Chkntfs	Not	rated	yetChkntfs	MS-DOS	and	Windows	command	line	chkntfs	command	The	chkntfs	command	is	used	to	display	or	modify	the	checking	of	the	disk	drive	…	Chkey	Not	rated	yetChkey	On	SunOS,	the
chkey	command	changes	a	user's	secure	RPC	key	pair.	is	a	Taiwan	based	manufacturer	of	computer	ATX	power	supplies,	enclosures,	converters,	and	cooling	…	Cooler	Pad	Not	rated	yetCooler	Pad	A	cooler	pad	or	notebook	cooler	is	a	hardware	accessory	placed	beneath	a	laptop	that	reduces	the	laptops	overall	heat	by	dissipating	the	…	Cooler
Master	Not	rated	yetCooler	Master	Founded	in	1992,	Cooler	Master	is	a	manufacturer	of	computer	cooling	products,	like	heat	sinks	and	fans,	computer	cases,	and	computer	…	Cool	Edit	Pro	Not	rated	yetCool	Edit	Pro	Adobe	Audition	Initially	released	as	Cool	Edit	Pro	on	August	18,	2003,	Adobe	Audition	is	a	professional	DAW	(Digital	Audio	…
Cooldown	Not	rated	yetCooldown	A	cooldown	refers	to	the	amount	of	time	a	user	must	wait	before	repeating	a	recently	completed	action.	The	…	Camera	Not	rated	yetCamera	A	camera	is	a	hardware	device	that	takes	photographs	and	consists	of	a	lightproof	box	with	photosensitive	film	or	plate	in	the	box.	Access	to	the	software	is	provided	as	an	…
SaaS	ERP	Not	rated	yetSaaS	ERP	SaaS	ERP,	also	known	as	Software-as-a-Service	Enterprise	Resource	Planning,	is	the	implementation	of	ERP	software	as	a	cloud-based	service.	Like	a	cookbook	for	food	recipes,	these	instructions	are	written	step-by-step.	Case	fans	…	Case	Badge	Not	rated	yetCase	Badge	A	sticker	often	found	on	the	front	of	the
computer	that	identifies	hardware	or	software	installed	in	the	computer	or	what	the	user	enjoys.	Etiquette	Not	rated	yetEtiquette	In	general,	etiquette	refers	to	a	code,	manners	or	set	of	rules	that	allow	you	to	behave	and	interact	correctly	with	other	users	in	a	social	…	Ethics	Not	rated	yetEthics	The	advent	of	computers	and	the	Internet	has	changed
the	way	we	communicate,	learn,	and	do	business.	It	is	…	Display	on	Second	Screen	Not	rated	yetScreen	of	one	of	my	laptop	(Windows	7)	has	been	broken	and	the	display	has	gone	completeley.	…	Eliminate	Most	if	Not	All	Spam	E-mail	Not	rated	yetEliminate	Most	if	Not	All	Spam	E-mail	Users	may	eliminate	most,	if	not	all,	of	the	spam	e-mail	they
receive	by	using	Google	Gmail	as	an	e-mail	filter.	It	monitors	that	at	least	one	user	with	operator	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	For	example,	…	TweakUI	for	Windows	Vista	and	Windows	7	Not	rated	yetTweakUI	for	Windows	Vista	and	Windows	7	Unfortunately,	Microsoft	has	never	released	a	TweakUI	for	Microsoft	Windows	Vista	and	later	versions
of	Windows.	…	Crossover	Not	rated	yetCrossover	Crossover	cable	Networking	cable	that	connects	two	computers	or	network	devices	directly	to	one	another.	…	Combofix	Not	rated	yetCombofix	Combofix	is	a	software	utility	created	by	'sUBs'	that	scans	a	computer	for	malware	and	helps	resolve	infections	found	on	a	computer.	For	example,	if	you
mistakenly	cut	or	deleted	…	Selectively	Print	Sections	of	a	Document	Not	rated	yetSelectively	Print	Sections	of	a	Document	Save	on	your	printer	ink	by	selectively	printing	in	Windows	programs	such	as	Microsoft	Word,	Internet	Explorer,	…	Delete	Files	Without	Getting	a	Prompt	Not	rated	yetDelete	Files	Without	Getting	a	Prompt	Usually,	when	you
try	to	delete	one	or	more	files,	Windows	will	prompt	you	to	confirm	before	it	deletes	them.	The	compensation	…	Advertising	Not	rated	yetAdvertising	Advertise	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	the	Internet,	the	term	advertise	describes	text	or	images	placed	on	…	Administrator	Not	rated	yetAdministrator	An	administrator	may	refer
to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	admin,	administrator,	and	gatekeeper,	root	is	…	Address	Book	Not	rated	yetAddress	Book	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	phone	book,	a	address	book	is	an	electronic	storage	of	individuals'	names,	phone	numbers,	extensions,	…	Acceptable	Use	Policy	Not	rated	yetAcceptable	Use	Policy	Short	for
acceptable	use	policy,	AUP	is	an	agreement	made	between	the	user	and	company	on	how	a	service	can	be	used.	It	is	the	first	major	update	to	Windows	10	following	…	Cortana	Not	rated	yetCortana	For	Windows	Phone	8.1	and	Windows	10,	Cortana	is	the	personal	assistant	that	helps	users	with	questions,	setting	appointments,	and	finding	…
Corsair	Not	rated	yetCorsair	Founded	as	Corsair	Microsystems	in	1994,	Corsair	is	a	manufacturer	of	computer	memory,	USB	drives,	heat	sinks,	power	supplies,	SSDs,	and	other	…	Corrupt	Not	rated	yetCorrupt	When	files	are	not	written	correctly,	saved	improperly,	or	modified	by	another	file,	they	can	become	corrupt.	Setting	the	contrast	on	the	…
Contouring	Not	rated	yetContouring	The	term	contouring	defines	the	quality	of	an	image's	surface	that	shows	the	texture	of	an	image,	such	as	a	smooth	or	rough	surface.	A	basic	color	scheme	…	Color	Profile	Not	rated	yetColor	Profile	A	color	profile	is	a	file	that	contains	information	about	a	device's	ability	to	capture	or	reproduce	color.	Chromebooks
are	different	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	It	is	a	coprocessor	of	the	device's	ARM	…	Screen	Time	Not	rated	yetScreen	Time	Released	in	the	iOS	12	update	in	2018,	Screen	Time	is	a	set	of	time-management	features	available	to	users	of	the	Apple	iPhone	and	iPad.	Its	client	program	is	called	Messages,	which	is	supported	by	their	operating	systems	…
ImageWriter	Not	rated	yetImageWriter	An	ImageWriter	is	an	Apple	Macintosh	family	of	dot	matrix	printers.	The	device	that	makes	the	request,	and	…	Salutation	Not	rated	yetSalutation	In	general,	a	salutation	is	a	welcome	or	greeting	message.	When	working	…	CleanWipe	Not	rated	yetCleanWipe	The	software	program	CleanWipe	was	created	to
fully	remove	Symantec	software	from	a	computer	or	remnants	of	Symantec	software	previously	…	Clean	Virus	Not	rated	yetClean	Virus	Antivirus	program	Alternatively	referred	to	as	antivirus	software,	AVS,	antivir,	or	AV.	The	EFF	(Electronic	Frontier	Foundation)	is	a	worldwide	non-profit	…	E-commerce	Not	rated	yetE-commerce	Short	for	electronic
commerce,	e-commerce	or	e-business	is	any	purchase	or	distribution	of	services	and	products	on	the	Internet.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	SaaS	Not	rated	yetSaaS	Short	for	Software	as	a	Service,	SaaS	(pronounced	"sass")	is	software	that	runs	on	multiple	devices.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	…	What	Does	Ctrl+K	Do?	What	Does
Ctrl+K	Do?☆☛It	creates	a	hyperlink	for	the	highlighted	text	in	Microsoft	Word	and	many	HTML	editors.	Windows	key	+	Left	arrow	key	→	Snap	app	windows	left.	It	was	used	in	Token	Ring	…	CAT	2	Not	rated	yetCAT	2	Cat	2	or	Category	2	is	network	cabling	that	consists	of	four	UTP	wires,	transmits	data	at	4	Mbps,	and	was	used	in	Token	Ring
networks	and	still	…	CAT	1	Not	rated	yetCAT	1	Cat	1	or	Category	1	was	first	introduced	in	1985	and	is	wiring	used	to	transfer	voice	data	used	in	telephone	services.	These	error	codes	can	…	Apple	Terms	"A"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"A"	A4	Processor	AAC	Activity	Monitor	AIM	AirDrop	AirPlay	AirPods	Animoji	…	Aqua	Not	rated	yetAqua	Aqua	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Aqua	is	the	name	of	the	GUI	in	Apple	macOS	operating	system.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	F4	and	C-f4,	Ctrl+F4	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	close	a	tab	or	window	within	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Esc	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Esc	Do?	Privacy	fears	Computer	…	CyberPower	Not	rated	yetCyberPower	Founded	in	1998
by	Stanley	Ho,	CyberPowerPC	is	a	manufacturer	of	desktop	and	laptop	gaming	computers	as	well	as	related	peripherals	and	…	Cybernetics	Not	rated	yetCybernetics	Cybernetics	is	a	branch	of	science	that	examines	the	workings	of	humans	and	machinery	and	looks	at	the	similarities	and	differences	between	…	Cyber	Monday	Not	rated	yetCyber
Monday	First	coined	in	November	2005	by	Shop.org,	Cyber	Monday	is	the	name	given	to	the	first	Monday	following	Black	Friday,	which	is	the	day	…	Cybermedia	Not	rated	yetCybermedia	McAfee	Founded	in	1987	by	John	McAfee,	McAfee	is	a	security	company	that	specializes	in	antivirus	software	and	other	software	…	Cybermax	Not	rated
yetCybermax	Founded	in	1984,	CyberMax	was	a	brand	of	Quantex	computer	that	is	no	longer	manufactured.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Cygwin	Not	rated	yetCygwin	Cygwin	is	a	software	interface	that	has	the	look	and	feel	of	a	Unix	environment,	but	is	run	in	the	Microsoft	Windows	operating	system.	In	computing,	automation	is
usually	…	Alice	Not	rated	yetAlice	Alice	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alicebot	or	Alice	is	a	natural	language	artificial	intelligent	robot	programmed	with	AIML	(Artificial	…	Big	Data	Not	rated	yetBig	Data	Big	data	is	a	term	that	describes	the	process	of	handling	and	analyzing	evolving	data	that	is	in	the	petabyte	and	exabyte	range.	List	of	A	to	Z
computer	shortcut	…	What	is	Ctrl	(Control)	in	a	Computer?	List	of	all	A	to	Z	computer	shortcut	keys	for	Microsoft	windows.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	738	to	791	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	With	computers,	"ware"	is	often	a	suffix	that's	used	in	conjunction	with	another	…	What	is	Security	Camera?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Security
Camera?	They	publish	news,	articles,	reviews,	blogs,	…	CNCT	Not	rated	yetCNCT	Short	for	Certified	Network	Computer	Technician,	CNCT	is	a	certification	administered	by	ETA.	For	example,	…	Information	Technology	Not	rated	yetInformation	Technology	IT	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Pronounced	as	two	separate	letters	(I-T),	IT	is	short	for
information	technology	(infotech)	…	Inc.	Not	rated	yetInc.	…	Continuum	Not	rated	yetContinuum	A	continuum	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	mathematics,	the	term	continuum	refers	to	the	set	of	real	numbers.	For	example,	a	hybrid	…	iSight	Not	rated	yetiSight	Introduced	by	Apple	at	the	2003	WWDC,	iSight	is	an	internal	and	external	webcam
used	with	Apple	Macintosh	computers	What	is	an	Operating	…	iPod	Not	rated	yetiPod	An	iPod	is	a	portable	MP3	and	media	player	developed	by	Apple	and	available	for	the	Mac	and	PC	that	first	began	being	sold	on	October	23,	2001.	Their	primary	responsibility	is	to	maximize	…	CenturyLink	Not	rated	yetCenturyLink	Founded	in	1996	by	Phillip
Anschutz,	Qwest	Communications	International,	Inc.	In	other	words,	the	part	that	needs	to	be	replaced	…	Freelancer	Not	rated	yetFreelancer	A	freelancer	is	an	independent	contractor.	There	are	many	categories	to	choose	from,	including	puzzle	…	CLS	Not	rated	yetCLS	MS-DOS	and	Windows	command	line	cls	command	The	cls	command	allows
users	to	clear	all	the	contents	on	the	screen	and	leave	only	a	prompt.	…	License	Not	rated	yetLicense	A	license	is	an	agreement	and	statement	of	terms	that	permits	an	action.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Battery	Terms	"M"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"M"	mAH	What	is	an	Operating	System?	…	Bonjour	Not	rated
yetBonjour	APIPA	Alternatively	referred	to	as	autonet,	zero	configuration	network	and	zeroconf,	APIPA,	short	for	Automatic	Private	Internet	…	BOMB	Not	rated	yetBOMB	A	bomb	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Apple	Macintosh	users	may	encounter	bomb	errors	when	operating	the	computer.	However,	many	…	Quickly	Search	All	Linux	Manuals	for
Help	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Search	All	Linux	Manuals	for	Help	Users	who	have	the	manuals	installed	on	their	computer	can	quickly	search	those	manuals	by	typing	the	following	…	Quickly	access	Windows	help	Not	rated	yetQuickly	access	Windows	help	Quickly	access	the	Windows	Help	by	pressing	the	F1	key	from	the	Windows	desktop.	Below	is	a	list
of	each	of	the	accepted	disk	drive	space	values.	…	Certificate	Not	rated	yetCertificate	A	certificate	or	digital	certificate	is	a	unique,	digitally	signed	document	which	authoritatively	identifies	the	identity	of	an	individual	…	CERT	Not	rated	yetCERT	A	cert	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Computer	Emergency	Response	Team,	US-CERT	is	an
arm	of	the	NCSD	(National	Cyber	Security	…	CERN	HTTPD	Not	rated	yetCERN	HTTPD	HTTP	server	An	HTTP	server	serves	data	to	clients	using	the	HTTP	protocol.	Its	dimensions	are	210	x	297	mm,	or	8.27	x	11.69	inches.	Pressing	F5	will	refresh	or	reload	the	page	or	document	window	-	This	can	be	a	handy	shortcut.	…	CCFL	Not	rated	yetCCFL
Short	for	cold	cathode	fluorescent	lighting,	CCFL	is	lighting	used	in	a	flat-panel	LCD	monitors,	neon	signs,	and	computer	case	lighting.	Today,	there	are	hundreds	of	options	to	consider	when	trying	to	decide	what	type	of	computer	to	buy.	If	the	frequency	increases,	it's	called	an	up-chirp,	and	if	the	…	Chipset	Heat	Sink	Not	rated	yetChipset	Heat	Sink
A	heat	sink	is	a	device	that	incorporates	either	a	fan	or	some	other	means	to	keep	a	hot	component,	such	as	a	processor,	cooled	…	Chips	and	Technologies	Not	rated	yetChips	and	Technologies	Asiliant	Technologies	In	1998,	Chips	and	Technologies	(C&T)	was	purchased	by	Intel.	In	2001,	Hewlett	Packard	announced	it	would	be	purchasing	…
Companion	Virus	Not	rated	yetCompanion	Virus	A	companion	virus	is	a	computer	virus	that	stores	itself	in	a	file	that	is	named	similar	to	another	program	file	that	is	commonly	…	Compact	Not	rated	yetCompact	Compress	Alternatively	referred	to	as	compacting,	compressing	is	the	process	of	taking	one	or	more	files	and	combining	them	or	making	…
Comp	Not	rated	yetComp	Comp	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Comp	is	an	abbreviation	and	command	for	compare.	Some	common	items	that	require	…	Carbon	Ribbon	Not	rated	yetCarbon	Ribbon	Printer	and	typewriter	ribbon	similar	to	carbon	paper	that	is	commonly	used	with	impact	printers	and	typewriters.	In	other	words,	…	Increase	and
Decrease	Web	Page	Font	Size	Not	rated	yetIncrease	and	Decrease	Web	Page	Font	Size	Quickly	increase	and	decrease	the	size	of	the	text	or	fonts	on	a	web	page	by	holding	down	the	Ctrl	key	on	…	Print	Only	Sections	of	a	Page	Not	rated	yetPrint	Only	Sections	of	a	Page	Save	on	your	printer	ink	by	selectively	printing	in	Windows	programs	such	as
Microsoft	Word,	Excel,	Internet	Explorer	…	Open	Link	in	New	Window	or	Tab	Not	rated	yetOpen	Link	in	New	Window	or	Tab	If	you're	viewing	a	web	page	in	your	browser,	you	might	want	to	open	a	link	without	closing	the	current	page.	…	LCD/LED	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetLCD/LED	Cleaning	Why?	…	Cell	Merge	Not	rated	yetCell	Merge	How	to	merge
cells	in	Excel	and	Calc	Below	are	the	steps	to	merge	cells	in	Microsoft	Excel	and	Sun	OpenOffice	Calc.	It	is	conferred	to	individuals	who	demonstrate	…	CMYK	Not	rated	yetCMYK	Short	for	cyan,	magenta,	yellow,	and	key,	CMYK	is	the	four-color	model	used	for	printing	standard	colors.	Centaur	has	designed	…	Censorware	Not	rated	yetCensorware
Filter	The	most	common	filter	is	a	software	filter	that	reads	data	in	and	manipulates	the	data	to	fit	another	output	pattern	…	CenDyne	Not	rated	yetCenDyne	Once	a	Manufacturer	of	DVD	products	and	solutions.	What	is	an	Operating	…	Cache	on	a	Stick	Not	rated	yetCache	on	a	Stick	Short	for	cache	on	a	stick,	COAST	is	a	module	used	with	older
computers	to	upgrade	the	computer's	L2	(Level	2)	cache	and	tag	memory.	Ctrl	+	]:	Increase	selected	font	+1pts.	If	you	accidentally	close	a	browser	tab	that	you	meant	to	keep	open,	Hit	Ctrl-Shift-T	and	your	tab	will	…	Ctrl+Shift+Esc	Ctrl+Shift+Esc;	What	does	Ctrl+Shift+Esc	do?	A	magnetic	…	LLC	Not	rated	yetLLC	LLC	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	Short	for	logical	link	control,	LLC	is	the	upper	portion	of	the	data	link	layer	defined	in	IEEE	802.2.	…	Life	cycle	Not	rated	yetLife	cycle	When	referring	to	a	development,	product,	service,	or	support,	the	life	cycle	is	the	series	of	stages	that	it	goes	through	during	its	creation.	Many	…	How	Do	I	Delete	a	Drop	Down	List	in	Word?	Not	rated
yetRemove	a	drop-down	list	Excel	for	Office	365	Excel	for	Office	365	for	Mac	Excel	for	the	web	Excel	2019	More...	How	to	use	the	Ctrl+1	shortcut	key	…	What	Does	Ctrl	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl	Do?	Cleaning	the	outside	of	a	printer	can	help	keep	the	printer's	appearance	looking	good	and	if	used	by	many	different	people	…	Computer	Mouse	Cleaning	Not
rated	yetComputer	Mouse	Cleaning	Optical	or	laser	mouse	Why?	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Descriptions	Ctrl	+	A:	Select	all	contents	of	the	page.	Below	is	an	example	of	how	this	would	be	used	…	COMDEX	Not	rated	yetCOMDEX	Short	for	Computer	Dealers'	Exhibition,	COMDEX	was	a	computer	hardware	and	software	tradeshow	usually	held	in	the
winter	and	summer	each	year	…	Comcast	Not	rated	yetComcast	Xfinity	First	incorporated	in	1969,	Comcast	is	one	of	the	largest	cable	TV	and	cable	broadband	companies	in	the	United	States.	…	Computer	Party	Not	rated	yetComputer	Party	LAN	party	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	computer	party,	a	LAN	party	describe	a	get	together	of	individuals
and	their	computers.	For	example,	…	Connection	Time	Not	rated	yetConnection	Time	The	connection	time	is	the	amount	of	time	that	you	spend	while	hooked	up	to	the	Internet,	online	service,	or	a	major	commercial	provider.	It	is	based	on	GTK+	3	and	is	available	for	use	with	the	…	CineForm	Not	rated	yetCineForm	GoPro	Founded	by	Nick	Woodman
in	2002,	GoPro	is	a	manufacturer	of	digital	cameras	designed	to	capture	video.	Windows	key	+	C	→	Open	Cortana	in	listening	mode.	This	cable	has	high	bandwidths	…	Coaster	Toaster	Not	rated	yetCoaster	Toaster	Coaster	toaster	is	an	informal	term	used	to	refer	to	a	CD	or	DVD	burner	that	creates	defective	discs.	This	access	mode	was	used	…	Chroot
Jail	Not	rated	yetChroot	Jail	Jailed	shell	A	jailed	shell	is	a	command	shell	on	a	computer	system	that	exists	on	an	isolated	subset	of	the	larger	system.	It	is	fairly	commonplace	…	Free	Not	rated	yetFree	Free	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Free	is	a	Linux	command	that	displays	the	amount	of	free	memory	in	Linux.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	O	and	…
What	Does	Ctrl+N	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+N	Do?☆☛Ctrl+N	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	create	a	new	document,	window,	workbook,	or	another	type	of	file.	NTLDR	is	Missing	Press	any	key	to	restart	Boot:	…	Getting	into	Windows	Safe	Mode	Not	rated	yetWindows	Safe	Mode	is	useful	for	troubleshooting	computer	problems,	including	software	and
hardware	issues.	Windows	key	+	H	→	Open	the	Share	charm.	To	use	this	command,	…	Coprocessor	Not	rated	yetCoprocessor	A	special	purpose	processor	that	helps	the	CPU	perform	special	operations	such	as	math	operations,	encryption,	and	computer	graphics.	The	company	is	…	Cloud	Gaming	Not	rated	yetCloud	Gaming	Cloud	gaming	is	a
technology	that	allows	users	to	play	hardware-intensive	games	on	any	device	or	platform,	assuming	they	have	the	bandwidth.	First,	create	a	folder	in	your	bookmarks	…	Make	the	Browser	Window	Full	Screen	Not	rated	yetMake	the	Browser	Window	Full	Screen	You	can	set	Google	Chrome,	Internet	Explorer,	Microsoft	Edge,	or	Mozilla	Firefox	to	full
screen	mode	on	a	computer,	…	Save	Any	Media	on	a	Web	Page	Not	rated	yetSave	Any	Media	on	a	Web	Page	You	can	quickly	save	almost	any	media	on	a	web	page	to	your	computer.	It	was	the	first	programmable	computer	in	the	world.	Procedure:	To	clean	the	PalmPilot	screen,	use	a	soft	…	Miscellaneous	Cleaning	Steps	Not	rated	yetMiscellaneous
Cleaning	Steps	Below	is	a	listing	of	miscellaneous	computer	hardware	that's	rarely	used	today,	but	kept	on	this	page	people	working	…	Computer	Scanner	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetComputer	Scanner	Cleaning	Why?	The	complete	…	Comment	Spam	Not	rated	yetComment	Spam	Spam	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	mass	e-
mail	marketing,	UCE	(unsolicited	commercial	e-mail)	and	…	Comment	Not	rated	yetComment	A	comment	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	comment	is	any	text	in	a	program's	code,	script,	or	another	file	that	is	not	meant	to	be	…	Comm	Central	Not	rated	yetComm	Central	About	Comm	Central	Comm	Central	is	a	program	that	allows	a	user	to	send
and	receive	faxes	as	well	as	have	the	capability	of	…	Comma	Separated	Value	Not	rated	yetComma	Separated	Value	Short	for	comma-separated	values,	CSV	is	tabular	data	that	is	saved	as	plaintext	data	separated	by	commas.	that	was	released	in	March	2015.	Ctrl	+	F2	-	Displays	the	Print	Options	on	the	File	tab.	Ctrl	+	L:	Aligns	the	line	or	selected
text	to	the	left	of	the	screen.	Their	products	include	modems,	…	Creative	Commons	Not	rated	yetCreative	Commons	First	released	in	December	2002	and	sometimes	abbreviated	as	CC,	Creative	Commons	is	a	nonprofit	organization	that	helps	provide	…	Creative	Cloud	Not	rated	yetCreative	Cloud	First	announced	in	October	2011,	Adobe	Creative
Cloud,	or	Creative	Cloud,	is	a	cloud-based	software	as	a	service	offering	from	Adobe.	Alt	+	Page	down	→	Move	down	one	screen.	Here	you'll	find	all	related	documents	…	Computer	Instructions	Not	rated	yetComputer	Instructions	Computer	instructions	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	the	computer	processor,	instructions	are	a
segment	…	Computer	Image	Not	rated	yetComputer	Image	Imaging	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	computer	imaging	and	digital	imaging,	imaging	is	the	process	…	Computer	Hope	Tools	Not	rated	yetComputer	Hope	Tools	Below	is	a	listing	of	all	the	Computer	Hope	online	tools	we	have	available	to	the	public.	A	child
may	use	…	CD	Not	rated	yetCD	CD	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Compact	Disc,	see	the	Compact	Disc	definition	for	additional	information	about	this	term.	While	the	use	of	paper	…	PaaS	Not	rated	yetPaaS	Alternatively	referred	to	as	data	center	hosting	and	hardware	as	a	service,	PaaS	is	short	for	Platform	as	a	Service.	It's	an	entry-level
digital	…	iPadOS	Not	rated	yetiPadOS	Announced	in	June	2019,	iPadOS	is	an	operating	system	developed	by	Apple	for	the	iPad	family	of	devices.	For	example,	if	you	pause	a	video	or	a	song	when	…	Reseller	Not	rated	yetReseller	A	reseller	is	a	person	or	company	that	sells	a	product	or	service	they've	bought	from	another	person,	company,	or
distributor.	…	Botmaster	Not	rated	yetBotmaster	Term	used	to	describe	an	individual	who	is	responsible	for	or	maintains	a	bot.	Any	Paypal	user	may	securely	transfer	money	using	their	bank	or	credit	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Batteries	are	often	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"Q"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"Q"	Quick,	Draw!	What
is	an	Operating	System?	Tip	…	What	Does	Ctrl+A	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+A	Do?	For	example,	…	Command	Switch	Not	rated	yetCommand	Switch	A	switch	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	switch	is	a	piece	of	a	physical	circuitry	component	that	governs	the	signal	flow.	For	example,	it	could	be	a	software	…	Cluster	Not	rated	yetCluster	A	cluster	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	hard	drive,	a	cluster	or	file	allocation	unit	is	the	smallest	managed	…	Club	Pogo	Not	rated	yetClub	Pogo	Pogo	is	a	website	that	allows	you	to	play	over	100	different	games	for	free.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	…	Business	Terms	"G"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"G"	GA	Google	Express
Googleplex	GPL	Graph	Graphic	Artist	What	is	an	Operating	…	More	Business	Terms	"F"	Not	rated	yetMore	Business	Terms	"F"	Flowchart	Free	Freelancer	FRU	FTC	FUD	Full	Stack	Developer	FYI	…	HR	Not	rated	yetHR	HR	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	human	resources,	HR	is	a	department	of	a	company	responsible	but	are	not	limited
to,	employee	…	Howto	Not	rated	yetHowto	Term	used	to	describe	a	section	of	text	or	a	file	that	helps	describe	how	to	do	something.	There	are	two	types	of	brackets:	the	open	…	Close	Brace	Not	rated	yetClose	Brace	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	open	brace,	close	brace,	and	squiggly	brackets,	curly	brackets	are	found	on	the	same	keys	as	the	open	…
Click	here	to	write	your	own.	To	prevent	plagiarism,	either	…	Piracy	Not	rated	yetPiracy	Software	piracy	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	act	of	illegally	using,	copying	or	distributing	software	without	ownership	or	legal	rights.	Grid	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	grid	is	a	structure	of	intersecting	lines	or	bars.	Windows	key	+	S	→	Open	Search.
Below	are	some	common	conductor	materials.	…	Computer	Crime	Not	rated	yetComputer	Crime	Alternatively	referred	to	as	cyber	crime,	e-crime,	electronic	crime,	or	hi-tech	crime.	The	first	physics	…	Closure	Not	rated	yetClosure	A	closure	is	a	programming	technique	that	allows	variables	outside	of	the	scope	of	a	function	to	be	accessed.	»	Computer
Shortcut	…	Digital	Assistant	Not	rated	yetDigital	Assistant	Also	known	as	a	mobile	assistant	and	virtual	digital	assistant,	a	digital	assistant	is	a	computer	program	designed	to	assist	a	user	…	Data	Warehouse	Not	rated	yetData	Warehouse	A	data	warehouse	is	a	repository	of	integrated	information,	available	for	queries	and	analysis.	»	Computer
Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"I"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"I"	Inference	Engine	What	is	an	Operating	System?	…	Chgrp	Not	rated	yetChgrp	Linux	chgrp	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	chgrp	command	changes	the	group	ownership	of	a	file	or	files.	Windows	key	+	Ctrl	+	D	→	Add	a
virtual	desktop.	The	company	became	a	subsidiary	of	National	Semiconductor	…	Cyren	Not	rated	yetCyren	Founded	in	1991	by	Gideon	Mantel	and	Nahum	Sharfman,	Cyren	is	an	information	security	company,	specializing	in	e-mail	security.	FCC	ID	numbers	are	useful	for	finding	…	FAQE	Not	rated	yetFAQE	Pronounced	like	the	word	FAKE,	a	FAQE	is
a	Frequently	Asked	Question	that	does	not	provide	the	correct	answer	or	contains	problems	with	the	answer.	…	Current	Dir	Not	rated	yetCurrent	Dir	Current	directory	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	working	directory	or	current	working	directory	(CWD),	the	current	directory	…	Current	Cell	Not	rated	yetCurrent	Cell	Active	cell	Alternatively	referred
to	as	a	cell	pointer,	current	cell,	or	selected	cell,	an	active	cell	is	a	rectangular	box	…	Current	Not	rated	yetCurrent	A	current	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	flow	of	electrons	through	a	circuit.	For	example,	the	…	Cell	Phone	Safe	Mode	Not	rated	yetCell	Phone	Safe	Mode	Safe	Mode	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Safe	Mode	is	a	software
mode	that	enables	users	of	Windows	to	access	an	altered	…	Cell	Phone	Not	rated	yetCell	Phone	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cell,	cellular,	and	cellular	phone,	a	cell	phone	(sometimes	abbreviated	as	cp)	is	a	mobile	or	portable	phone.	It's	a	smartwatch,	combining	the	function	of	a	traditional	wristwatch	with	…	Apple	Worldwide	Developer
Conference	Not	rated	yetApple	Worldwide	Developer	Conference	Abbreviation	often	used	for	the	Apple	Worldwide	Developer	Conference,	WWDC	is	an	annual	conference	held	by	Apple	…	AppleTalk	Not	rated	yetAppleTalk	AppleTalk	is	a	proprietary	networking	protocol	used	with	Apple	Macintosh	computers	and	networking	devices	to	communicate
with	each	other	…	Apple	TV	Not	rated	yetApple	TV	Apple	TV	is	a	portable	digital	media	receiver	that	was	announced	by	Apple	for	the	first	time	on	September	12,	2006,	then	called	iTV.	…	Change	Password	Not	rated	yetChange	Password	Below	are	the	steps	on	how	to	change	your	username	or	password	in	major	operating	systems,	online	services,
and	other	locations.	Alt	+	Left	arrow	key	→	Go	back.	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Home	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Home	Do?	This	wiring	was	available	…	CAT	Not	rated	yetCAT	Cat	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Linux	command,	see	the	cat	command	page	for	additional	information	about	this	command.	Ctrl	+	A	→	Select	all	content.	It	provides	high	levels	…
Casio	Not	rated	yetCasio	Founded	in	1957,	Casio	is	a	well-known	computer	company	for	its	Personal	Digital	Assistants,	digital	cameras,	and	other	electronic	components.	For	…	CLI	Not	rated	yetCLI	CLI	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	command-line	interface,	CLI	is	an	interface	found	on	network	devices,	such	as	network	routers.	When
referring	to	power	or	electricity	continuity	refers	to	a	completed	circuit	that	conducts	electricity.	For	example,	12	disks	can	be	considered	a	cardinal	…	Card	Driver	Not	rated	yetCard	Driver	Device	driver	More	commonly	known	as	a	driver,	a	device	driver	or	hardware	driver	is	a	group	of	files	that	enable	one	or	more	…	CardBus	Not	rated	yetCardBus
Cardbus	is	a	PC	Card	slot	that	is	a	32-bit	bus	mastering	slot.	It	combines	…	Micropayments	Not	rated	yetMicropayments	Micropayments	are	transactions	of	small	amounts	of	currency,	usually	online.	Keyboard	Function	Keys	-	F5	Pressing	F5	will	refresh	or	reload	the	page	or	document	window	-	This	can	be	a	handy	shortcut	Open	the	find,	replace,	and
go	to	window	in	Microsoft	Word.	…	Happy	Mac	Not	rated	yetHappy	Mac	A	Happy	Mac	is	a	small	icon	created	by	Susan	Kare	that	appears	on	the	Apple	Macintosh	computer	when	it	recognizes	a	start-up	disk.	Tip	Many	of	these	tools	…	Computer	Hope	Not	rated	yetComputer	Hope	Founded	on	November	1,	1998,	today	Computer	Hope	is	the	number
one	place	on	the	Internet	to	find	100%	free	computer	help,	information,	…	Computer	History	Museum	Not	rated	yetComputer	History	Museum	There	are	several	computer	museums	around	the	world	that	help	everyone	learn	and	relive	the	past.	Alt	+	Shift	+	D:	Insert	the	current	date.	What	is	WireGuard?	F12)	and	how	to	…	100+	Computer	Shortcuts
Free	PDF	100+	Computer	Shortcuts	Free	PDF☆☛	All	of	the	Best	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	Everyone	Should	Know:	Word,	Excel,	Power-point,	Internet.	A	casual	gamer	is	a	player	…	Cassandra	Not	rated	yetCassandra	Cassandra,	also	known	as	Apache	Cassandra,	is	an	open	source,	distributed,	NoSQL	DBMS	(database	management	system).	It	enables
Apple	Macintosh	computer	users	to	create	and	burn	their	…	iCloud	Not	rated	yetiCloud	iCloud	is	a	cloud	service	from	Apple	that	allows	photos,	documents,	and	other	media	to	be	stored	on	Apple	cloud	servers.	Also;	Repeat	the	last	action	performed	-	for	Word	2000+	Alt	+	F4	will	…	f5	key	Keyboard	Function	Keys	-	F5.	Now	I	would	like	to	work	with
same	laptop	provided	it's	display	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Calibration	Not	rated	yetCalibration	Calibration	is	the	process	of	setting	up	a	measurement	device	by	giving	it	the	information	it	needs	to	recognize	the	environment	in	which	…	Calendar	Not	rated	yetCalendar	A	calendar	is	a	visual	representation	of	months	and	days	for	any	given	year.
The	PPS	declares	a	business'	policy	on	how	it	…	PowerPoint	Not	rated	yetPowerPoint	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	PP	or	PPT,	PowerPoint	is	a	Microsoft	presentation	program	that	creates	a	slide	show	of	important	information,	…	Posture	Not	rated	yetPosture	When	referring	to	a	computer,	the	posture	is	how	someone	sits	at	his	or	her	computer.	Tab
stops	are	used	…	Center	Not	rated	yetCenter	Alternatively	referred	to	as	middle	or	centre,	the	center	is	the	position	that's	horizontally	or	vertically	aligned	with	the	middle	of	an	object.	…	Cross-browser	Not	rated	yetCross-browser	Cross-browser	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	website	(or	some	part	of	its	appearance	or	functionality)	that	works	in	all
Web	browsers.	…	Computer	Memory	(RAM)	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Memory	(RAM)	Buying	Tips	Computer	memory	is	one	of	the	most	commonly	purchased	and	performed	computer	upgrades.	Opens	the	Task	Pane.	Cool	Not	rated	yetCool	Fan	A	fan	is	a	hardware	device	that	keeps	the	overall	computer	or	a	computer	device	cool	by
circulating	air	to	or	from	the	computer	…	Cookies.txt	Not	rated	yetCookies.txt	The	cookies.txt	file	is	the	file	that	is	used	to	store	a	user's	cookies	in	certain	web	browsers,	notably	Netscape	and	older	versions	of	…	Conway's	Game	of	Life	Not	rated	yetConway's	Game	of	Life	The	Game	of	Life,	also	known	as	Life	or	Conway's	Game	of	Life,	is	a	zero-player
"game"	created	in	1970	by	mathematician	John	…	Conversion	Not	rated	yetConversion	A	conversion	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	websites,	a	conversion	is	a	term	used	to	describe	when	a	designed	action	or	goal	…	Convergence	Not	rated	yetConvergence	In	the	world	of	technology,	convergence	refers	to	different	systems	that	move	towards
performing	similar	tasks.	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions:	Some	commonly	used	computer	short	cut	keys	are	documented	below.	…	Code	Not	rated	yetCode	Code	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Code,	which	can	be	short	for	source	code,	is	a	term	used	to	describe	text	that	is	written	using	the	…	Cocoa	Not	rated	yetCocoa	Cocoa	is	the	native	API
(application	programming	interface)	of	the	macOS	X	operating	system.	Alt	+	Page	Up	→	Move	up	one	screen.	Below	is	a	…	Cmp	Not	rated	yetCmp	Linux	cmp	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	cmp	command	is	used	to	compare	two	files	byte	by	byte.	Crowdsourcing	…	Crowdfunding	Not	rated	yetCrowdfunding	Crowdfunding	is	a	method	of
obtaining	funds	for	a	project	via	the	Internet.	…	Full	Stack	Developer	Not	rated	yetFull	Stack	Developer	A	full	stack	developer	is	a	computer	programmer	who	has	a	high	level	of	familiarity	with	every	facet	of	the	software	development	…	FUD	Not	rated	yetFUD	Short	for	fear,	uncertainty,	and	doubt,	FUD	is	a	term	that	describes	advertising	or
information	that	causes	fear,	uncertainty,	or	doubt	by	the	…	FTC	Not	rated	yetFTC	Short	for	Federal	Trade	Commission,	FTC	works	to	ensure	that	the	nation's	markets	are	vigorous,	efficient,	and	free	of	restrictions	that	harm	…	FRU	Not	rated	yetFRU	Short	for	field-replaceable	unit,	an	FRU	is	an	item	that	can	be	replaced	or	sent	out	on	the	field.	»
Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"F"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"F"	Fuzzy	Logic	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	computer	kit	was	developed	by	Steve	Wozniak	in	1976	…	Apple	FaceTime	Not	rated	yetApple	FaceTime	Apple	FaceTime	is	a	way	to	make	video	calls	to	other	people	using	a
Mac	computer,	iPhone	4,	iPad	2	or	iPod	Touch.	What	is	an	Operating	…	Apple	Terms	"B"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"B"	BOMB	Bonjour	Boot	Camp	What	is	an	Operating	System?	In	Microsoft	Word,	Ctrl+L	is	used	to	left	align	a	paragraph.	…	Caddy	Not	rated	yetCaddy	A	caddy	is	a	container	that	is	used	to	hold	various	items	or	objects.	CSC	(Computer
Sciences	Corporation)	is	an	IT	…	Crystal	Lake	Not	rated	yetCrystal	Lake	Crystal	Lake	was	once	a	manufacturer	of	computer	sound	cards.	…	Cancel	Not	rated	yetCancel	Cancel	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Cancel	is	a	button	or	option	that	allows	you	to	exit	a	program	or	dialog	box	and	not	save	any	…	Camper	Not	rated	yetCamper	An	individual
who	remains	in	one	position	for	the	majority	of	a	match	in	a	computer	game	is	known	as	a	camper.	Celeron	Not	rated	yetCeleron	In	early	1998,	Intel	was	having	a	hard	time	selling	the	Pentium	II,	which	at	the	time	was	expensive.	The	…	What	is	Adobe	Lightroom?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Adobe	Lightroom?	Once	placed	…	Custom-Built	PC	Not	rated
yetCustom-Built	PC	As	opposed	to	a	prebuilt	computer,	a	custom-built	PC	is	a	computer	that's	built	and	customized	to	meet	specific	consumer	needs.	…	CHANFIX	Not	rated	yetCHANFIX	CHANFIX	is	a	service	found	on	some	IRC	networks	that	tracks	the	activity	of	channel	operators.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	486	to	501	are	not	shown	in
this	preview.	…	Cloudflare	Not	rated	yetCloudflare	Cloudflare	is	a	CDN	and	reverse	proxy	provider,	headquartered	in	San	Francisco,	USA.	Core	i7	Not	rated	yetCore	i7	Intel	Core	i7	is	a	line	of	Intel	CPUs	which	span	eight	generations	of	Intel	chipsets.	For	example,	you	could	view	the	statistics	…	Coulomb	Not	rated	yetCoulomb	Named	after	Charles-
Augustin	de	Coulomb,	the	coulomb	is	a	fundamental	unit	of	electrical	charge	(represented	as	C),	as	well	as	the	SI	derived	…	Cost	Per	Targeted	Thousand	Not	rated	yetCost	Per	Targeted	Thousand	Short	for	cost	per	targeted	thousand	ad	impressions.	Ctrl	+	U:	Underline	highlighted	selection.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	…	What	Does	Ctrl+V
Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+V	Do?☆☛Ctrl+V	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	paste	text	or	other	objects	from	the	clipboard.	Procedure	Unlike	a	CRT	…	Keyboard	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetKeyboard	Cleaning	Dust,	dirt,	and	bacteria	Dirt	and	hair	under	a	keyboard	key	The	computer	keyboard	is	usually	the	most	germ	infected	…	Headphones	Cleaning	Not
rated	yetHeadphones	Cleaning	Why?	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Ctrl	+	Home:	Goes	to	beginning	of	document.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	T	and	C-t,	Ctrl+T	is	a	shortcut	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Space	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Space	Do?☆☛Ctrl+Space	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	select	an	entire	column	in	Excel	and	other	spreadsheet	programs.	…	CPU
Core	voltage	Not	rated	yetCPU	Core	voltage	CPU	Vcore,	also	known	as	CPU	core	voltage,	is	the	amount	of	power	supplied	to	a	central	processing	unit,	measured	in	volts.	A	reseller	is	a	person	or	company	that	sells	a	product	or	service	they've	bought	from	another	person,	company,	or	distributor.	It	is	designed	for	use	by	businesses,	specifically	…
Oracle	Beehive	Not	rated	yetOracle	Beehive	Oracle	Beehive	is	a	collection	of	programs	and	utilities	that	allow	multiple	users	to	work	together	and	collaborate	on	documents,	presentations,	…	Operation	Research	Not	rated	yetOperation	Research	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	OR,	operation	research	is	a	type	of	research	that	studies	an	operation	and
what	makes	it	successful.	Windows	key	+	Down	arrow	key	→	Minimize	app	windows.	What	is	an	Exclamation	Mark?	For	example,	AT	gets	the	attention	of	the	modem	and	prepares	…	Command	Line	vs.	The	company	later	became	…	Chilling	Effect	Not	rated	yetChilling	Effect	A	chilling	effect	is	a	term	used	to	describe	censorship	that	is	caused	when
someone	is	afraid	of	creating	or	posting	content	because	…	Child	Domain	Not	rated	yetChild	Domain	Subdomain	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	child	domain,	hostname,	or	leaf	domain,	a	subdomain	is	a	domain	name	with	a	prefix.	The	company's	website	went	offline	in	2006.	On	computers	running	…	Touch	ID	Not	rated	yetTouch	ID	Touch	ID	is	a
biometric	security	feature	designed	by	Apple	and	introduced	to	iPhones	in	2013	with	the	release	of	the	iPhone	5s.	F3	Often	opens	a	search	feature	for	many	programs	including	Microsoft	Windows.	When	referring	to	Linux	or	Unix,	init	is	a	program	…	iMovie	Not	rated	yetiMovie	Initially	released	in	1999,	iMovie	is	a	video	editing	software	for	Apple	iOS
and	macOS	devices.	You	can	use	this	feature	to	monitor	the	…	View	Windows	Command	Line	History	Not	rated	yetView	Windows	Command	Line	History	While	in	the	Windows	command	line,	press	the	F7	key	to	view	a	history	of	all	the	commands	that	have	been	entered	…	Open	Web	Page	From	Windows	Command	Line	Not	rated	yetOpen	Web	Page
From	Windows	Command	Line	Use	the	start	command	below	to	open	a	web	page	from	the	command	line.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"G"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"G"	Google	Assistant	What	is	an	Operating	System?	By	utilizing	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	ChanServ
examples	Below,	is	an	example	…	Channel	Operator	Not	rated	yetChannel	Operator	Op	Short	for	operator,	op	is	also	known	as	chanop,	which	is	short	for	channel	operator;	or	ircop,	which	is	short	for	IRC	…	Channel	Not	rated	yetChannel	A	channel	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	ATA	or	IDE,	a	channel	is	the	primary	channel	or	secondary
channel	that	an	IDE	drive	(e.g.,	…	Change	Teletype	Not	rated	yetChange	Teletype	Short	for	change	teletype,	CTTY	is	a	command	used	to	configure	a	terminal	in	Unix	or	configure	keyboard	or	screen	on	an	MS-DOS	computer.	Often	this	person	…	Crack	Not	rated	yetCrack	Sometimes	pluralized	as	"crackz,"	a	crack	is	a	computer	program	designed	to
bypass	software	protection.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1473	to	1594	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	If	you	have	a	flat	screen	monitor,	see	the	LCD/LED	cleaning	section.	Dead	Not	rated	yetDead	Dead	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Dead	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	computer	component	that	is	no	longer	functioning	and	cannot	be	fixed.	»
Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	MVP	Not	rated	yetMVP	MVP	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	most	valuable	player,	MVP	is	a	player	who	is	judged	to	be	the	most	important	or	best	at	what	…	Multi-Industry	Company	Not	rated	yetMulti-Industry	Company	Conglomerate	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	multi-industry	company,	a
conglomerate	is	several	companies	in	different	…	MSRP	Not	rated	yetMSRP	Short	for	Manufacturer's	Suggested	Retail	Price,	the	MSRP	is	the	price	that	the	manufacturer	recommends	the	retailer	sale	their	product.	…	Colorgraphics	Not	rated	yetColorgraphics	Colorgraphics	is	a	subsidiary	of	Cenveo	and	is	one	of	the	largest	printer	companies	in	the
western	United	States,	providing	printing	…	Color	Gradient	Not	rated	yetColor	Gradient	Gradient	fill	A	gradient	fill	is	a	graphical	effect	that	produces	a	three	dimensional	color	look	by	blending	one	color	into	…	Color	Gamut	Not	rated	yetColor	Gamut	A	color	gamut	is	the	range	of	colors	that	can	all	be	seen	by	any	given	system	or	device.	Ctrl	+	Alt
+Tab	→	View	open	apps	Ctrl	+	C	→	Copy	selected	items	to	clipboard.	QuickTime	…	Apple	Touch	Icon	Not	rated	yetApple	Touch	Icon	Similar	to	the	Favicon,	the	Apple	touch	icon	or	apple-touch-icon.png	is	a	file	used	for	a	web	page	icon	on	the	Apple	iPhone,	iPod	…	Menu	Bar	Not	rated	yetMenu	Bar	A	menu	bar	is	a	thin,	horizontal	bar	containing	the
labels	of	drop-down	menus	in	an	operating	system's	GUI.	It	monitors	computer	activity	such	as	processor	load,	…	AAC	Not	rated	yetAAC	Short	for	Advanced	Audio	Coding,	AAC	is	a	codec	that	has	better	quality	and	compression	than	the	popular	MP3	format.	…	Centennial	Not	rated	yetCentennial	Generation	The	term	"generation"	refers	to	a	computer
or	components	that	are	released	because	of	new	hardware	or	technology.	With	software,	a	transparent	…	Clear	Box	Not	rated	yetClear	Box	White	box	A	white	box	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	testing,	a	white	box,	also	known	as	a	clear	box	…	Clear	Not	rated	yetClear	Clear	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Clear	describes	the
process	of	removing	all	text	or	images	from	a	section	of	the	screen.	Contact	…	Canned	Software	Not	rated	yetCanned	Software	Canned	software	is	software	that	you	go	to	a	store	and	buy	off	the	shelf,	opposite	from	software	that	someone	would	make	for	your	…	Canned	Air	Not	rated	yetCanned	Air	Compressed	air	is	a	combination	of	under	pressure
gases	that	are	squeezed	into	a	can.	…	Queue	Not	rated	yetQueue	A	temporary	location	used	to	store	requests	made	when	those	requests	cannot	be	fulfilled	immediately	is	referred	to	as	a	queue.	The	Coppermine	is	available	as	a	SECC2	(single	edge	contact	…	COPPA	Not	rated	yetCOPPA	COPPA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Children's
Online	Privacy	Protection	Act,	COPPA	became	effective	on	April	21,	2000,	and	…	Copier	Not	rated	yetCopier	A	photocopier	(also	known	as	copy	machine	or	copier)	was	first	introduced	by	Xerox	in	1959.	In	the	picture	of	Microsoft	paint	to	the	right,	…	Color	Monitor	Not	rated	yetColor	Monitor	A	monitor	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively
referred	to	as	a	VDT	(video	display	terminal)	and	VDU	(video	display	unit),	…	Color	Management	Not	rated	yetColor	Management	Color	management	refers	to	technology	which	controls	the	way	that	colors	are	represented	across	various	devices,	such	as	digital	…	Color	Halftone	Not	rated	yetColor	Halftone	Halftone	is	an	image	that	is	composed	of
using	several	dots	of	different	sizes.	On	iOS,	the	feature	is	called	…	Find	My	Not	rated	yetFind	My	Released	by	Apple	on	September	19,	2019,	Find	My	is	an	app	for	locating	missing	devices	and	keeping	track	of	friends	and	family	members.	Prototypes	allow	engineers	or	other	…	Proprietary	software	Not	rated	yetProprietary	software	Proprietary
software	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Proprietary	software,	also	known	as	closed-source	software,	is	copyrighted	…	Proprietary	Not	rated	yetProprietary	Proprietary	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	product	that	is	only	compatible	with	a	specific	hardware,	software,	computer,	or	manufacturer.	…	Credit	Card	Not	rated	yetCredit	Card	Magnetic	card	A
magnetic	card	is	a	card	that	contains	either	a	magnetic	strip	or	a	magnetic	object	in	the	card,	encoded	with	…	Creators	Update	Not	rated	yetCreators	Update	The	Microsoft	Creators	Update	is	an	update	to	Windows	10	first	released	in	April	2017.	It	defines	how	…	CSIRAC	Not	rated	yetCSIRAC	Short	for	Council	for	Scientific	and	Industrial	Research
Automatic	Computer,	CSIRAC	was	originally	known	as	the	CSIR	Mk	I	and	was	Australia's	…	CSC	Not	rated	yetCSC	Founded	in	1959	by	Roy	Nutt	and	Fletcher	Jones	with	headquarters	in	Falls	Church,	Virginia,	USA.	Alternatively	…	Computer	Dictionary	-	C	Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	-	C	Page	Contents	CardSpace	Carebear	Caret	Care	to	Chat
Careware	Carnivore	…	CD-WO	Not	rated	yetCD-WO	Compact	Disc	Write	Once,	CD-WO	is	another	name	for	a	CD-R	disc.	For	example,	when	talking	to	someone	in	chat	any	typed	text	is	received	by	other	…	Chassis	Ground	Not	rated	yetChassis	Ground	The	ground	or	Earth	ground	is	the	common	point	in	an	electrical	or	electronic	circuit.	It	is	used	as	a
to	create	special	characters	and	as	a	modifier	for	other	command	…	Safari	Not	rated	yetSafari	Safari	is	an	Internet	browser	that	was	first	introduced	on	June	30,	2003,	and	is	included	with	Apple	macOS	X	and	the	iPhone.	Research	…	Ni-Cad	Not	rated	yetNi-Cad	Trademarked	name	for	a	nickel-cadmium	battery	owned	by	SAFT	America	Inc.,	NiCad	is	a
rechargeable	battery	made	mostly	of	nickel	and	cadmium.	For	example,	you	may	have	a	picture	of	several	people,	but	may	only	…	Cron	Not	rated	yetCron	Cron	is	a	daemon	that	runs	on	Linux	and	Unix	environments	that	execute	scheduled	commands	also	known	as	cron	jobs	created	by	the	crontab	command.	…	Connectivity	Not	rated	yetConnectivity
Connectivity	is	a	word	used	to	describe	how	well	hardware	or	software	devices	can	communicate	with	a	range	of	other	devices.	In	Microsoft	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Q	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Q	Do?☆☛In	Microsoft	Word,	Ctrl+Q	is	used	to	remove	the	paragraph's	formatting.	When	…	Contextual	Menu	Not	rated	yetContextual	Menu	A	contextual	tab	or
contextual	menu	is	a	hidden	tab	or	menu.	The	open	parenthesis,	which	looks	like	(,	…	Closed-Source	Not	rated	yetClosed-Source	Proprietary	Proprietary	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	product	that	is	only	compatible	with	a	specific	hardware,	software,	computer,	…	Closed	Key	Not	rated	yetClosed	Key	Registry	The	registry	or	Windows	registry	is	a
database	of	information,	settings,	options,	and	other	values	for	software	and	…	Closed	Jumper	Not	rated	yetClosed	Jumper	Jumpers	allow	the	computer	to	close	an	electrical	circuit,	allowing	the	electricity	to	flow	certain	sections	of	the	circuit	board.	…	Carpal	Tunnel	Syndrome	Not	rated	yetCarpal	Tunnel	Syndrome	Carpal	tunnel	syndrome,	which	is
also	known	as	RSI	or	repetitive	strain	injury,	is	the	swelling	of	small	blood	vessels,	usually	…	Call	Center	Not	rated	yetCall	Center	A	call	center	is	a	standalone	business	or	part	of	a	larger	business	that	specializes	in	answering	phone	calls	from	customers.	It	helps	the	FBI	(in	cooperation	with	Internet	service	providers)	comply	…	Careware	Not	rated
yetCareware	Charityware	The	terms	Careware	and	charityware	refer	to	software	that	is	associated	with	benefiting	a	charity	in	some	way.	»	Computer	Shortcut	…	Closed	Beta	Not	rated	yetClosed	Beta	A	beta	is	any	software	still	under	development	that	is	made	available	during	a	software	release	life	cycle	to	a	select	few	to	test,	examine,	…	Closed
Architecture	Not	rated	yetClosed	Architecture	A	computer	or	other	hardware	design	that	a	manufacturer	will	not	share	or	open	to	other	manufacturers,	making	it	incompatible	…	Close	Bracket	Not	rated	yetClose	Bracket	Sometimes	referred	to	as	square	brackets,	a	bracket	is	a	punctuation	mark	found	in	pairs.	A	single	cabinet	file,	or	cab	file,	may
contain	multiple	…	C$	Not	rated	yetC$	Hidden	share	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	Administrative	share,	a	hidden	share	is	a	network	share	on	a	Microsoft	network	that	is	not	…	CA	Not	rated	yetCA	Certificate	authority	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	certification	authority	or	CA,	a	certificate	authority	is	an	organization	or	entity	…	c	Not	rated	yetc	C
may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	C	is	commonly	used	to	describe	the	C:	drive	or	the	first	hard	drive	on	IBM	compatible	computers.	CATV	is	one	of	the	most	common	methods	…	Cabletron	Not	rated	yetCabletron	Cabletron	Systems	Founded	in	1983,	Cabletron	Systems	was	a	manufacturer	of	computer	networking	equipment.	An	antivirus	program	is	a
software	utility	…	Clean	Room	Not	rated	yetClean	Room	A	clean	room	or	cleanroom	is	a	room	designed	to	have	minimal	levels	of	static	electricity,	dirt,	dust	particles,	and/or	airborne	chemicals.	With	most	games,	when	…	Clamwin	Not	rated	yetClamwin	Software	developer	of	the	free	open	source	antivirus	program	Clamwin.	Dirty	touch	screens	can
cause	difficult	navigation.	Introduced	in	October	…	Cortana	Not	rated	yetCortana	For	Windows	Phone	8.1	and	Windows	10,	Cortana	is	the	personal	assistant	that	helps	users	with	questions,	setting	appointments,	and	finding	…	Chatterbox	Challenge	Not	rated	yetChatterbox	Challenge	The	Chatterbox	challenge	was	an	annual	challenge	that	began	in
2001.	CMD	Technology	is	an	IT	service	provider	specializing	in	Microsoft	Server,	thin	clients,	…	Cmdlet	Not	rated	yetCmdlet	A	cmdlet	(pronounced	"command-let")	is	a	special	type	of	command	provided	in	the	Windows	PowerShell	command	line	environment.	It	used	ActiveX	to	embed	the	interactive	avatar	…	Machine	Learning	Not	rated	yetMachine
Learning	Machine	learning,	or	ML,	is	a	branch	of	AI	focused	on	creating	computer	systems	that	accomplish	tasks	without	explicit	instructions.	Cobot	refers	to	a	type	of	robot	that	was	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	It	enabled	users	to	wirelessly	sync	e-mails,	contacts,	…	Mission	Control	Not	rated	yetMission	Control	A	feature	on	the	Apple	macOS	X
that	gives	an	overview	of	what	is	currently	running	on	the	computer.	As	you	browse	the	Internet,	most	web	page	data	is	cached	locally	on	your	computer	…	Clean	Format	Not	rated	yetClean	Format	Clean	install	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	clean	format,	a	clean	install	is	when	everything	is	erased	from	the	computer	and	…	Clbuttic	Not	rated
yetClbuttic	More	commonly	known	as	the	Scunthorpe	problem,	clbuttic	is	an	issue	that	occurs	with	filters	such	as	spam	filters	that	mistakenly	blocks	…	Clavis	Not	rated	yetClavis	Glossary	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	idioticon	or	clavis,	a	glossary	is	an	alphabetical	list	of	terms	in	a	specialized	field	…	Classpath	Not	rated	yetClasspath	Classpath	is	an
environment	variable	that	tells	the	Java	compiler,	or	the	JVM	(Java	virtual	machine),	where	to	find	class	files	to	import.	It	is	similar	to	a	firewall	…	PayPal	Not	rated	yetPayPal	Founded	in	1998,	PayPal	is	an	Internet	person-to-person	payment	service.	…	Cristie	Software	Not	rated	yetCristie	Software	Founded	in	2007,	Cristie	Software	Ltd.	…	CNet
Technology	Not	rated	yetCNet	Technology	Founded	in	1987	in	San	Jose,	California,	USA,	CNet	Technology	is	a	networking	company	and	distributor	of	LAN	and	WAN	Ethernet,	Fast	…	CNET	Not	rated	yetCNET	Founded	in	1994	by	Halsey	Minor	and	Shelby	Bonnie,	CNET	is	an	American	worldwide	media	website.	Use	Ctrl-Shift-Esc	for	quick	access	to
the	Task	Manager.	The	FEP	(front	end	processor)	is	…	Common	Unix	Printing	System	Not	rated	yetCommon	Unix	Printing	System	The	Common	Unix	Printing	System,	also	known	as	CUPS,	is	a	printing	system	designed	for	Unix	and	Apple's	OS	X	that	allows	…	Common	Battery	Not	rated	yetCommon	Battery	A	battery	is	a	hardware	component	that
supplies	power	to	a	device,	enabling	that	device	to	work	without	a	power	cord.	The	holy	grail	layout	is	a	layout	model	commonly	used	in	web	design.	See	the	col	command	page	for	further	…	Choice	Not	rated	yetChoice	MS-DOS	and	Windows	command	line	choice	command	The	choice	command	allows	users	to	keep	batch	files	and	scripts	from	running
while	…	Chmod	Not	rated	yetChmod	Linux	chmod	command	In	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	chmod	command	sets	the	permissions	of	files	or	directories.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	End	and	C-End,	Ctrl+End	is	a	shortcut	key	that	moves	the	cursor	to	the	end	of	a	document.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	…	SpeedStep	Not	rated	yetSpeedStep	A
feature	available	with	Intel	Pentium	III,	Pentium	III	Mobile,	and	later	Intel	mobile	processors	for	controling	features	of	the	processor	…	SLA	Not	rated	yetSLA	SLA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Service-level	agreement,	SLA	is	the	measurable	level	of	service	a	company	guarantees	to	offer	…	SBD	Not	rated	yetSBD	Short	for	smart	battery
data,	SBD	is	a	battery	technology	spearheaded	by	Intel	and	Duracell	which	incorporates	an	integrated	circuit	into	a	laptop	…	PowerNow!	Not	rated	yetPowerNow!	PowerNow!	is	a	feature	with	AMD's	K6-2+,	K6-III+,	mobile	Athlon,	Turion	64,	and	later	AMD	mobile	processors	that	allows	the	processor	speed	…	Power	Bank	Not	rated	yetPower	Bank
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	battery	pack,	portable	battery,	or	portable	charger,	a	power	bank	is	an	external	battery	used	as	a	backup	…	Power	Not	rated	yetPower	Power	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Electricity	used	by	a	computer	or	other	electronic	devices	is	often	referred	to	as	power.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Battery
Terms	"P"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"P"	Power	Power	Bank	PowerNow!	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	software	is	a	robust	graphics	…	Corel	Not	rated	yetCorel	Founded	in	1985,	Corel	is	a	well-known	company	for	products	such	as	CorelDRAW,	PaintShop,	VideoStudio,	WinZip	and	WordPerfect,	and	others.	…	Business	Terms	"A"	Not	rated
yetBusiness	Terms	"A"	A4	Acceptable	Use	Policy	Address	Book	Administrator	Advertising	Affiliate	Program	…	COMDEX	Not	rated	yetCOMDEX	Short	for	Computer	Dealers'	Exhibition,	COMDEX	was	a	computer	hardware	and	software	tradeshow	usually	held	in	the	winter	and	summer	each	year	…	Comment	Not	rated	yetComment	A	comment	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	comment	is	any	text	in	a	program's	code,	script,	or	another	file	that	is	not	meant	to	be	…	Compliant	Not	rated	yetCompliant	Compliant	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	product	or	service	that	fully	meets	the	specifications	or	standard	set	by	a	company	or	organization.	Ctrl	+	M:	Indent	the	paragraph.	…	Shortcut	keys
ABCs	Not	rated	yetShortcut	keys	ABCs	Shortcut	keys	help	provide	an	easier	and	quicker	method	of	navigating	and	executing	commands	in	computer	software.	…	Cairo	Not	rated	yetCairo	Codename	A	codename	is	a	name	given	to	a	product	while	it	is	in	development	and	does	not	officially	have	a	name.	It	allows	manufacturers	and	developers	to
display	and	talk	about	…	CEO	Not	rated	yetCEO	CEO,	short	for	chief	executive	officer,	is	an	executive-level	person	in	charge	of	managing	a	company.	Fab	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	integrated	circuits	and	semiconductors,	a	fab	is	a	term	commonly	used	to	describe	a	…	What	is	Time	Machine?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Time	Machine?	A
character	printer	will	print	one	character	at	a	time	instead	of	…	Character	Mode	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Mode	Text	mode	Text	mode	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	known	as	character	mode	or	alphanumeric	mode,	text	…	Character	Map	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Map	The	Character	Map	is	a	Microsoft	Windows	utility	for	seeing	all
available	characters	and	Unicode	in	each	of	the	fonts	installed	on	the	…	Characteristic	Not	rated	yetCharacteristic	A	word	or	phrase	that	identifies	a	feature	of	a	person,	place	or	thing.	For	example,	a	howto	could	be	written	describing	…	Help	Desk	Not	rated	yetHelp	Desk	Department	or	Job	designed	with	assisting	users	with	their	computer-related
questions	and	issues.	Compose	key	is	a	modifier	key	that	allows	a	user	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Z	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Z	Do?	Highlight	the	…	Take	Control	of	your	Windows	10	Updates	Not	rated	yetTake	Control	of	your	Windows	10	Updates	Don't	let	a	sudden	Windows	Update	take	you	by	surprise.	Common	delimiters	are	commas	(,),	semicolon	(;),	quotes	(
",	'	),	…	Comma	Not	rated	yetComma	A	comma	is	a	punctuation	mark	(	,	)	found	on	the	same	keyboard	key	as	the	less	than	(	On	English	PC	and	Mac	keyboards,	the	comma	on	the	same	…	Comic	Not	rated	yetComic	Webcomic	A	webcomic	is	a	digital	cartoon,	comic	strip,	or	illustration	which	has	been	created	for	online	publishing.	Here's	the	full	list	of
keyboard	short-cuts	for	…	What	is	a	Computer	Tab?	link	at	the	top	of	your	search	results.	Ctrl	+	Right	arrow:	Moves	one	word	to	the	right	at	a	time.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	589	to	607	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	…	Cobot	Not	rated	yetCobot	Cobot	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	cobot	is	shorthand	for	collaborative	robot.
…	Detect	if	Your	Username	Was	Hacked	Not	rated	yetDetect	if	Your	Username	Was	Hacked	Every	day	it	seems	like	another	web	page	or	online	service	is	hacked.	…	Quickly	Change	the	Association	of	a	File	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Change	the	Association	of	a	File	Quickly	change	the	association	of	a	file	by	holding	down	the	Shift	key,	right-clicking	a	file
and	choosing	…	Create	an	Accessible	Bar	Not	rated	yetCreate	an	Accessible	Bar	Create	an	accessible	bar	by	following	the	steps	below.	IBM's	PCjr	computer	…	Chiclet	Not	rated	yetChiclet	A	chiclet	is	the	name	of	the	small	icon	(RSS	feed	icon	button)	shown	on	web	pages	and	blog	posts	that	indicate	the	page	has	an	RSS	feed.	Batteries	are	…
Commercial	Software	Not	rated	yetCommercial	Software	Any	software	that	must	be	purchased	to	be	used.	Users	can	create	campaign	pages	for	a	product,	idea,	or	another	…	Crosstalk	Not	rated	yetCrosstalk	Crosstalk	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Electromagnetic	interference	received	by	one	or	more	wires.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their
Functions	…	Public	Domain	Not	rated	yetPublic	Domain	Public	domain	The	term	public	domain	in	general	refers	to	the	free	use	of	the	work	or	object	without	any	restrictions.	A	help	desk	only	supports	employees	in	…	Hazard	Not	rated	yetHazard	A	hazard	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	For	computers,	a	hazard	is	anything	that	poses	a	threat	to	a
computer's	security,	performance,	…	Graphic	Artist	Not	rated	yetGraphic	Artist	A	graphic	artist	is	an	individual	who	specializes	in	or	has	a	profession	of	designing	computer	graphics.	For	example,	in	Microsoft	Outlook,	users	…	Consumer	NAS	Not	rated	yetConsumer	NAS	NAS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	network	access	server,	NAS	is
also	known	as	a	terminal	server	and	is	a	computer	or	…	Consultant	Not	rated	yetConsultant	A	consultant	is	an	individual	who	advises	a	company	or	individual	or	is	temporarily	hired	by	a	company.	Since	they	are	curved,	the	left	and	…	cURL	Not	rated	yetcURL	Curl	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	cURL	is	a	free	and	open	command	line	tool	for
transferring	files	on	one	of	the	following	supported	…	Cube	Not	rated	yetCube	Originally	invented	by	Bob	Propst	in	1968,	a	cubicle,	also	known	as	a	cube,	is	the	name	of	a	small,	but	efficient	workspace	with	a	square	or	…	CU	Not	rated	yetCU	CU	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	CU	is	an	acronym	for	the	control	unit.	Centrino	Not	rated	yetCentrino
The	Centrino	is	an	Intel	chipset	that	enables	laptops	to	connect	to	wireless	networks	using	an	802.11b	or	other	Wi-Fi	network	card	in	the	…	Central	Standard	Time	Not	rated	yetCentral	Standard	Time	CST	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Computer	Service	Technician,	CST	is	a	certification	first	initiated	in	1998	…	Central	Office	Not	rated
yetCentral	Office	Short	for	central	office,	a	CO	is	a	facility	that	individual	telephone	lines	in	a	limited	geographic	area	are	connected	to	the	public	…	CentOS	Not	rated	yetCentOS	CentOS,	which	stands	for	the	Community	Enterprise	Operating	System,	is	a	distribution	of	the	Linux	operating	system	based	on	RHEL	(Red	Hat	…	Centi	Not	rated	yetCenti
Meter	A	meter	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	An	international	standard	of	length	measurement,	the	meter	or	metre	(European	…	Center	Tag	Not	rated	yetCenter	Tag	HTML	tag	When	writing	in	HTML,	the	tag	was	used	to	contain	both	block-level	and	inline	elements	on	a	web	page.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1896	to	1978	are	not	shown
in	this	preview.	Ctrl	+	Z:	Undo	last	action.	Ctrl	+	Mouse	wheel:	Zooms	in	and	out	of	document	(Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions).	All	the	tool	bars	disappears	making	it	possible	to	see	more	information	on	the	screen.	For	example,	there	…	Chatroulette	Not	rated	yetChatroulette	A	website	that	first	launched	in	November	2009	that	connects	you	and
your	webcam	to	someone	else	around	the	world	and	allows	you	to	communicate	…	Chat	Moderator	Not	rated	yetChat	Moderator	With	an	online	discussion	(e.g.,	chat	room	or	message	board),	a	moderator	is	responsible	for	ensuring	that	all	rules	are	followed.	It	is	predicted	…	Algorithm	Not	rated	yetAlgorithm	Derived	from	the	name	of	the
mathematician	Muhammed	ibn-Musa	Al-Khowarizmi,	an	algorithm	is	a	solution	to	a	problem	that	meets	the	following	…	Alan	Turing	Not	rated	yetAlan	Turing	Name:	Alan	Mathison	Turing	Born:	June	23,	1912,	in	Maida	Vale,	London,	England,	United	Kingdom	Death:	June	7,	…	Apple	Terms	"V"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"V"	Volume	Reference	Number
What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	…	Finder	Not	rated	yetFinder	Finder	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Originally	written	by	Steve	Capps,	the	Finder	is	an	application	found	in	Apple	macOS	that	helps	…	Face	ID	Not	rated	yetFace	ID	Face	ID	is	a	facial	recognition	and	authentication	technology	developed	by	Apple.	It	…	C2	Not	rated	yetC2	Core	2
Sometimes	abbreviated	as	C2,	the	Intel	Core	2	is	a	family	of	processors	first	introduced	with	the	release	of	the	Intel	Core	2	…	Cable	Not	rated	yetCable	A	cable	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cord,	connector	or	plug,	a	cable	is	one	or	more	wires	covered	in	…	Cab	Not	rated	yetCab	Cabinet,	abbreviated	as	cab,	is	a
compressed	file	archive	format	used	in	Microsoft	Windows.	Ctrl	+	:	Moves	to	the	beginning	of	the	line	or	paragraph.	On	Apple	computers,	the	shortcut	to	print	may	also	be	the	Command	…	What	Does	Ctrl+O	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+O	Do?☆☛Ctrl+O	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	open	a	new	document,	page,	URL,	or	other	files.	You're	Reading	a
Free	Preview	Pages	74	to	194	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	Initially	released	in	November	1999	by	the	name	Animo,	GameMaker	Studio	is	a	game	development	platform	created	by	YoYo	Games.	Short	…	Plagiarism	Not	rated	yetPlagiarism	The	term	plagiarism	is	used	to	describe	the	act	of	taking	another	individual's	work	and	claiming	it	as	yours.
Cooldowns	are	often	used	in	video	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	It	enhances	the	functionality	of	a	…	What	is	an	Online	Payment	System?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	an	Online	Payment	System?	Introduced	in	September	2012,	the	rotationally	symmetrical	8-pin	Lightning	…	Launchpad	Not	rated	yetLaunchpad	Launchpad	is	a	feature	found	in	Apple's	macOS
operating	system.	When	enabled,	the	Live	Photo	feature	…	Lightning	Not	rated	yetLightning	Lightning	is	a	proprietary	type	of	connector	designed	by	Apple,	Inc.	…	Layman	Not	rated	yetLayman	A	term	used	to	describe	a	person	who	is	not	an	expert.	…	Cablesonline	Not	rated	yetCablesonline	CablesOnline	is	a	manufacturer	and	seller	of	thousands	of
cables,	adapters,	switches,	and	other	computer	accessories.	What	is	…	COM1	Not	rated	yetCOM1	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	com	port,	the	communications	port	is	a	serial	communication	used	to	connect	devices	such	as	your	modem.	Shift	+	F12	save	the	Microsoft	Word	document.	For	example,	a	network	that	utilizes	a	DNS	server	is	an	example
of	a	client/server	…	Client	Not	rated	yetClient	A	client	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	client	is	a	computer	that	connects	to	and	uses	the	resources	of	a	remote	computer,	or	server.	CDMA	is	a	digital	mobile	phone	technology	developed	by	Qualcomm	…	CD	key	Not	rated	yetCD	key	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	activation	code,	CD	key,	product	id,
registration	key,	and	serial	key,	a	product	key	is	a	group	of	numbers	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	The	picture	is	an	example	of	a	Lexmark	inkjet	…	Color	Palette	Not	rated	yetColor	Palette	The	set	of	available	colors	in	a	computer	software,	graphics	program	or	computer	system.	Ctrl	+	R:	Aligns	the	line	or	selected	text	to	the	right	of	the	screen.
Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	E	and	C-e,	Ctrl+E	is	a	shortcut	key	that	varies	depending	on	the	program.	Contact	information	Phone:	None	or	unknown.	It's	the	first	implementation	…	LISP	Not	rated	yetLISP	Short	for	List	Processor,	Lisp	is	a	high-level	programming	language	created	by	John	McCarthy	in	1958.	Memos	are	usually	stored	in	the
form	of	text	files	or	audio	recordings.	When	purchasing	this	…	CrossFire	Not	rated	yetCrossFire	An	ATI	technology	that	allows	two	video	cards	that	support	the	CrossFire	technology	to	share	the	workload	increasing	the	overall	performance.	The	method	…	Data	Not	rated	yetData	In	general,	data	is	any	set	of	characters	that	is	gathered	and	translated
for	some	purpose,	usually	analysis.	…	Chroot	Not	rated	yetChroot	The	term	chroot	refers	to	a	process	of	creating	a	virtualized	environment	in	a	Unix	operating	system,	separating	it	from	the	main	operating	…	Chronological	Not	rated	yetChronological	Chronological	is	a	sorting	method	where	items	are	arranged	by	their	occurrence	in	time.	The
interface	is	similar	…	LocalTalk	Not	rated	yetLocalTalk	LocalTalk	is	a	networking	hardware	layer	available	on	Apple	Macintosh	computers	manufactured	before	1998.	F4	Opens	find	window.	For	…	Outsource	Not	rated	yetOutsource	When	a	company	contracts	portions	of	its	workload	out	to	or	seeks	the	resources	of	another	organization,	it	is	called
outsourcing.	As	a	result	…	What	Type	of	Computer	Should	I	Buy?	Not	rated	yetWhat	Type	of	Computer	Should	I	Buy?	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	Esc	and	C-Esc,	Ctrl+Esc	is	a	shortcut	key	that	opens	the	Start	menu	in	Microsoft	Windows.	☆☛	Control	Keys	in	Computer	A-Z.	CyberDrive	ceased	operations	at	the	end	of	2005.	Num	Lock	or
Number	Lock	(⇭)	is	a	key	on	the	numeric	keypad	of	most	computer	keyboards.	It	is	a	fork	of	MySQL,	designed	to	be	a	drop-in	replacement	…	What	is	tmux?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	tmux?	…	DBA	Not	rated	yetDBA	DBA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	database	administrator,	database	analyst	or	database	architect,	DBA	is	the	individual
responsible	…	Daughter	Company	Not	rated	yetDaughter	Company	Also	known	as	a	daughter	company,	a	subsidiary	is	a	company	that's	controlled	by	another	company	known	as	the	parent	company	or	holding	…	Date	Not	rated	yetDate	In	general,	a	date	refers	to	the	current	or	past	day,	month,	and	year.	For	example,	many	technical	support
departments	have	…	Affiliate	Program	Not	rated	yetAffiliate	Program	A	company	or	website	that	directs	customers	to	other	businesses	or	websites,	and	receives	compensation	for	the	referral.	If	you	press	Ctrl+M	more	than	once,	…	What	Does	Ctrl+L	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+L	Do?☆☛Selects	address	bar	in	a	browser.	The	animation	…	CEH	Not	rated
yetCEH	Ethical	Hacking	Ethical	hacking	and	ethical	hacker	are	terms	used	to	describe	hacking	performed	by	a	company	or	individual	to	help	identify	…	CEATEC	Not	rated	yetCEATEC	The	largest	electronics	exhibition	show	in	Asia,	CEATEC	is	hosted	every	year	in	October	in	Japan	and	features	electronic	components,	devices,	…	CE	Not	rated	yetCE
CE	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	compact	edition,	CE	is	a	version	of	Microsoft	Windows	that	works	on	mobile	devices.	…	CD	Rot	Not	rated	yetCD	Rot	Alternatively	referred	to	as	DVD	rot,	CD	rot	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	slow	deterioration	of	the	aluminum	layer	on	CD's,	DVD's,	and	other	…	CDS/ISIS	Not	rated	yetCDS/ISIS	ISIS	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Image	and	Scanner	Interface	Specification,	an	open	standard	for	interfacing	scanners	with	computers.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"N"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"N"	Natural	Language	Processing	Neural	Network	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Flatbed
scanners	commonly	become	dirty	with	dust,	fingerprints,	and	hair.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Battery	Terms	"N"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"N"	Ni-Cad	NiMH	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	Mac	Mini,	,	is	an	SFF	(small-form-factor)	computer	that	…	iTunes	Not	rated	yetiTunes	The	iTunes	music	service	and	software	program
was	first	developed	by	Apple	on	January	9,	2001.	Often,	a	computer	manufacturer	have	…	Magnetic	card	Not	rated	yetMagnetic	card	A	magnetic	card	is	a	card	that	contains	either	a	magnetic	strip	or	a	magnetic	object	in	the	card,	encoded	with	digital	data.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	F:	Change	the	font.	…	Complementarity	Not	rated	yetComplementarity
Complementarity	is	a	fundamental	principle	of	quantum	physics	which	states	that	objects	have	pairs	of	properties	that	cannot	be	accurately	…	Compilation	Not	rated	yetCompilation	Compilation	is	the	process	the	computer	takes	to	convert	a	high-level	programming	language	into	a	machine	language	that	the	computer	can	…	Competitive	Access
Provider	Not	rated	yetCompetitive	Access	Provider	Local	bypass	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	CAP	(Competitive	Access	Provider)	or	a	bypass	carrier,	a	local	bypass	…	Compatibility	Mode	Not	rated	yetCompatibility	Mode	How	to	change	the	Windows	compatibility	mode	In	the	Windows	operating	system,	software	can	be	run	using	compatibility	…
Compare	Not	rated	yetCompare	Compare	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	process	of	examining	the	similarities	or	differences	of	data	or	files	and	then	listing	them.	It	is	also	known	as	a	web	server.	After	its	…	Chrome	Omnibox	Not	rated	yetChrome	Omnibox	An	omnibox	is	similar	to	the	traditional	web	browser	address	bar,	but	you	can	also	use	it
like	a	search	engine.	end	this	key	moves	the	cursor	…	Squiggly	Bracket	on	Keyboard	How	do	you	use	the	squilly	bracket	icon?	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1661	to	1677	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	For	example,	if	you	made	a	mistake	and	use	the	Ctrl+Z	shortcut	to	…	What	Does	Ctrl+X	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+X	Do?☆☛Ctrl+X	is	a	shortcut
key	most	often	used	to	cut	any	selected	text,	image,	or	other	objects.	The	iLife	suite	includes	iPhoto,	iMovie,	iDVD,	GarageBand,	…	iDVD	Not	rated	yetiDVD	iDVD	is	a	software	program	included	with	Apple	iLife	that	is	part	of	iMovie.	Viewport	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	3D	graphics,	the	viewport	is	the	area	of	the	interface	that	allows	the	user
to	…	What	is	Auto	Rotate?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Auto	Rotate?	Each	of	these	books	has	a	picture	…	Camcorder	Not	rated	yetCamcorder	A	digital	video	camera,	video	camcorder,	or	digital	camcorder	is	a	device	that	records	video	to	formats	including	Digital8,	MiniDV,	DVD,	…	CAM	Not	rated	yetCAM	Created	by	NZXT,	CAM	is	a	software	utility	that
allows	users	to	view	information	about	their	computer.	The	picture	shows	the	Computer	…	Computer	Fraud	Not	rated	yetComputer	Fraud	Computer	fraud	is	the	use	of	computers,	the	Internet,	Internet	devices,	and	Internet	services	to	defraud	people	or	organizations	of	…	Computer	Forensics	Not	rated	yetComputer	Forensics	Since	the	early	to	mid-
1980s,	legal	cases	involving	computer	crime,	like	hacking,	have	utilized	the	field	of	computer	forensics	…	Computer	Families	Not	rated	yetComputer	Families	A	computer	family	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	computer	family	is	a	category	of	computers	with	the	same	designs	and	microprocessors	…	Computer	Error	Not	rated	yetComputer	Error



An	error	describes	any	issue	that	arises	unexpectedly	that	cause	a	computer	to	not	function	properly.	All	Short	Cut	Keys	in	a	Computer.☆☛Shortcut	Keys	of	Computer	A	to	Z.	Shortcut	…	Cleaning	the	Computer	and	its	Components	Not	rated	yetCleaning	the	Computer	and	its	Components	Cleaning	your	computer,	components,	and	peripherals	help
keep	everything	in	good	working	condition,	helps	…	Palm	Pilot	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetPalm	Pilot	Cleaning	Why?	See	the	free	command	for	…	Flowchart	Not	rated	yetFlowchart	A	flowchart	is	a	graphical	representation	of	decisions	and	their	results	mapped	out	in	individual	shapes	that	were	first	developed	by	Herman	…	Business	Terms	"F"	Not	rated
yetBusiness	Terms	"F"	Fab	FAD	Fair	use	FAQ	FAQE	FCCID	Feedback	Flagship	What	is	…	Business	Terms	"E"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"E"	ECMA	E-commerce	EFF	Electronic	Office	Electronic	Publishing	E-mail	End	User	…	Business	Terms	"D"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"D"	Dark	Pattern	Data	Acquisition	Date	Daughter	Company	DBA	Dead
Decacorn	Company	…	Flagship	Not	rated	yetFlagship	In	the	technology	industry,	flagship	is	a	term	often	used	to	describe	the	highest-end	hardware	model	offered	in	a	product	line.	For	example,	a	network	that	consists	of	IBM	compatible	computers	…	Cross-Platform	Not	rated	yetCross-Platform	Cross-platform	describes	software	that	works	on	all
computer	platforms,	or	a	specific	subset	of	platforms,	such	as	Windows	10	and	macOS.	…	Current	Path	Not	rated	yetCurrent	Path	Path	A	path	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	pathname,	the	current	path	or	path	is	the	…	Current	Drive	Not	rated	yetCurrent	Drive	The	term	current	drive	is	used	to	describe	which	drive	is
presently	being	accessed	or	used	by	an	operating	system	or	software	program.	Alt	+	Ctrl	+	F2	…	f7	key	F7	is	commonly	used	to	spell	check	and	grammar	check	a	document	in	Microsoft	programs	such	as	Microsoft	Word,	Outlook,	etc.	The	image	is	an	example	of	colors	created	…	CMS	Not	rated	yetCMS	Short	for	content	management	system,	CMS	is	a
software	program	or	set	of	tools	that	help	users	generate,	manage,	and	store	content.	When	used	as	…	B2B	Not	rated	yetB2B	Short	for	business-to-business,	B2B	refers	to	the	exchange	of	goods	and	services	between	businesses	instead	of	between	a	business	and	a	consumer.	It	means	…	RAM	Cache	Not	rated	yetRAM	Cache	RAM	cache	may	refer	to
any	of	the	following:	RAM	cache	is	another	term	used	to	describe	L2	Cache.	Data	and	information	are	extracted	…	Data	Mining	Not	rated	yetData	Mining	Data	mining	is	a	concept	first	realized	when	businesses	began	storing	important	information	on	computer	databases	and	extracting	useful	…	Data	Center	Not	rated	yetData	Center	A	data	center,	or
DC	for	short,	is	a	generic	term	to	describe	a	facility	used	to	store	computers,	servers,	routers,	switches,	and	other	…	Database	Not	rated	yetDatabase	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	databank	or	a	datastore,	and	sometimes	abbreviated	as	a	DB,	a	database	is	a	large	quantity	of	indexed	digital	…	Data	Acquisition	Not	rated	yetData	Acquisition
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	data	capture,	data	acquisition	is	the	process	of	collecting	and	organizing	information.	It's	an	abbreviation	of	the	word	console.	Cash	App	Not	rated	yetCash	App	Previously	known	as	Square	Cash,	Cash	App	is	a	payment	service	from	Square	Inc.	…	What	Does	Ctrl+F	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+F	Do?	Examples	of	devices	included
could	be	cameras,	…	Color	Depth	Not	rated	yetColor	Depth	Alternatively	referred	to	as	pixel	depth,	color	depth	refers	to	the	number	of	bits	per	pixel	on	a	computer	monitor	to	represent	a	specific	…	Color-coded	Not	rated	yetColor-coded	Color-coded	is	a	description	of	anything	that	is	marked	by	a	color.	CGA	has	the	highest	…	CG	Not	rated	yetCG
Graphic	A	graphic	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	the	term	graphic	refers	to	a	design	or	visual	image	displayed	on	…	CFM	Not	rated	yetCFM	Short	for	cubic	feet	per	minute,	CFM	or	CFPM	is	the	air	flow	measurement	used	when	describing	how	much	air	a	fan	or	computer	case	fan	is	capable	…	CF	Not	rated	yetCF	Short	for
CompactFlash,	CF	is	a	50-pin	connection	storage	device.	Cylinder	Not	rated	yetCylinder	A	cylinder	is	two	corresponding	tracks	on	a	fixed	disk.	Below	are	a	few	of	the	most	commonly	requested	pages	that	relate	to	creating	files,	folders,	…	CRC	Not	rated	yetCRC	CRC	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	cyclic	redundancy	check,	CRC	is	a
method	of	detecting	errors	in	data	transmission.	Contiguous	Not	rated	yetContiguous	Contiguous	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	contiguous	refers	to	an	object	that	is	adjacent	to	another	object.	To	do	so,	first	move	the	cursor	to	the	end	of	the	…	Getting	a	Human	When	Calling	Support	Not	rated	yetGetting	a	Human	When	Calling
Support	When	calling	technical	support	or	customer	service,	it	can	be	frustrating	having	to	go	through	each	of	the	voice	…	Protect	Your	Flash	Drive	With	Bitlocker	Not	rated	yetProtect	Your	Flash	Drive	With	Bitlocker	BitLocker	can	help	protect	the	data	on	your	drive	by	encrypting	it.	It	is	developed	…	What	is	Self-Hosting?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Self-
Hosting?	For	example,	…	Conditional	Formatting	Not	rated	yetConditional	Formatting	Conditional	formatting	is	a	feature	included	in	the	popular	spreadsheet	creation	programs	Excel	and	Google	Sheets.	When	used	…	De	Facto	Standard	Not	rated	yetDe	Facto	Standard	When	referring	to	computers,	a	de	facto	standard	is	an	accepted	application,
design,	or	language	standard	that	is	used	throughout	…	E-mail	Not	rated	yetE-mail	Short	for	electronic	mail,	e-mail	or	email	is	information	stored	on	a	computer	that	is	exchanged	between	two	users	over	telecommunications.	These	results	are	often	based	on	pre-set	rules	…	Learn	Mode	Not	rated	yetLearn	Mode	Learn	mode	allows	a	computer,
hardware,	or	software	program	to	learn	or	record	the	steps	required	to	perform	a	particular	task.	Copyleft	is	a	guiding	principle	of	the	GPL	(General	Public	License)	and	the	…	Copy	dir	Not	rated	yetCopy	dir	How	to	copy	a	directory	or	folder	Depending	on	your	computer	operating	system,	and	where	you	want	to	execute	the	copy,	there	are	…	Copy
con	Not	rated	yetCopy	con	Copy	con	is	an	MS-DOS	and	Windows	command	line	command	that	allows	the	creation	of	a	file	through	the	command	line.	I	want	to	know	the	function	…	Keyboard	Locks	Up	Not	rated	yetTakes	forever	to	type	and	keys	making	clicking	sounds.	Note:	The	Windows	key	has	the	Microsoft	flag	logo	on	it	and	is	located	between
the	CTRL	and	ALT	keys	on	the	keyboard.	Windows	key	+	G	→	Open	Game	bar	when	a	game	is	open.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	…	Mac	Mini	Not	rated	yetMac	Mini	Introduced	by	Apple	on	January	11,	2005,	at	the	Macworld	Conference	and	Expo.	Contact	information	CenDyne	is	no	longer	in	business	and	has	no	e-mail	or	…	Celsius	Not	rated	yetCelsius
Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	centigrade	scale	and	abbreviated	as	C,	Celsius	is	named	after	Anders	Celsius	and	is	a	temperature	scale	in	…	Cell	Value	Not	rated	yetCell	Value	In	mathematics,	logic,	and	computer	programming,	a	value	is	a	definite	object.	…	What	is	GnuCash?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	GnuCash?	…	CD/DVD	Not	rated	yetCD/DVD	Short	for
digital	versatile	disc	or	digital	video	disc,	a	DVD	or	DVD-ROM	is	a	disc	capable	of	storing	a	significant	amount	more	data	than	a	…	CD	Drive	Not	rated	yetCD	Drive	CD-ROM	Short	for	Compact	Disc	Read-Only	Memory,	a	CD-ROM	is	an	optical	disc	that	contains	audio	or	software	data	whose	memory	is	…	CDDI	Not	rated	yetCDDI	Short	for	Copper
Distributed	Data	Interface,	CDDI	is	officially	called	TP-PMD	(Twisted-Pair	Physical	Medium	Dependent)	and	is	a	data	transmission	…	CDDB	Not	rated	yetCDDB	Short	for	compact	disc	database,	CDDB	is	a	database	used	to	store	audio	CD	track	information.	Paypal	defines	a	microtransaction	as	a	transaction	of	less	…	Merchandise	Not	rated
yetMerchandise	Merch	is	a	shorthand	term	commonly	used	online	in	place	of	the	word	"merchandise."	In	reference	to	online	media,	merch	usually	refers	…	Memo	Not	rated	yetMemo	Short	for	memorandum,	a	memo	is	a	brief	message,	note,	or	reminder.	The	goal	of	cryptanalysis	…	Crunchbase	Not	rated	yetCrunchbase	TechCrunch	TechCrunch	is	an
online	publication	that	covers	new	technologies,	Internet	companies,	and	technology	startups.	If	JavaScript	is	enabled,	you	should	see	the	current	date	and	time	below.	Many	…	Member	Not	rated	yetMember	A	member	is	someone	who	belongs	to	a	particular	group	or	society.	If	you	no	longer	want	a	drop-down	list	…	NTLDR	is	Missing	Not	rated
yetBelow	are	the	full	error	messages	that	may	be	seen	when	the	computer	is	booting.	F12	Open	a	new	document	in	Microsoft	Word	Open	the	Save	as	dialog	box	in	Microsoft	Word.	MariaDB	is	a	community-developed	RDBMS	(relational	database	management	system).	A	good	example	of	where	you'd	most	likely	encounter	…	CH	Not	rated	yetCH	CH
may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Computer	Hope,	CH	is	an	acronym	used	by	Computer	Hope	members	when	describing	its	services	or	…	CGA	Not	rated	yetCGA	Short	for	Color	Graphics	Adapter,	CGA	was	an	early	IBM	video	adapter	that	replaced	monochrome	and	was	first	introduced	in	1981.	Ctrl	+	Shift	→	Switch	the	keyboard	layout.
Short	for	…	Casual	User	Not	rated	yetCasual	User	User	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	end	user,	a	user	is	any	individual	who	is	not	involved	with	…	Casual	Not	rated	yetCasual	The	term	casual	gaming	refers	to	video	games	which	do	not	require	a	major	time	investment	to	play,	win,	and	enjoy.	These	files	…
Comprehensive	Perl	Archive	Network	Not	rated	yetComprehensive	Perl	Archive	Network	Short	for	Comprehensive	Perl	Archive	Network,	CPAN	is	the	central	place	where	Perl,	Perl	modules,	and	Perl	documentation	…	Compositor	Not	rated	yetCompositor	A	compositor	is	a	person	who	combines	video	data	from	multiple	sources	into	a	single	video.
GUI	Not	rated	yetCommand	Line	vs.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"P"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"P"	Prolog	Python	What	is	an	Operating	System?	When	a	…	CamelCase	Not	rated	yetCamelCase	Alternatively	known	as	bicapitalisation,	bicapitalization,	InterCaps,	medial
capitals,	and	Pascal	case,	CamelCase	describes	a	compound	word	…	Camel	Book	Not	rated	yetCamel	Book	Camel	book	is	a	nickname	given	to	the	O'Reilly	series	of	books	written	about	the	programming	language	Perl.	A	CPI	can	change	depending	…	Character	Special	File	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Special	File	Special	file	In	a	computer	operating
system,	a	special	file	is	one	type	of	file	that	may	be	stored	in	a	file	system.	Ctrl+U	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	underline	text.	Paperless	Not	rated	yetPaperless	Paperless	is	a	concept	that	involves	the	elimination	of	all	paper	use	in	the	home,	office,	or	school	environment.	Ctrl	+	E:	Aligns	the	line	or	selected	text	to	the	center	of	the	screen.	It
creates	an	encrypted	layer	3	network	tunnel	…	What	is	an	Exclamation	Mark?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	an	Exclamation	Mark?	Windows	key	+	Right	arrow	key	→	Snap	app	windows	right.	Windows	Calculator	…	Cal	Not	rated	yetCal	Linux	cal	and	ncal	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	cal	and	ncal	commands	display	a	formatted	calendar	in	the
terminal.	Press	Ctrl+Shift+T	to	undo	a	closed	tab.	For	example,	a	company	may	plan	on	releasing	…	Shopping	cart	Not	rated	yetShopping	cart	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cart,	a	shopping	cart	is	a	feature	found	in	online	shopping	and	e-commerce	websites	for	adding	multiple	…	Ship	Not	rated	yetShip	When	referring	to	computers	or	related
products,	ship	refers	to	when	a	product	is	sent	out	to	the	retail	stores	and	will	be	available	to	be	purchased	…	Service	Not	rated	yetService	A	service	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	a	service	refers	to	work	that	is	performed	by	one	or	more	people	that	benefits	…	Server	Not	rated	yetServer	A	server	is	a	software	or	hardware	device	that
accepts	and	responds	to	requests	made	over	a	network.	The	term	self-hosting	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	computer	programming,	a	self-hosting	program	is	one	that	can	…	Monthly	Top	10	Pages	Not	rated	yetMonthly	Top	10	Pages	Input	Device	Output	Device	Motherboard	Storage	Device	Hard	Drive	Control	Panel	…	CPU	Not	rated	yetCPU
Alternately	referred	to	as	a	processor,	central	processor,	or	microprocessor,	the	CPU	(pronounced	sea-pea-you)	is	the	central	processing	unit	…	Software	Not	rated	yetSoftware	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	SW	and	S/W,	software	is	a	collection	of	instructions	that	enable	the	user	to	interact	with	a	computer,	its	hardware,	…	Hardware	Not	rated
yetHardware	Abbreviated	as	HW,	hardware	is	best	described	as	any	physical	component	of	a	computer	system	that	contains	a	circuit	board,	ICs,	or	other	…	RAM	Not	rated	yetRAM	Alternatively	referred	to	as	main	memory,	primary	memory,	or	system	memory,	RAM	(random-access	memory)	is	a	hardware	device	that	allows	information	…	Control
Panel	Not	rated	yetControl	Panel	The	Control	Panel	is	a	section	of	Microsoft	Windows	that	enables	a	user	to	change	various	computer	hardware	and	software	features.	It	provides	the	user	with	a	standard	…	What	is	Tinder?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Tinder?	It	was	first	released	in	2004.	Ctrl	+	X:	Cut	selected	text.	When	a	computer	virus	infects	a
computer,	it	must	make	changes	to	files,	critical	areas	like	…	Cloud	Not	rated	yetCloud	Cloud	computing	Cloud	computing	is	a	term	used	to	describe	services	provided	over	a	network	by	a	collection	of	remote	servers.	The	CDA	is	an	amendment	to	the	U.S.	1996	Telecommunications	Act	…	CD9	Not	rated	yetCD9	Shorthand	for	Code	9,	CD9	is	used	in
chat	rooms	as	a	code	to	alert	other	users	that	a	parent	or	another	adult	is	watching.	Open	source	allows	users	or	organizations	…	Open	Not	rated	yetOpen	Open	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	open	refers	to	something	that	can	be	accessed	or	viewed.	Pressing	these	two	keys	…	Undo	Closed	Internet	Browser	Tab	Not	rated	yetUndo
Closed	Internet	Browser	Tab	Oops	did	you	mistakenly	close	a	tab	you	didn't	want	to?	While	cleaning,	if	you	see	ventilation	slots,	these	…	Cleaning	Tools	Not	rated	yetCleaning	Tools	Although	computer	cleaning	products	are	available,	you	can	also	use	household	items	to	clean	your	computer	and	its	peripherals.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	Tab	and	C-
tab,	…	What	Does	Ctrl+T	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+T	Do?☆☛Ctrl+T	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	open	a	new	tab	in	a	browser.	…	Classmates	Not	rated	yetClassmates	Released	on	November	17,	1995,	Classmates	is	a	social	media	platform	centered	around	reconnecting	former	high	school	students	with	other	…	Classification	Not	rated	yetClassification
Classification	is	a	term	referring	the	process	of	separating	objects	or	ideas	into	a	predetermined	category.	With	computers	and	electronics,	compressed	air	is	…	Can	I	run	it	Not	rated	yetCan	I	run	it	How	to	know	which	games	my	computer	can	run	Today's	computer	games	are	more	demanding	than	ever,	and	the	selection	of	titles	…	Candelas	Not
rated	yetCandelas	Candle,	candelas,	candle	power,	and	foot	candle	are	all	measurements	of	light	reflected	by	a	surface	one	foot	away	from	a	lighted	candle.	Apple	later	introduced	the	iTunes	store	on	April	…	iTools	Not	rated	yetiTools	.Mac	.mac	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Originally	known	as	iTools,	.Mac	is	a	group	of	online	services	from	Apple
computers.	…	What	does	the	f2	key	do?	F2	-	everything	you	need	to	know	about	the	function	keys	F2.	On	a	compatible	car	radio	with	a	touch	screen	and	CarPlay	installed,	…	Carpal	Tunnel	Not	rated	yetCarpal	Tunnel	Carpal	tunnel	syndrome	Carpal	tunnel	syndrome,	which	is	also	known	as	RSI	or	repetitive	strain	injury,	is	the	swelling	of	…
Carnivore	Not	rated	yetCarnivore	Carnivore	is	a	software	tool	used	by	the	FBI	in	the	United	States.	F6	This	key	is	often	used	to	move	the	cursor	to	the	Address	bar	Mozilla	Firefox	or	Internet	Explorer.	»	…	Check	Not	rated	yetCheck	A	check	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	check	is	a	single	step	that	is	performed	to	verify	something	is	working.
This	ability	allows	…	Code	Tag	Not	rated	yetCode	Tag	HTML	tag	The	HTML	tag	is	an	inline	HTML	element	used	to	designate	that	a	section	of	text	is	computer	code.	…	Phone	book	Not	rated	yetPhone	book	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	phone	book,	a	address	book	is	an	electronic	storage	of	individuals'	names,	phone	numbers,	extensions,	and	…
Performance	Evaluation	Not	rated	yetPerformance	Evaluation	A	performance	evaluation,	or	performance	review	is	a	tool	used	by	employers	to	measure	the	effectiveness	of	an	employee.	For	example,	the	command	below	would	…	Search	in	Windows	Explorer	Shortcut	Key	Not	rated	yetSearch	in	Windows	Explorer	Shortcut	Key	While	browsing	in
Windows	Explorer,	if	you	need	to	search	for	a	file,	press	the	F3	key	to	move	the	cursor	…	Drag-and-drop	to	the	Command	Line	Not	rated	yetDrag-and-drop	to	the	Command	Line	When	working	with	files	with	a	long	file	path	instead	of	typing	the	full	path	drag-and-drop	a	file	into	the	command	…	Turn	on/off	Windows	Explorer	Preview	Pane	Not	rated
yetTurn	on/off	Windows	Explorer	Preview	Pane	The	preview	pane	(as	shown	below)	can	be	very	useful	for	viewing	and	finding	pictures	while	in	Windows	Explorer,	…	Open	Command	Window	Here	Not	rated	yetOpen	Command	Window	Here	Open	the	Windows	command	line	directory	of	any	folder	in	Windows	by	holding	down	Shift	key,	right-clicking
on	a	folder,	and	…	Enabling	Windows	GodMode	Not	rated	yetEnabling	Windows	GodMode	Microsoft	Windows	Vista	(32-bit	version)	introduced	a	new	hidden	feature	called	GodMode	that	allows	you	to	view	and	adjust	…	Turn	Your	Monitor	Off	Using	Your	Keyboard	Not	rated	yetTurn	Your	Monitor	Off	Using	Your	Keyboard	Using	the	Monitor	Off	Utility
is	a	quick	and	easy	way	to	turn	off	your	monitor	when	stepping	away	from	the	…	Keep	Any	Window	on	Top	of	Others	Not	rated	yetKeep	Any	Window	on	Top	of	Others	There	can	be	several	reasons	why	you	may	want	to	keep	a	window	always	on	top	of	all	other	open	windows.	…	IaaS	Not	rated	yetIaaS	IT	infrastructure	IT	infrastructure	is	the	setup	and
installation	of	a	facility's	hardware,	software,	and	network	required	for	a	business	…	Business	Terms	"H"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"H"	Hazard	Help	Desk	Howto	HR	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	D	and	C-d,	Ctrl+D	is	a	shortcut	key	that	varies	depending	on	the	program.	It	was	created	by	Rich	Hickey,	who
released	the	…	Clockwise	Not	rated	yetClockwise	Short	for	clockwise,	CW	is	rotation	or	movement	of	an	object	similar	to	that	of	the	hands	on	a	traditional	clock.	Scientific	…	Troubleshooting	Windows	7	Not	rated	yetTroubleshooting	Windows	7	There	is	an	easy	way	to	troubleshoot	several	common	issues	in	Windows	7.	To	help	you	determine	how	…
Computer	Video	Card	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Video	Card	Buying	Tips	With	the	popularity	of	computer	gaming	video	cards	are	becoming	the	most	commonly	upgraded	components	in	a	computer.	Ctrl	+	L:	Moves	one	word	to	the	left.	Uses	of	number	lock	key.	Ctrl	+	Y	→	Redo	an	action.	It	was	designed	to	test	a	chatterbot's	ability	to
simulate	…	Chatbot	Not	rated	yetChatbot	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	chatbot,	a	chatterbot	is	a	software	program	or	script	designed	to	simulate	a	real	person's	conversation.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	…	Robocall	Not	rated	yetRobocall	A	robocall	is	an	automated	phone	call	from	a	company	or	organization.	For	example,	a	DVD	movie	has
several	chapters	to	help	make	the	process	…	CHAP	Not	rated	yetCHAP	Short	for	Challenge-Handshake	Authentication	Protocol,	CHAP	is	defined	in	RFC	1994	and	is	an	authentication	protocol	used	over	PPP.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	Ins	and	C-Ins,	Ctrl+Ins	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	copy	text.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their
Functions	»	Keyboard	…	SuperCard	Not	rated	yetSuperCard	Developed	by	IncWell,	SuperCard	is	a	software	application	used	on	Apple	Macintosh	computers	that	allow	users	to	develop	databases,	animations,	…	Spotlight	Not	rated	yetSpotlight	Spotlight	is	an	Apple	macOS	feature	first	announced	at	the	2004	Apple	Worldwide	Developers	Conference
and	later	released	with	OS	X	v10.4	…	Smart	Folder	Not	rated	yetSmart	Folder	Introduced	to	macOS	in	2005,	a	Smart	Folder	is	a	type	of	file	folder	that	automatically	adds	files	based	on	user-defined	criteria.	Ctrl	+	V	→	Paste	content	from	clipboard.	User2:	Hi	User1,	…	Caret	Not	rated	yetCaret	Caret	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	caret	is	another
name	for	a	cursor.	CAM	produces	information	on	hardware	components,	…	Call	tone	Not	rated	yetCall	tone	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	call	tone,	a	ringback	is	a	tone	or	melody	that	is	only	heard	by	the	person	calling	your	number.	…	CMC	Not	rated	yetCMC	Short	for	computer-mediated	communication,	CMC	is	used	to	describe	any	communication
that	is	conducted	between	one	or	more	humans	with	the	aid	…	CMA	Not	rated	yetCMA	Short	for	Computer	Misuse	Act	1990,	the	CMA	is	a	British	law	introduced	in	1990	that	makes	illegal	certain	types	of	malicious	action	on	a	computer	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	Display	Multiple	Clocks	in	Windows	Not	rated	yetDisplay	Multiple	Clocks	in
Windows	Microsoft	Windows	Vista	and	Windows	7	can	show	multiple	clocks	at	once.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	circumflex,	the	caret	…	Carebear	Not	rated	yetCarebear	A	derogatory	term	given	to	other	online	game	players	who	only	want	to	take	the	easy	way	or	make	the	game	as	non-challenging	as	possible.	…	Create	Not	rated	yetCreate	In
general,	create	refers	to	making	something	new.	IT	infrastructure	is	the	setup	and	installation	of	a	facility's	hardware,	software,	and	network	required	for	a	business	…	What	is	Loot	box?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Loot	box?	For	example,	when	Caps	…	Capital	Not	rated	yetCapital	Uppercase	Alternatively	referred	to	as	caps	and	capital,	and	sometimes
abbreviated	as	UC,	uppercase	is	a	typeface	of	larger	characters.	However,	they	can	be	cleaned	with	software	utilities	to	help	it	…	CD,	DVD,	and	Other	Discs	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetCD,	DVD,	and	Other	Discs	Cleaning	Why?	Windows	key	+	Tab	→	Open	Task	view.	This	service	allows	your	to	convert	any	image,	document,	music,	…	Help	Finding	Lost
Phone	Not	rated	yetHelp	Finding	Lost	Phone	Today,	most	people	have	abandoned	their	landline	phones	for	a	cell	phone.	Ctrl	+	1:	Single-space	lines.	Note	As	of	…	Compression	Program	Not	rated	yetCompression	Program	Compression	utility	A	compression	program	or	compression	utility	is	a	software	program	that	can	compress	and	decompress	…
Compressed	File	Not	rated	yetCompressed	File	A	compressed	file	is	any	file	that	contains	one	or	more	files	or	directory	that	is	smaller	than	their	original	file	size.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	856	to	1144	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	Repeat	the	last	action	performed	-	for	Word	2000+	Alt	+	F4	will	close	the	open	Window	that	you	are
currently	working	on.	…	Cleanmgr	Not	rated	yetCleanmgr	Disk	Cleanup	Disk	Cleanup	is	a	Microsoft	software	utility	first	introduced	with	Windows	98	and	included	in	all	subsequent	releases	…	Clean	History	Not	rated	yetClean	History	How	do	I	clear	my	Internet	browser	history?	For	example,	a	shareware	program	may	expire	after	30-days,	making
the	user	either	purchase	the	program,	or	…	Expert	Not	rated	yetExpert	An	expert	is	a	person	with	an	extensive	knowledge	of	a	subject	(e.g.,	computers)	or	in	a	specific	category	relating	to	the	subject.	Once	…	Crashes	to	Desktop	Not	rated	yetCrashes	to	Desktop	Short	for	crash	to	desktop,	CTD	is	a	term	referring	to	a	program	crash	that	results	in
closing	all	open	windows	and	reverting	to	…	Crash	Dump	Not	rated	yetCrash	Dump	Also	called	a	crash	dump	or	memory	dump,	a	dump	is	raw	data	from	a	computer's	memory.	Alternatively	known	as	Control	A	and	C-a,	Ctrl+A	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	select	all	text,	or	other	objects	while	…	What	Does	Ctrl+9	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+9	Do?	For
…	Oracle	Fusion	Not	rated	yetOracle	Fusion	Oracle	Fusion	is	a	family,	or	group,	of	software	applications	developed	by	Oracle.	When	used	as	an	adverb,	retail	…	What	is	Notepad++?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Notepad++?	…	Connection	Not	rated	yetConnection	A	connection	is	a	term	that	describes	the	link	between	a	plug	or	connector	into	a	port	or	jack.
…	CRM	Not	rated	yetCRM	Short	for	customer	relationship	management,	CRM	encompasses	all	aspects	of	interaction	a	company	has	with	its	customers,	whether	it	be	sales	or	…	Computer	Terms	Not	rated	yetComputer	Terms	Control+Alt+Delete	Control	Character	Control	Flow	Control	Flow	Graph	Control	Keys	Controller	…	Computer	Terms	Not
rated	yetComputer	Terms	Control+Alt+Delete	Control	Character	Control	Flow	Control	Flow	Graph	Control	Keys	Controller	…	More	Computer	Terms	Not	rated	yetMore	Computer	Terms	Credit	Card	Fraud	Credits	Creepware	CREN	Cridex	Criminal	Hacker	Crippleware	…	Critical	Error	Not	rated	yetCritical	Error	A	critical	error	is	a	serious	error	that
makes	it	impossible	for	the	current	program	or	operating	system	that's	running	to	continue.	For	example,	a	computer	video	…	BOM	Not	rated	yetBOM	BOM	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	byte	order	mark,	BOM	is	another	name	for	the	Unicode	character	at	the	beginning	of	a	file	…	BOFH	Not	rated	yetBOFH	Short	for	Bastard	Operator
From	Hell,	BOFH	is	a	fictional	administrator	created	by	Simon	Travaglia	that	becomes	angry	with	the	users	he's	supposed	…	Big	Box	Store	Not	rated	yetBig	Box	Store	Retail	When	used	as	a	noun,	retail	describes	the	sale	of	a	product	by	a	business	(the	retailer)	to	a	consumer.	…	Car	Bluetooth	Not	rated	yetCar	Bluetooth	Voice	recognition	Alternatively
referred	to	as	speech	recognition,	voice	recognition	is	a	computer	software	program	or	hardware	…	Capture	the	Flag	Not	rated	yetCapture	the	Flag	In	video	games,	capture	the	flag	or	CTF	is	a	game	mode	in	which	one	team	tries	to	steal	an	object	from	an	enemy	team's	territory,	…	Captured	Variable	Not	rated	yetCaptured	Variable	A	captured
variable	is	a	variable	captured	in	programming	code	via	the	use	of	a	closure.	…	Chief	Technical	Officer	Not	rated	yetChief	Technical	Officer	CTO,	short	for	chief	technology	officer,	or	chief	technical	officer,	is	an	executive-level	person	in	charge	of	technological	…	Chief	Information	Officer	Not	rated	yetChief	Information	Officer	CIO	may	refer	to	any	of
the	following:	The	CIO	or	chief	information	officer	is	a	job	title	of	the	most	senior	executive	…	Chicony	Not	rated	yetChicony	Founded	in	1983,	Chicony	is	a	manufacturer	of	desktop	and	mobile	keyboards,	cameras,	and	camera	modules.	Alt	+	E:	Edit	options	in	current	program	F1:	Universal	Help	in	almost	every	Windows	program.	GUI	Users	who	are
not	familiar	with	a	CLI	(command	line	interface)	or	GUI	(graphical	user	interface)	may	want	to	know	the	pros	and	…	Command	Line	Prompt	Not	rated	yetCommand	Line	Prompt	Any	prompt	received	in	a	command	line	interface	that	waits	for	user	input	before	proceeding	to	the	next	step	or	performing	the	…	Command	Line	Argument	Not	rated
yetCommand	Line	Argument	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	arg,	when	referring	to	programming	or	the	command	line	an	argument	is	a	value	that	is	passed	into	a	…	Command	Language	Not	rated	yetCommand	Language	Sometimes	referred	to	as	a	command	script,	a	command	language	is	a	language	used	for	executing	a	series	of	commands	that	would
otherwise	…	Command	File	Not	rated	yetCommand	File	Batch	file	A	batch	file	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	batch	file	or	batch	job	is	a	collection,	or	list,	of	commands	…	Command	Diven	Not	rated	yetCommand	Diven	The	command	line,	also	called	the	Windows	command	line,	command	screen,	or	text	interface,	is	a	user	interface	that	is
navigated	by	…	Command	Button	Not	rated	yetCommand	Button	A	command	button	is	a	clickable	image	object	used	with	graphical	operating	systems.	Unlike	other	wireless	…	AirPlay	Not	rated	yetAirPlay	Formerly	known	as	AirTunes,	AirPlay	was	released	by	Apple	in	June	2004	and	allows	for	wireless	streaming	of	audio	and	other	media	between	…
AirDrop	Not	rated	yetAirDrop	AirDrop	is	a	component	service	of	Apple's	macOS	and	iOS	operating	systems.	Using	the	mobile	app,	users	can	browse	all	nearby	restaurants	…	DMTF	Not	rated	yetDMTF	DMTF	(Distributed	Management	Task	Force)	is	an	organization	founded	in	1992	that	helps	in	the	development	of	standards	for	distributed	desktop,	…
DMCA	Not	rated	yetDMCA	DMCA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Digital	Millennium	Copyright	Act,	the	DMCA	is	an	addition	added	to	the	U.S.	Copyright	law	…	Discontinue	Not	rated	yetDiscontinue	To	discontinue	describes	any	product	that	is	no	longer	made,	updated,	or	supported.	Jumpers	…	Closed	file	Not	rated	yetClosed	file	A	closed
file	is	a	file	that	is	not	being	used	by	the	user	or	the	computer.	Configure	Windows	10	to	control	how	and	when	…	Easy	undo	Not	rated	yetEasy	undo	Quickly	undo	mistakes	in	the	majority	of	Windows	programs	by	pressing	the	shortcut	key	Ctrl+Z.	Architecture	includes	…	Computed	Axial	Lithography	Not	rated	yetComputed	Axial	Lithography
Computed	axial	lithography	is	a	3-D	printing	technology	developed	by	UC	Berkeley	and	Lawrence	Livermore	National	Laboratory.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	549	to	581	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	The	object	may	be	abstract,	such	as	a	mathematical	…	SHRDLU	Not	rated	yetSHRDLU	SHRDLU	is	a	historically	significant	piece	of	software
written	in	1968-70	by	Terry	Winograd	at	the	MIT	Artificial	Intelligence	Laboratory.	The	act	…	Cryptographic	Nonce	Not	rated	yetCryptographic	Nonce	A	nonce	is	an	arbitrary	number	intended	for	one-time	use.	For	example,	Dell	is	a	computer	…	Manual	Not	rated	yetManual	Alternatively	referred	to	as	documentation	or	end-user	documentation,	a
manual	is	a	book	or	pamphlet	that	contains	information	about	a	program	…	Mail	in	Rebate	Not	rated	yetMail	in	Rebate	Short	for	mail	in	rebate,	MIR	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	reimbursement	sent	through	the	mail.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"E"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms
"E"	ELIZA	Expert	System	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	application	allows	users	to	securely	store	credit	card	or	debit	…	Apple	Newton	Not	rated	yetApple	Newton	The	Newton	platform	was	a	PDA	that	used	a	stylus	as	an	input	device.	…	IPB	Not	rated	yetIPB	Short	for	illustrated	parts	breakdown,	an	IPB	is	a	listing	of	parts	of	a	computer	or
another	device.	It	has	created	new	dynamics	and	interactions	…	ETA	Not	rated	yetETA	ETA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	ETA-I	(Electronic	Technicians	Association	International),	ETA	is	a	non-profit	association	that	was	founded	…	ERP	Not	rated	yetERP	Short	for	enterprise	resource	planning,	ERP	is	a	business	system	that	integrates	multiple
applications	relating	to	accounting,	human	resources,	…	Ergonomics	Not	rated	yetErgonomics	Alternatively	referred	to	as	human	factors,	ergonomics	is	the	study	and	design	of	products	that	reduce	stress	and	improve	comfort	to	the	…	EOW	Not	rated	yetEOW	Shorthand	and	acronym	for	the	end	of	week,	EOW	is	used	in	chat	and	other	text-based
communication	to	let	others	know	it's	the	end	of	the	week.	…	Software	Not	rated	yetSoftware	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	SW	and	S/W,	software	is	a	collection	of	instructions	that	enable	the	user	to	interact	with	a	computer,	its	hardware,	…	Site	license	Not	rated	yetSite	license	A	software	license	is	a	license	agreement	that	gives	an	individual,
company,	or	organization	permission	to	use	a	software	program.	It	is	a	technology	that	enables	an	iOS	device	or	other	hardware	to	send	push	notifications	…	Hybrid	Not	rated	yetHybrid	Hybrid	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	hybrid	refers	to	anything	that	is	made	of	two	or	more	things.	An	online	payment	system	is	a	company	and	service
to	assist	in	making	a	financial	transaction	to	another	person	…	What	is	GameMaker	Studio?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	GameMaker	Studio?	It	is	viewed	when	you	type	a	keyword	into	the	Windows	Search	box.	These	can	be	intricate	and	ridiculous	stories,	entire	movie	scripts,	…	Copy-on-write	Not	rated	yetCopy-on-write	Copy-on-write	or	CoW	is	a	technique
to	efficiently	copy	data	resources	in	a	computer	system.	In	most	cases,	these	items	a	separated	by	specific	…	ChromeVox	Not	rated	yetChromeVox	ChromeVox	is	a	screen	reader	created	by	Google	that	allows	users	to	browse	the	Internet	with	the	aid	of	synthesized	speech	played	through	…	Chrome	Operating	System	Not	rated	yetChrome	Operating
System	Chrome	OS	is	a	Linux-based	operating	system	developed	by	Google	to	work	exclusively	with	online	web	applications.	»	Computer	…	Character	Not	rated	yetCharacter	A	character	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	char,	a	character	is	a	single	visual	object	used	to	represent	…	Char	Not	rated	yetChar	The	abbreviation
char	is	used	as	a	reserved	keyword	in	some	programming	languages,	such	as	C,	C++,	C#,	and	Java.	Using	FaceTime,	a	…	Apple	DOS	Not	rated	yetApple	DOS	Apple	DOS	was	the	first	operating	system	for	the	Apple	computer	that	was	primarily	developed	by	Paul	Laughton,	Randy	Wigginton,	and	Steve	…	Apple	AirPods	Not	rated	yetApple	AirPods
Originally	released	on	October	23,	2001,	Apple	earbuds	are	a	proprietary,	in-ear	sound	device	created	by	Apple	Inc.	Consider	installing	the	…	Tricks	Every	Google	User	Should	Know	Not	rated	yetTricks	Every	Google	User	Should	Know	Below	is	a	list	of	our	top	Google	tricks	many	people	who	use	Google	don't	know.	The	N/A	abbreviation	is	used	to	fill
up	a	blank	portion	…	Business	Terms	"M"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"M"	Magnetic	card	Mail	in	Rebate	Manual	Manufacturer	Markup	Member	Memo	…	Business	Terms	"L"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"L"	Layman	Learning	Management	System	LGPL	License	Life	cycle	LLC	What	is	an	…	Business	Terms	"K"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"K"	Kiosk
mode	Knowledge	base	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Contact	information	Crystal	Lake	is	no	longer	in	business	…	CrystalCPUID	Not	rated	yetCrystalCPUID	CrystalMark	is	a	collection	of	freeware	benchmark	software	program	developed	by	Hiyohiyo	that	gives	you	an	overview	of	your	systems	performance.	Also	referred	to	as	…	What	Does	Ctrl+M
Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+M	Do?☆☛	In	Microsoft	Word	and	other	word	processor	programs,	pressing	Ctrl+M	indents	the	paragraph.	…	Colo	Not	rated	yetColo	Colocation	A	colocation	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	colocation	is	a	service	provided	by	service	providers	that	allow	companies	…	Collision	Not	rated	yetCollision	Term	used	to	describe	when
one	or	more	computers	or	networking	devices	attempt	to	send	data	at	the	same	time	to	one	computer,	server,	or	…	Collate	Not	rated	yetCollate	When	referring	to	printing,	collate	is	a	term	used	to	describe	how	printed	material	is	organized.	Users	can	then	access	…	iBook	Not	rated	yetiBook	An	iBook	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	iBooks	is	an
Apple	iOS	application	first	introduced	with	the	iPad	in	January	2010.	…	Create	a	Presentation	Slide	Show	Online	Not	rated	yetCreate	a	Presentation	Slide	Show	Online	There	are	several	online	solutions	that	allow	you	to	create	a	slide	show	presentation	without	having	to	install	…	Compress	and	Uncompress	Files	Online	Not	rated	yetCompress	and
Uncompress	Files	Online	Compress	and	uncompress	computer	files	through	your	Internet	browser	using	services	such	as	WobZIP	and	ezyZip.	Common	devices	utilizing	…	Color	Printer	Not	rated	yetColor	Printer	A	color	printer	is	a	printer	capable	of	printing	in	color	as	well	as	black	and	white.	Most	developers	utilize	…	Deprecated	Not	rated
yetDeprecated	Term	used	when	describing	software	or	a	feature	that	may	still	work,	but	should	be	avoided	when	developing	as	it	may	be	removed	in	the	…	Department	Store	Not	rated	yetDepartment	Store	Retail	When	used	as	a	noun,	retail	describes	the	sale	of	a	product	by	a	business	(the	retailer)	to	a	consumer.	Settings	…	Hard	Drive	Not	rated
yetHard	Drive	A	hard	disk	drive	(sometimes	abbreviated	as	a	hard	drive,	HD,	or	HDD)	is	a	non-volatile	data	storage	device.	…	Compaq	Not	rated	yetCompaq	Compaq	was	founded	by	Joseph	(Rod)	Canion	and	other	Texas	Instruments	engineers	in	1982.	What	is	an	Operating	…	Cleartext	Not	rated	yetCleartext	A	term	used	to	describe	any	data	that	is
not	encrypted.	Although	this	proficiency	is	…	Computer	Knowledge	Not	rated	yetComputer	Knowledge	This	document	is	for	anyone	interested	in	learning	more	about	their	computer	and	how	it	works.	How	to	…	What	Does	Ctrl+F4	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+F4	Do?	Troubleshooting	often	involves	…	Computer	Speaker	Not	rated	yetComputer	Speaker	A
speaker	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	speaker	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	user	who	is	giving	vocal	commands	to	a	software	…	Computer	Security	Not	rated	yetComputer	Security	Computer	security	is	the	protection	of	computers	and	data	that	the	computers	hold.	Below	is	additional	information	that	can	help	you	…	Network	Equipment	Buying
Tips	Not	rated	yetNetwork	Equipment	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	network	cards	and	accessories	for	a	network,	for	many,	is	a	confusing	and	frustrating	task.	…	Conglomerate	Not	rated	yetConglomerate	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	multi-industry	company,	a	conglomerate	is	several	companies	in	different	industries	that	are	operating	…	Consultant	Not
rated	yetConsultant	A	consultant	is	an	individual	who	advises	a	company	or	individual	or	is	temporarily	hired	by	a	company.	It	takes	CIL	(common	intermediate	…	CIFS	Not	rated	yetCIFS	CIFS	(Common	Internet	File	System)	is	a	network	file	service	protocol	developed	by	Microsoft.	Their	products	include	printers	for	labels,	POS	systems,	…	Cite
Tag	Not	rated	yetCite	Tag	When	writing	in	HTML,	the	tag	is	an	inline	element	used	to	mention	any	creative	work.	QnA	Not	rated	yetQnA	Short	for	questions	and	answers,	QnA	or	Q&A	is	a	list	of	questions	and	answers	to	each	of	those	questions.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	Function	Keys	»	…	Battery	Terms	"L"	Not	rated
yetBattery	Terms	"L"	Li-Ion	Li-polymer	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Charge	Not	rated	yetCharge	Charge	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	To	charge	an	electronic	device	is	to	add	power	to	the	device's	battery,	allowing	it	to	store	the	…	Battery	Slice	Not	rated	yetBattery	Slice	Thin	battery	attached	to	the	bottom	of	some	laptop	computers	to	increase
the	overall	battery	life,	sometimes	by	up	to	10-hours.	tmux	is	a	terminal	multiplexer,	an	advanced	tool	for	running	multiple	tasks	on	the	command	line.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1209	to	1292	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	First	developed	in	2007,	Adobe	Lightroom	is	a	professional	image	editing	software	for	macOS	and	Windows
computers.	Robocalls	use	specialized	systems	to	play	prerecorded	messages	or	synthesized	…	RMA	Not	rated	yetRMA	Short	for	return	materials	authorization	or	return	merchandise	authorization,	RMA	is	a	form	set	up	by	the	manufacturer	that	allows	the	customer	…	RFP	Not	rated	yetRFP	Short	for	request	for	proposal,	RFP	is	a	document	submitted
to	a	manufacturer	or	vendor	asking	for	them	what	they'd	charge	to	develop	a	certain	…	Resume	Not	rated	yetResume	Resume	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	To	continue	something	after	an	interruption.	Computer	crime	is	an	act	performed	by	a	knowledgeable	…	Chat	Slang	Not	rated	yetChat	Slang	Chat	slang	or	netspeak	is	a	method	of	typing	long
words	and	phrases	as	short	one-to-four	letter	words	and	is	also	used	by	people	who	have	…	Core	Not	rated	yetCore	A	core	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	core,	or	CPU	core,	is	the	"brain"	of	a	CPU.	Double-click:	Double-clicking	on	the	left,	center,	or	right	of	a	blank	line	will	make	the	alignment	of	the	text	left,	center,	or	right	aligned.		Learn	all	the
functions	of	Ctrl+Q	here!☆☛In	Microsoft	Word,	Ctrl+Q	is	used	to	remove	the	paragraph's	formatting.	…	Projector	Not	rated	yetProjector	A	projector	is	an	output	device	that	can	take	images	generated	by	a	computer	or	Blu-ray	player	and	reproduce	them	by	projection	onto	a	screen,	…	Project	Management	Software	Not	rated	yetProject	Management
Software	Project	management	software	is	software	that	tracks	and	coordinates	the	progression	of	an	organized	project,	especially	…	Programmer	Not	rated	yetProgrammer	A	programmer	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	coder	or	software	developer,	a	programmer	is	an	individual	…	Privacy	Not	rated	yetPrivacy	Privacy
is	a	term	used	to	describe	an	individual's	anonymity	and	how	safe	they	feel	in	a	location.	Note	…	Cellebrite	Not	rated	yetCellebrite	Founded	in	1999	by	Avi	Yablonka,	Yaron	Baratz,	and	Yuval	Aflalo,	Cellebrite	is	an	information	technology	company	specializing	in	device-specific	…	Cell	Not	rated	yetCell	A	cell	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	cell	is
the	intersection	between	a	row	and	a	column	on	a	spreadsheet	that	starts	with	cell	A1.	…	Caldera	Not	rated	yetCaldera	Caldera	was	a	U.S.	systems	software	developer	that	specialized	in	operating	systems,	notably	Caldera	Linux,	which	was	first	released	in	1997.	For	…	Computer	Terms	Not	rated	yetComputer	Terms	CMOS	Sensor	CMOS	Setup
CMOS	Virus	Cmp	CMS	CMYK	CNCT	CNET	CNet	Technology	…	Communications	Server	Not	rated	yetCommunications	Server	A	communications	server	is	a	server,	or	other	hardware	device	(e.g.,	router)	that	allows	multiple	computers	to	access	to	communications	…	Communications	Protocol	Not	rated	yetCommunications	Protocol	In	general,	a
communications	protocol	refers	to	a	standard	that	allows	data	communication	to	occur	between	devices	with	little	…	Communications	Program	Not	rated	yetCommunications	Program	A	communications	program	is	a	software	program	that	allows	you	to	use	a	modem	or	other	form	of	connection	to	exchange	information	…	Communication	Speed	Not
rated	yetCommunication	Speed	Bandwidth	When	referring	to	a	data	connection,	bandwidth,	communication	speed,	or	connection	speed	is	the	total	maximum	…	Communications	Controller	Not	rated	yetCommunications	Controller	Front	end	processor	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	communications	controller.	…	Trash	Not	rated	yetTrash	Similar	to	the
Windows	Recycle	Bin,	the	Trash	is	a	location	where	deleted	files	are	temporarily	stored	on	Apple	computers.	Below	is	a	listing	…	Computer	Hard	Drive	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Hard	Drive	Buying	Tips	When	purchasing	a	hard	drive,	it	is	important	to	understand	and	verify	the	hard	drive	is	suitable	for	your	uses	and	…	Computer	Flat-panel
Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Flat-panel	Buying	Tips	Flat-panel	is	a	relatively	new	technology	when	compared	to	the	CRT	or	standard	monitor	technology	and	is	now	available	…	Computer	DVD	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	DVD	Buying	Tips	Buying	a	DVD	drive	can	sometimes	be	a	confusing	task.	Contact	…	Circuit	Traces	Not	rated
yetCircuit	Traces	Small	lines	of	copper	or	aluminum	that	connect	each	of	the	IC,	capacitors,	resistors,	and	other	components	on	a	circuit	board	together.	A	keyboard	…	Business	Terms	"S"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"S"	SaaS	SaaS	BI	SaaS	ERP	Salutation	Server	Service	Service	Level	Agreement	…	System	Analyst	Not	rated	yetSystem	Analyst	A
system	analyst	is	an	individual	who	is	responsible	for	the	overall	development	and	research	of	a	business,	department,	or	project.	.Mac	…	iPad	Not	rated	yetiPad	Officially	announced	on	January	27,	2010,	the	Apple	iPad	is	a	tablet-style	computing	device,	as	shown	in	the	picture.	For	example,	a	user	must	purchase	Microsoft	Windows	XP	to	use	it.	This
document	…	Chfn	Not	rated	yetChfn	Linux	chfn	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems	such	as	Linux,	chfn	modifies	a	user's	"finger"	information.	…	Show	File	Extensions	in	Windows	10	Not	rated	yetShow	File	Extensions	in	Windows	10	By	default,	file	extensions	are	not	displayed	in	Windows	10.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	…	Turing
Test	Not	rated	yetTuring	Test	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	TT,	the	Turing	test	is	a	test	developed	by	Alan	Turing	and	published	in	the	October	1950	paper,	Computing	Machinery	…	Turing	Machine	Not	rated	yetTuring	Machine	A	Turing	machine	is	a	machine	proposed	by	the	Alan	Turing	in	1936	that	became	the	foundation	for	theories	about	computing
and	computers.	A	cornea	gumbo	web	page	contains	many	…	Core	Router	Not	rated	yetCore	Router	A	router	is	hardware	device	designed	to	receive,	analyze	and	move	incoming	packets	to	another	network.	…	Data	Acquisition	Not	rated	yetData	Acquisition	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	data	capture,	data	acquisition	is	the	process	of	collecting	and
organizing	information.	…	Bots	Not	rated	yetBots	Bots	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	robots,	bots	are	fictitious	characters,	programmed	characters,	or	pieces	of	software	designed	…	AIML	Not	rated	yetAIML	Short	for	Artificial	Intelligent	Markup	Language,	AIML	is	the	markup	language	that	enables	A.L.I.C.E	and	other	bots	that	are
based	on	A.L.I.C.E	…	AI	Not	rated	yetAI	AI	may	refer	to	either	of	the	following:	AI	is	short	for	artificial	intelligence,	a	term	coined	by	John	McCarthy	in	1955	at	Dartmouth	College.	Ctrl	+	Z	→	Undo	an	action.	INC	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	incorporated,	Inc.	The	keys	provide	some	interesting	shortcuts	for	common	computer	functions
that	can	be	useful	tools	in	everyday	computing.	Computer	Basics	Questions	and	Answers	Click	below	to	see	contributions	from	other	visitors	to	this	page...	DFMC	Not	rated	yetDFMC	Short	for	direct	methanol	fuel	cell,	DFMC	is	a	battery	from	Toshiba	that	utilizes	concentrated	methanol	to	power	a	device.	…	CD-ROM	Tray	Not	rated	yetCD-ROM	Tray	A
tray	is	a	thin	plastic	disc	holder	that	allows	a	CD,	DVD,	or	Blu-ray	disc	to	be	inserted	into	the	computer.	Below	…	Computer	Monitor	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Monitor	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	a	computer	monitor	can	be	one	of	the	most	important	pieces	of	hardware	since	it	is	what	you	are	going	to	look	…	Computer	Modem	Buying	Tips	Not
rated	yetComputer	Modem	Buying	Tips	Today,	with	the	set	standards	of	V.90,	purchasing	a	modem	is	a	much	less	confusing	task	and	sometimes	considered	easy.	It	connects	to	an	AppleTalk	network	…	Live	Photo	Not	rated	yetLive	Photo	Introduced	in	2015,	Live	Photo	is	a	feature	included	in	the	iOS	9	update	for	the	Apple	iPhone	and	iPad.	…
Ctrl+F1	Ctrl	+	F1	-	Toggles	the	display	of	the	Ribbon.	For	example,	you	…	NDA	Not	rated	yetNDA	Short	for	non-disclosure	agreement,	NDA	is	an	agreement	a	tester	or	developer	makes	to	a	company,	indicating	they	will	not	disclose	any	of	the	…	N/A	Not	rated	yetN/A	N/A	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	N/A	is	short	for	not	available	or	non
applicable.	It	requires	downloaded	software	to	be	digitally	signed	by	…	GarageBand	Not	rated	yetGarageBand	GarageBand	is	music	production	software	created	by	Apple.	Ctrl	+	A:	Select	all	text.	Once	learned,	…	John	McCarthy	Not	rated	yetJohn	McCarthy	Name:	John	McCarthy	Born:	September	4,	1927,	in	Boston,	Massachusetts,	USA	Death:
October	24,	2011	(Age:	84)	…	Inference	Engine	Not	rated	yetInference	Engine	An	inference	engine	is	a	module	or	program	designed	to	collect	information	from	a	database.	Ctrl	+	Left	arrow:	Moves	one	word	to	the	left	at	a	time.	Ctrl	+	Alt	+	2:	Changes	text	to	heading	2.	Also	referred	to	as	Control	Q	and	…	What	does	Ctrl	+	U	do?	What	does	Ctrl	+	U
do?	Windows	key	+	Comma	→	Temporarily	peek	at	the	desktop.	What	…	Clamping	Level	Not	rated	yetClamping	Level	Clamping	voltage	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	clamping	level,	the	clamping	voltage	is	a	surge	protector	voltage	limit	…	CL	Not	rated	yetCL	CL	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Common	Lisp,	CL	is	a	dialect	of	the	Lisp
programming	language.	For	example,	Telnet	transfers	network	data	as	cleartext,	which	means	if	the	network	…	Clear	GIF	Not	rated	yetClear	GIF	Transparent	With	hardware,	transparent	is	a	device	that	does	nothing	with	data	that	passes	through	it.	Procedure:	Use	a	cleaning	…	Case	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetCase	Cleaning	Why?	It	used	a	customized
Openbox	configuration	to	achieve	…	Crunch	Not	rated	yetCrunch	Crunch	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Crunch	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	process	of	processing	numbers	or	complex	formulas	rapidly.	…	Crippleware	Not	rated	yetCrippleware	Crippleware	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Crippleware	is	any	computer	software	program	or	utility
that	does	not	have	all	features	…	Criminal	Hacker	Not	rated	yetCriminal	Hacker	Hacker	A	hacker	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	hacker	is	a	term	that	first	started	being	used	in	the	1960s	and	…	Cridex	Not	rated	yetCridex	Cridex	malware,	also	known	as	Cridex	or	W32.Cridex,	is	a	malicious	computer	worm	that	spread	to	computers	by	copying
itself	to	removable	disks.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	…	Battery	Terms	"B"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"B"	Batteries	Battery	Backup	Battery	Slice	What	is	an	Operating	System?	PRAM	Not	rated	yetPRAM	Short	for	Parameter	RAM,	PRAM	is	a	small,	battery-powered	section	in	Apple	Macintosh	computers	used	to	store	basic	settings	such	as	the
time	…	PowerPC	Not	rated	yetPowerPC	A	RISC	instruction	set	architecture	using	microprocessors,	PowerPC	was	introduced	in	1993	and	was	developed	by	Apple,	IBM,	and	Motorola.	A	loot	box	is	a	software	feature	used	in	computer	games	as	a	random	reward	system.	A	flagship	…	Feedback	Not	rated	yetFeedback	Feedback	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	Noise	received	over	a	by	a	device	or	though	cables	that	causes	data	errors	or	causes	an	audible	…	FCCID	Not	rated	yetFCCID	Federal	Communications	Commission	IDentification	number	found	on	almost	every	piece	of	computer	hardware.	Alt	+	Right	arrow	key	→	Go	forward.	Click	on	…	Open	Recent	Items	using	Jump	List	Not	rated
yetOpen	Recent	Items	using	Jump	List	Windows	7	makes	it	very	easy	to	retrieve	recently	opened	files,	using	the	new	Jump	List	feature	as	shown	in	the	…	Easily	Preview	Open	Taskbar	Items	Not	rated	yetEasily	Preview	Open	Taskbar	Items	Live	Taskbar	Previews	is	feature	introduced	with	Windows	Vista	and	found	in	all	later	versions	that	shows	you	a
…	Quickly	Find	Windows	Programs	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Find	Windows	Programs	Quickly	find	a	program	or	file	that	is	located	on	your	computer	in	Windows	Vista,	Windows	7,	and	Windows	8	using	Windows	…	Copy	Command	Line	Output	to	Clipboard	Not	rated	yetCopy	Command	Line	Output	to	Clipboard	Users	of	Microsoft	Windows	Vista,	Windows
7,	and	Windows	8	can	copy	the	output	of	command	line	commands,	such	…	Quickly	Create	Tables	in	Microsoft	Word	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Create	Tables	in	Microsoft	Word	Create	tables	in	Microsoft	Word	by	typing	a	plus	(+)	to	start	the	table	and	tab	until	you	want	the	table	cell	…	Clear	Google	Online	Web	History	Not	rated	yetClear	Google	Online
Web	History	Many	Internet	users	are	familiar	with	how	their	Internet	browser	stores	the	websites	they	visit.	Technology	…	Computer	Case	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Case	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	a	computer	case	is	not	something	to	consider	if	you	are	buying	a	computer	from	an	OEM	such	as	Dell	or	Hewlett	…	Computer	Battery	Buying
Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Battery	Buying	Tips	Main	batteries	The	main	battery	is	the	battery	used	to	power	laptop	computers.	Windows	key	+	K	→	Open	the	Connect	quick	action.	Variations	of	proprietary	cable	…	Mac	Pro	Not	rated	yetMac	Pro	Initially	introduced	on	August	7,	2006,	the	Mac	Pro	is	a	professional,	high-end	line	of	Apple	desktop
computers	that	run	the	macOS	operating	…	macOS	X	Not	rated	yetmacOS	X	macOS,	originally	named	Mac	OS	X,	is	an	operating	system	first	released	by	Apple	on	March	16,	1999,	for	servers.	Introduced	in	2008,	Time	Machine	is	a	feature	included	in	the	macOS	operating	system	that	allows	Mac	users	to	restore	their	…	What	is	Adobe	Bridge?	Not
rated	yetWhat	is	Adobe	Bridge?	It's	…	Learning	Management	System	Not	rated	yetLearning	Management	System	Short	for	Learning	Management	System,	an	LMS	is	a	program	designed	to	distribute	e-learning	courses	and	services	to	users.	…	Characters	Per	Inch	Not	rated	yetCharacters	Per	Inch	Abbreviated	as	CPI,	characters	per	inch	is	the
number	of	characters	that	can	fit	into	a	one-inch	area.	F10	can	be	used	to	highlight	the	first	menu	choice,	and	then	use	the	arrow	keys	to	move	around	the	menus.	Cobot	refers	to	a	type	of	robot	that	was	…	COB	Not	rated	yetCOB	COB	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	chip	on	board,	COB	is	a	system	where	semiconductor	dice	are	mounted
directly	on	a	PC	board	…	Cloud	Computing	Not	rated	yetCloud	Computing	Cloud	computing	is	a	term	used	to	describe	services	provided	over	a	network	by	a	collection	of	remote	servers.	Ciphertext	Not	rated	yetCiphertext	Ciphertext	is	a	term	used	to	describe	any	text	or	other	data	that	is	encrypted.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	B	and	C-b,
Ctrl+B	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	bold	and	un-bold	text.	…	Top	10	Online	Services	and	Applications	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Online	Services	and	Applications	There	are	thousands	of	services	and	applications	available	on	the	Internet	today	and	finding	the	best	ones	…	Top	10	New	Computer	User	Tips	Not	rated	yetTop	10	New	Computer	User
Tips	Being	a	new	computer	user	can	be	nerve	racking,	as	there	are	many	things	to	learn	and	know	about	computers	and	how	to	…	Facebook	Keyboard	Shortcuts	Not	rated	yetFacebook	Keyboard	Shortcuts	Before	using	Facebook	keyboard	shortcuts,	determine	the	modifier	keys	for	your	computer,	which	is	based	on	what	browser	…	Convert	Scanned
Images	Into	Text	Online	Not	rated	yetConvert	Scanned	Images	Into	Text	Online	Convert	any	scanned	image	into	text	using	the	free	OCR	online	service	Free	OCR.	It	is	important	…	Chsh	Not	rated	yetChsh	Linux	chsh	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	chsh	command	sets	a	user's	login	shell,	the	program	which	provides	the	command	…
CHS	Not	rated	yetCHS	Short	for	cylinder-head-sector,	CHS	is	a	computer	access	mode	that	assigns	addresses	to	data	on	computer	hard	drives.		Not	rated	yetTab	key	(abbreviation	of	tabulator	key	or	tabular	key	on	a	keyboard	is	used	to	advance	the	cursor	to	the	next	tab	stop.	CPanel	Not	rated	yetCPanel	A	web-based	Control	Panel	that	allows	an	ISP
or	web	host	to	give	their	users	easy	access	to	control	or	view	server	and	site	settings	without	…	C-P	Not	rated	yetC-P	Cp	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Cp	is	a	Linux	command.	…	Core	i9	Not	rated	yetCore	i9	Intel	Core	i9	is	a	line	of	Intel	CPUs	introduced	in	May	2017.	A	wide	range	of	software	categories,	including	…	Cap	Lock	Key	Not	rated
yetCap	Lock	Key	Caps	Lock	is	a	toggle	key	on	a	computer	keyboard	that	causes	all	letters	typed	to	be	in	uppercase	until	disabled.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Page	632	is	not	shown	in	this	preview.	Beginning	from	the	top,	…	Clock	Rate	Not	rated	yetClock	Rate	Alternatively	referred	to	as	clock	rate	and	processor	speed,	clock	speed	is	the	speed
that	the	microprocessor	executes	each	instruction	…	Clock	Pulse	Not	rated	yetClock	Pulse	Sometimes	called	CP,	the	Clock	pulse	is	the	vibration	of	a	quartz	crystal	located	inside	a	computer	and	is	used	to	synchronize	the	timing	…	Clock	Multiplier	Not	rated	yetClock	Multiplier	In	computing	a	multiplier,	CPU	multiplier,	clock	ratio,	clock	multiplier,
CPU	Core	Ratio	is	the	speed	ratio	between	the	CPU	and	the	…	Clock-Doubling	Not	rated	yetClock-Doubling	Technology	used	in	microprocessors	used	to	instruct	information	twice	the	normal	bus	speed.	Mouse	shortcuts	and	their	Descriptions	Click,	hold,	and	drag:	Selects	text	from	where	you	click	and	hold	to	the	point	you	drag	and	let	go.	This
portion	of	the	memory	is	the	only	portion	accessible	…	Control	Unit	Not	rated	yetControl	Unit	A	control	unit	or	CU	is	circuitry	that	directs	operations	within	a	computer's	processor.	When	the	data	and	checksum	arrives	at	…	Checkpoint	Card	Not	rated	yetCheckpoint	Card	Port	80	display	A	two-digit	display	found	on	some	motherboards	that	display
the	port	80	code	sent	by	the	BIOS	when	the	computer	…	Checknr	Not	rated	yetChecknr	Linux	checknr	command	On	Unix-like	operating	systems,	the	checknr	command	checks	nroff	and	troff	input	files	and	reports	possible	…	Check	for	Updates	Not	rated	yetCheck	for	Updates	How	to	update	a	Microsoft	Windows	computer	Since	the	introduction	of
Microsoft	Windows	98,	Microsoft	has	greatly	improved	…	Checkerboard	Not	rated	yetCheckerboard	Transition	When	referring	to	video	or	a	slide	a	transition	is	an	effect	that	happens	between	each	photo,	slide,	or	video	clip.	Core	i9	CPUs	feature	as	few	as	six	and	as	many	as	eighteen	cores,	with	two	threads	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Windows
key	+	"+"	key	→	Zoom	in	using	the	magnifier.	The	game	was	originally	…	Color	Super-Twisted	Nematic	Not	rated	yetColor	Super-Twisted	Nematic	Dual-scan	display	A	dual-scan	display,	also	called	a	passive-matrix	display,	is	an	LCD	with	a	row	of	transistors	…	Color	Scheme	Not	rated	yetColor	Scheme	In	both	web	page	development	and	areas	of
graphic	design,	color	scheme	is	the	choice	of	colors	used	on	the	page.	…	Characters	Per	Second	Not	rated	yetCharacters	Per	Second	CPS	Short	for	characters	per	second,	CPS	is	a	data	transfer	rate	estimated	from	the	bit	rate	and	the	character	length.	Instead	of	visiting	a	local	branch,	account	holders	…	Onboarding	Not	rated	yetOnboarding	Onboard
may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	integrated,	onboard	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	hardware	component	…	Office	Not	rated	yetOffice	The	term	office	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	an	office	is	a	name	given	to	a	location	or	room	where	someone	works,	or	business	…	Obsolete	Not	rated	yetObsolete	When
referring	to	technology,	the	term	obsolete	describes	a	computer,	hardware,	or	software	that	is	considered	outdated,	no	longer	useful,	…	OA	Not	rated	yetOA	Short	for	office	automation,	OA	is	the	computer	hardware	and	software	that	creates,	stores,	edits,	and	processes	office	information	to	accomplish	…	NFR	Not	rated	yetNFR	Short	for	not	for
resale,	NFR	is	a	label	found	on	CDs	and	DVDs	included	with	new	computers	that	are	often	trial	copies.	How	to	…	CarPlay	Not	rated	yetCarPlay	CarPlay	is	a	special	version	of	iOS	created	by	Apple	for	use	in	a	vehicle.	…	Carriage	Return	Not	rated	yetCarriage	Return	Short	for	carriage	return,	CR	is	often	used	to	represent	a	carriage	return	done	by
pressing	the	Enter	and	Return	key.	…	Caldera	Linux	Not	rated	yetCaldera	Linux	Caldera	Linux,	also	known	as	Caldera	OpenLinux,	was	a	Linux	variant	released	by	Caldera	Systems	(now	known	as	the	SCO	Group)	in	1997.	It	is	the	second-oldest	programming	language	…	LIPS	Not	rated	yetLIPS	LIPS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Linear
Inferences	Per	Second,	LIPS	is	a	measurement	tool	that	identifies	how	fast	an	artificial	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"C"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"C"	Chatbot	Chatterbox	Challenge	Cortana	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	larger	the	mAH	value,	the	more	charge	it's	capable	of	holding.	The	chassis	is	the	housing	that	helps	protect
…	Chart	Axis	Not	rated	yetChart	Axis	Axis	An	axis	is	an	imaginary	line	that	passes	through	the	origin	point	of	a	geometric	coordinate	system.	It	lets	the	computer's	logic	unit,	memory,	as	…	Cookie	Poisoning	Not	rated	yetCookie	Poisoning	Cookie	poisoning	is	a	process	in	which	an	unauthorized	person	changes	the	content	in	a	user's	cookie	file.	In
some	browsers	Ctrl+K	focuses	on	the	…	What	Does	Ctrl+Ins	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+Ins	Do?	Windows	key	+	Ctrl	+	Left	or	Right	arrow	→	Switch	between	virtual	desktops.	CP	is	an	acronym	sometimes	…	Coupon	Code	Not	rated	yetCoupon	Code	Alternatively	referred	to	as	promo	code,	a	coupon	code	is	a	special	series	of	characters	used	on	e-commerce
websites	to	get	a	discounted	…	Country	Codes	Not	rated	yetCountry	Codes	A	country	code	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Country	codes	were	initially	a	two	letter	abbreviation	for	a	country	or	region	…	Counting	Frame	Not	rated	yetCounting	Frame	Abacus	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	counting	frame,	an	abacus	is	a	mechanical	device	used	to
assist	a	person	in	performing	…	Counter-Strike	Not	rated	yetCounter-Strike	CS	CS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	disk	drives	such	as	a	hard	drive	or	CD-ROM	drive	CS	is	short	…	Counterfeit	Software	Not	rated	yetCounterfeit	Software	Software	piracy	Software	piracy	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	act	of	illegally	using,	copying	or
distributing	software	…	Count	Not	rated	yetCount	Count	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	count	refers	to	the	number	of	objects	or	items.	Instead	…	Snap	Two	Windows	Side-by-side	in	Windows	Not	rated	yetSnap	Two	Windows	Side-by-side	in	Windows	Smart	Window,	also	called	Snap,	is	a	feature	of	Microsoft	Windows	that	lets	you
automatically	position	two	…	YouTube	keyboard	Shortcuts	Not	rated	yetYouTube	keyboard	Shortcuts	Your	computer	and	programs	running	on	your	computer	are	not	the	only	places	keyboard	shortcuts	can	be	used.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	Decrease	selected	font	-1pts	if	12pt	or	lower,	if	above	12	decreases	font	by	+2pt.	For	example,	"Computer"	and
"computer"	are	two	different	words	…	Case	Mod	Not	rated	yetCase	Mod	A	mod	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	modification	or	add-on	that	an	individual	or	group	of	individuals	create	for	a	game.	Turns	on	Caret	browsing	in	Mozilla	Firefox.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	1765	to	1870	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	When	an	impact	printer
…	Carbonite	Not	rated	yetCarbonite	Founded	in	2005	by	Jeff	Flowers	and	David	Friend,	Carbonite	is	a	software	company	that	creates	online	file	backup	and	security	software.	Ctrl	+	F:	Open	find	box.	…	Checked	Out	Not	rated	yetChecked	Out	Revision	control	In	the	software	development	process,	revision	control,	also	known	as	version	control	or
source	control,	is	…	Check	Box	Not	rated	yetCheck	Box	A	check	box,	selection	box,	or	tick	box	is	a	small	interactive	box	that	can	toggled	by	the	user	to	indicate	an	affirmative	or	negative	choice.	What	is	PowerToys?	Consultants	often	are	hired	at	…	Cookbook	Not	rated	yetCookbook	Instructions	on	how	to	perform	a	task	or	correct	an	issue.	…	ISP	Not
rated	yetISP	Alternatively	known	as	an	access	provider	or	network	provider,	an	ISP	(Internet	service	provider)	is	a	company	that	provides	Internet	access	to	…	ISO	Not	rated	yetISO	ISO	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Abbreviation	for	ISO	image.	For	example,	imagine	printing	a	document	…	Collapse	Box	Not	rated	yetCollapse	Box	Minimize
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	collapse	box,	minimize	box,	and	minimize	button,	minimize	is	an	action	in	GUI	operating	…	Collaboration	Not	rated	yetCollaboration	Collaboration	is	a	process	in	which	two	or	more	people	work	together	to	achieve	a	common	goal,	such	as	completing	an	application,	raising	…	Colgroup	Tag	Not	rated	yetColgroup	Tag
HTML	tag	When	writing	in	HTML,	the	tag	is	used	to	denote	a	group	of	columns	within	a	table.	and	.com	into	most	major	browsers'	URL	or	address	bar	by	typing	the	name	of	the	page	and	…	Quickly	Open	Multiple	Favorite	Pages	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Open	Multiple	Favorite	Pages	Open	all	your	favorite	daily	visited	web	pages	in	two	clicks.	Every	time
I	make	a	Key	Stroke	I	hear	a	clicking	sound	come	from	my	computer	and	nothing	would	be	…	Number	Lock	Key	Not	rated	yetHow	to	find	number	lock	key.	It	is	also	available	…	Extension	Not	rated	yetExtension	An	extension	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	an	extension	is	a	part	that	is	added	to	something	that	extends	or	enlarges	…
Terminal	Not	rated	yetTerminal	Terminal	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	On	Apple	computers	and	many	Linux	computers,	the	Terminal	is	an	interface	that	allows	you	…	QuickTime	Not	rated	yetQuickTime	Developed	by	Apple	and	initially	released	on	December	2,	1991,	QuickTime	is	software	that	allows	a	computer	user	to	play	movie	files.	Contact
…	Cyber	Clean	Not	rated	yetCyber	Clean	Cyber	Clean	was	a	cleaning	compound	resembling	green	goo	that	came	in	a	small	cup	or	bag.	The	following	sections	contain	…	Caption	Not	rated	yetCaption	A	caption	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	a	caption	is	text	on	an	image	or	video	describing	what's	displayed	or	is	a	dictation	…
Capterra	Not	rated	yetCapterra	Founded	in	1999	by	Michael	Ortner,	Capterra	is	a	free	business	software	development	company.	For	example,	Microsoft	discontinued	mainstream	support	…	Disaster	Recovery	Not	rated	yetDisaster	Recovery	Disaster	recovery	is	a	company's	set	of	rules	and	tools	to	ensure	the	recovery	of	data	and	the	continuation	of
business	after	a	…	Developer	Not	rated	yetDeveloper	A	developer	is	an	individual	who	is	responsible	for	creating	or	working	on	the	development	of	a	product	or	service.	Contact	information	…	Chiclet	Keyboard	Not	rated	yetChiclet	Keyboard	The	original	chiclet	keyboard	was	a	small	keyboard	that	was	first	introduced	in	the	late	1970s	and	early
1980s.	Released	in	2005,	Adobe	Bridge	is	a	file	organization	system	for	Adobe	Creative	Cloud	projects.	…	Turing	Completeness	Not	rated	yetTuring	Completeness	In	computer	science,	Turing	completeness	is	a	classification	for	a	system	of	rules	that	manipulate	data.	CTO	Not	rated	yetCTO	CTO,	short	for	chief	technology	officer,	or	chief	technical
officer,	is	an	executive-level	person	in	charge	of	technological	software	and	related	…	CIO	Not	rated	yetChief	Information	Officer	The	CIO	or	chief	information	officer	is	a	job	title	of	the	most	senior	executive	of	an	organization	who	handles	information	…	CES	Not	rated	yetCES	Short	for	Consumer	Electronics	Show,	CES	is	a	convention	held	around
the	world.	A	call	center	…	Calendar	Not	rated	yetCalendar	A	calendar	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	calendar	is	a	visual	representation	of	months	and	days	for	any	given	year.	…	Conner	Not	rated	yetConner	Seagate	Founded	in	1979,	Seagate	is	one	of	the	main	manufactures	of	Computer	hard	drives,	tape	drives,	and	other	computer	hardware.
Alternatively	known	as	Control	3	and	C-3,	Ctrl+3	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	third	tab	in	a	browser	or	…	What	Does	Ctrl+2	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+2	Do?	Below	we	have	listed	important	considerations	to	look	at	…	Computer	Cd	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Cd	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	a	CD-ROM	drive	is	a	relatively	easy	task
but	can	involve	some	considerations	when	purchasing.	Unlike	…	What	are	Smart	Glasses?	Not	rated	yetWhat	are	Smart	Glasses?	…	Case	Not	rated	yetCase	A	case	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	computers,	a	case	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	computer	chassis	that	holds	all	…	Cascading	Style	Sheet	Not	rated	yetCascading	Style
Sheet	SS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	cascading	style	sheets,	CSS	is	a	language	used	to	describe	reusable	styles	…	Cascading	Hubs	Not	rated	yetCascading	Hubs	Cascading	hubs	is	a	term	that	describes	the	action	of	adding	additional	physical	ports	when	an	existing	hub	or	switch	has	run	out	of	…	Cascade	Not	rated	yetCascade	Option
in	Microsoft	Windows	that	organizes	all	open	windows	to	be	visible	and	accessible.	It	is	named	after	computer	…	Speech	Synthesis	Not	rated	yetSpeech	Synthesis	A	computerized	replication	of	a	human's	voice.	The	devices	have	similar	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Their	stated	goal	…	CCW	Not	rated	yetCCW	Short	for	counterclockwise,	CCW	is	the
rotation	or	movement	of	an	object	that's	the	opposite	direction	of	the	hands	movement	on	a	clock.	Below	is	an	example	of	how	this	could	be	used.	…	Input	Device	Not	rated	yetInput	Device	An	input	device	is	any	hardware	device	that	sends	data	to	a	computer,	allowing	you	to	interact	with	and	control	it.	F2	In	Windows	commonly	used	to	rename	a
highlighted	icon	or	file.	Contact	information	Phone:	(800)	…	Cheer	the	F***	up	Not	rated	yetCheer	the	F***	up	Shorthand	for	cracking	the	f	up,	CTFU	is	used	in	chat	and	other	text-based	communication	like	SMS	when	laughing	at	something	or	…	Cheat	Code	Not	rated	yetCheat	Code	Cheating	describes	the	act	of	taking	an	unfair	or	forbidden
advantage.	Shift	+	F3	will	change	the	text	in	Microsoft	Word	from	upper	to	lower	case	or	a	capital	letter	at	the	beginning	of	every	word.	Inc.	Alternatively	known	as	Control	7	and	C-7,	Ctrl+7	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	seventh	tab	in	a	browser	…	What	Does	Ctrl+6	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+6	Do?	…	Decacorn	Company	Not	rated
yetDecacorn	Company	Unicorn	company	Coined	in	2013	by	Aileen	Lee,	unicorn	company	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	startup	company	having	a	net	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	CVE	Not	rated	yetCVE	Short	for	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures,	CVE	is	a	system	for	recording	and	security	vulnerabilities	whose	existence	is	publicly	known.
Their	primary	responsibility	is	to	maximize	…	CEATEC	Not	rated	yetCEATEC	The	largest	electronics	exhibition	show	in	Asia,	CEATEC	is	hosted	every	year	in	October	in	Japan	and	features	electronic	components,	devices,	…	CCITT	Not	rated	yetCCITT	Short	for	Comit	Consultatif	International	Tlphonique	et	Tlgraphique,	CCITT	is	an	organization	that
sets	international	communication	standards.	…	Clover	Key	Not	rated	yetClover	Key	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	beanie	key,	cloverleaf	key,	cmd	key,	open	Apple	key,	or	command,	the	command	key	is	a	key	created	by	Susan	…	Cloudup	Not	rated	yetCloudup	Automattic	Founded	in	2005	by	Matt	Mullenweg,	Automattic	is	a	company	that	creates
software	for	web	development.	If	your	computer	shares	…	Computer	Mouse	Not	rated	yetComputer	Mouse	A	computer	mouse	is	a	handheld	hardware	input	device	that	controls	a	cursor	in	a	GUI	(graphical	user	interface)	and	can	move	and	select	…	Computer	Management	Not	rated	yetComputer	Management	Computer	Management	is	a	Microsoft
Windows	MMC	snap	in	that	was	first	introduced	with	Windows	XP.	Cray	Not	rated	yetCray	Founded	in	1972	by	Seymour	Cray,	Cray	Inc.	See	the	comp	command	page	for	further	information	…	Comodo	Not	rated	yetComodo	Founded	in	1998,	Comodo	is	a	developer	of	security-related	software	and	services.	Below	we	…	Computer	Motherboard	Buying
Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Motherboard	Buying	Tips	For	users	planning	on	building	a	computer,	a	motherboard	can	be	a	confusing	and	sometimes	frustrating	decision.	For	example,	a	batch	file	may	be	executed	from	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Snippets	…	Code	Signing	Not	rated	yetCode	Signing	Alternatively	referred	to	as	authenticode,	code
signing	is	software	that	includes	a	digital	signature,	which	can	protect	the	software	…	Code	Refactoring	Not	rated	yetCode	Refactoring	Code	refactoring	or	refactoring	is	a	technique	in	software	development	to	structurally	modify	a	program's	source	code.	For	example,	"Chicago"	…	Cafe	Not	rated	yetCafe	Cybercafe	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an
Internet	cafe,	PC	bangs,	or	Net	cafe.	Known	for	producing	…	Canonical	Name	Not	rated	yetCanonical	Name	A	canonical	name,	also	known	as	a	CNAME	or	a	CNAME	record,	is	a	Domain	Name	System	record.	For	example,	an	ink	cartridge,	as	shown	in	the	picture,	may	be	installed	in	an	inkjet	…	Cartesian	Product	Not	rated	yetCartesian	Product
Relational	algebra	Relational	algebra	is	a	special	form	of	algebra	that	describes	the	data	stored	in	relational	databases	…	Cart	Not	rated	yetCart	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cart,	a	shopping	cart	is	a	feature	found	in	online	shopping	and	e-commerce	websites	for	adding	multiple	items	…	Carrier	Not	rated	yetCarrier	Carrier	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	A	carrier	is	a	signal	used	to	communicate	with	other	modems,	networks,	or	other	devices.	This	abstract	"cloud"	…	Client	Not	rated	yetClient	A	client	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	client	is	a	computer	that	connects	to	and	uses	the	resources	of	a	remote	computer,	or	server.	When	the	scanner	is	dirty,	the	images	…	Printer	Cleaning	Not
rated	yetPrinter	Cleaning	Why?	The	method	…	Dark	Pattern	Not	rated	yetDark	Pattern	A	dark	pattern	is	a	term	coined	by	Harry	Brignull	describing	a	user	interface	feature	designed	to	trick	users	into	doing	something	more	…	EFF	Not	rated	yetEFF	Founded	on	February	16,	1990	by	John	Gilmore,	John	Barlow,	and	Mitch	Kapor.	…	Organization	Not
rated	yetOrganization	Organization	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	An	organization	is	collection	of	people	who	work	together	with	a	common	purpose.	Cybercafe	is	a	place	to	use	computers	to	access	the	…	Caesar	Cipher	Not	rated	yetCaesar	Cipher	Encrypt	To	encrypt	is	the	process	of	making	data	unreadable	by	other	humans	or	computers	for	the
purpose	of	preventing	others	…	Caere	Not	rated	yetCaere	Nuance	Originally	founded	as	Visioneer	in	March	1992,	Nuance	is	a	developer	of	software	programs,	such	as	OmniPage	and	Dragon	Dictate.	People	…	Custom	Animation	Not	rated	yetCustom	Animation	Animation	is	the	illusion	of	movement	created	by	showing	a	series	of	still	pictures	in	rapid
succession.	It	is	a	pricing	scheme	used	for	Internet	advertising	…	Cost	Per	Acquisition	Not	rated	yetCost	Per	Acquisition	Short	for	cost	per	action	or	cost	per	acquisition,	CPA	is	the	amount	an	advertiser	pays	each	time	a	website	visitor	interacts	…	Cortana	Collections	Not	rated	yetCortana	Collections	Windows	10	April	2018	Update	Windows	10
released	in	April	2018.	For	example,	in	Microsoft	Windows,	when	clicking	…	Command	Bar	Not	rated	yetCommand	Bar	The	Internet	Explorer	browser	includes	a	command	bar	that	provides	easy	access	to	almost	every	setting	and	feature	in	the	browser.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	…	Conduct	Not	rated	yetConduct	A	conductor	is	a	material
that	transmits	electrical	currents,	heat,	or	sound.	For	example,	with	code	page	437	…	Codemasters	Not	rated	yetCodemasters	Founded	in	1986,	Codemaster	is	the	software	developer	of	computer	and	console	games.	In	October	…	Chain	Printer	Not	rated	yetChain	Printer	Line	printer	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	band	printer,	chain	printer,	drum



printer,	and	barrel	printer,	a	line	printer	…	Chain	E-Mail	Not	rated	yetChain	E-Mail	A	chain	mail	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Chain	mail,	a	chain	letter,	or	a	chain	e-mail	is	an	unsolicited	e-mail	containing	…	CHAD	Not	rated	yetCHAD	Description	of	the	material	that	is	cut	out	when	a	hole	is	placed	in	a	material,	such	as	paper.	Following	the
instructions	below	allow	…	Shrink	the	Windows	7	taskbar	Icons	Not	rated	yetShrink	the	Windows	7	taskbar	Icons	To	shrink	your	taskbar	icons,	so	they	look	smaller	on	your	screen,	follow	the	instructions	below.	Crackz	are	commonly	used	to	disable,	…	CPU	Tower	Not	rated	yetCPU	Tower	A	tower	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	computer	case
which	arranges	the	internal	components	vertically.	The	first	…	CD	Ripper	Not	rated	yetCD	Ripper	RIP	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	raster	image	processor	or	raster	image	process,	RIP	is	the	process	of	converting	a	vector	…	CD-R	File	System	Not	rated	yetCD-R	File	System	Short	for	CD-R	file	system,	CDRFS	is	a	file	system	developed
specifically	for	CD-R	discs	by	Sony	Corporation	that	makes	a	CD-R	as	…	CD-Read	Writable	Not	rated	yetCD-Read	Writable	R/W	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Read/Write,	R/W	is	a	file	attribute	or	permission	that	can	be	given	to	files	…	CDR	101	Not	rated	yetCDR	101	CD-ROM	error	codes	Below	is	a	listing	of	what	causes	CDR	101,	102,
and	103	errors	when	accessing	CD-ROM	drives.	The	keys	are	frequently	used	in	combination	with	other	keys	such	as	the	CTRL	key,	the	ALT	key,	and	the	SHIFT	key.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	Function	Keys	»	Computer	…	Apple	Terms	"T"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"T"	Thunderbolt	Touch	ID	Trash	What	is	an	Operating
System?	Alternatively	known	as	Control	6	and	C-6,	Ctrl+6	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	sixth	tab	in	a	browser	or	…	What	Does	Ctrl+5	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+5	Do?	The	picture	is	an	example	of	a	halftone	image.	…	Computer	Network	Not	rated	yetComputer	Network	A	network	is	a	collection	of	computers,	servers,	mainframes,
network	devices,	peripherals,	or	other	devices	connected	to	one	another	…	Computer	Name	Not	rated	yetComputer	Name	The	name	or	number	of	a	computer.	Some	common	items	that	require	chargers	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	CCS	Not	rated	yetCCS	CCS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	call-control	signaling,	CCS	is	the
operations	associated	with	establishing	and	tearing	down	…	Call	center	Not	rated	yetCall	center	A	call	center	is	a	standalone	business	or	part	of	a	larger	business	that	specializes	in	answering	phone	calls	from	customers.	A	CSS	editor	…	CSS	Compressor	Not	rated	yetCSS	Compressor	In	web	design,	changes	to	a	page's	appearance	are	primarily
accomplished	through	the	use	of	CSS	(Cascading	Style	Sheets).	It	…	Centronics	Mode	Not	rated	yetCentronics	Mode	Alternatively	referred	to	as	compatibility	mode	and	standard	mode,	Centronics	mode	is	defined	in	IEEE	1284	and	is	backward	compatible	…	Centronics	Not	rated	yetCentronics	Parallel	port	Less	commonly	referred	to	as	the
Centronics	interface,	Centronics	connector,	or	Centronics	port	after	the	company	…	Centrino	Duo	Not	rated	yetCentrino	Duo	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	Centrino	Duo,	the	Core	Duo	was	Intel's	first	dual-core	processor	developed	for	mobile	computers	and	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard
Function	…	Apple	Terms	"U"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"U"	UDID	What	is	an	Operating	System?	CD-ROM	XA	…	CD-ROM	Disc	Not	rated	yetCD-ROM	Disc	Compact	disc	Abbreviated	as	CD,	a	compact	disc	is	a	flat,	round,	optical	storage	medium	invented	by	James	Russell.	For	example,	someone	…	Character	Printer	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Printer
Printer	that	stores	individual	characters	when	needed	to	print.	Contact	information	Phone:	…	Cyber	Law	Not	rated	yetCyber	Law	Cyber	law	is	the	part	of	the	overall	legal	system	that	deals	with	the	Internet,	cyberspace,	and	their	respective	legal	issues.	Apps	written	using	the	Cocoa	API	have	the	distinctive	…	Cobra	Not	rated	yetCobra	The	Cobra	is
Intel's	i960	line	of	32-bit	embedded	RISC	microprocessors	with	onboard	RAM	and	can	vary	in	speed	and	voltage	(3.3	and	5).	A	battery	…	Batteries	Not	rated	yetBatteries	A	battery	is	a	hardware	component	that	supplies	power	to	a	device,	enabling	that	device	to	work	without	a	power	cord.	Pressing	this	key	…	Bookmark	a	Web	Page	Form	Field	Not
rated	yetBookmark	a	Web	Page	Form	Field	Bookmark	any	web	page	form	field	and	access	it	from	the	browser	address	bar.	…	Calculator	Based	Labs	Not	rated	yetCalculator	Based	Labs	Probeware	Probeware	is	a	learning	tool	that	connects	probes	and	sensors	to	a	computer	running	suitable	software	and	…	CalComp	Technologies	Not	rated
yetCalComp	Technologies	CalComp	Founded	in	1959,	Calcomp	was	a	manufacturer	of	disk	and	tape	products,	computer	plotters,	digitizers,	and	other	…	CalComp	Graphics	Not	rated	yetCalComp	Graphics	CalComp	Graphic	Solutions	Founded	in	1985,	CalComp	Graphic	Solutions,	LLC	is	a	service	and	solutions	company	specializing	…	Calc	Not	rated
yetCalc	A	calculator	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Calc	is	the	name	of	the	spreadsheet	program	used	in	OpenOffice.	The	first	picture	is	an	…	CD-ROM	Extended	Architecture	Not	rated	yetCD-ROM	Extended	Architecture	Short	for	CD-ROM	extended	architecture,	CD-ROM	XA	is	a	standard	developed	by	Microsoft,	Philips,	and	Sony.	Windows	key	+
I	→	Open	Settings.	It's	…	CD-PROM	Not	rated	yetCD-PROM	Short	for	Compact	Disc-programmable	read-only	memory,	CD-PROM	was	developed	by	Kodak	as	a	picture	CD	format	that	combines	recordable	and	read-only	…	CD	Player	Not	rated	yetCD	Player	A	CD	player	is	any	software	program	or	hardware	device	used	to	play	and	listen	to	standard
audio	CDs.	A	good	example	of	a	CD	player	used	…	CDN	Not	rated	yetCDN	Short	for	content	delivery	network	or	content	distribution	network,	a	CDN	is	a	global	network	that	caches	static	content	(e.g.,	images,	CSS,	and	…	CDMA	Not	rated	yetCDMA	Short	for	Code	Division	Multiple	Access,	CDMA	is	also	known	as	cdmaOne	or	IS-95A.	Ctrl	+	C:	Copy
selected	item.	…	SuperDrive	Not	rated	yetSuperDrive	A	SuperDrive	is	a	high-density	multimedia	drive	used	in	Apple	Macintosh	computers	that	is	capable	of	reading	dozens	of	different	CD	and	…	Apple	Terms	"X"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"X"	XCFD	XCFN	Xcode	What	is	an	Operating	System?	The	menu	…	Charge	Not	rated	yetCharge	Charge	may
refer	to	any	of	the	following:	To	charge	an	electronic	device	is	to	add	power	to	the	device's	battery,	allowing	it	to	store	the	…	Character	Rig	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Rig	Rig	may	refer	to	the	following:	Rig	is	common	slang	for	a	desktop	computer,	especially	a	custom-built	computer.	…	CPU	Bottleneck	Not	rated	yetCPU	Bottleneck	A	bottleneck	happens
when	too	much	data	enters	one	source	and	causes	a	computer	or	network	to	slow	down	or	become	unresponsive.	The	cathode	ray	oscilloscope	…	Caustic	Not	rated	yetCaustic	A	caustic	is	a	mathematical	curve	which	defines	the	way	light	passes	through	a	curved	material	surface.	…	Click	of	Death	Not	rated	yetClick	of	Death	Click	of	death	is	a	slang
term	used	to	describe	the	noise	made	by	a	computer	when	the	hard	drive	actuator,	arm,	or	head	are	malfunctioning.	What	…	What	is	IT	infrastructure?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	IT	infrastructure?	It	allows	users	to	transfer	files	to	another	AirDrop-supported	…	AIM	Not	rated	yetAIM	AIM	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	AOL	Instant	Messenger,
AIM	was	a	widely	used	Instant	Messenger	program.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	…	ExpressCharge	Not	rated	yetExpressCharge	ExpressCharge	is	a	Dell	laptop	battery	feature	that	charges	a	battery	to	80%	power	in	one	hour	and	fully	charges	in	two	hours.	Webcomics	are	…	Come	Right	Back	Not	rated	yetCome	Right	Back
Shorthand	for	come	right	back,	CRB	is	used	in	text-based	communications	such	as	chat.	Triple-click:	Selects	the	line	or	paragraph	of	the	text	the	mouse	triple-clicked.	Shift	+	F10	is	the	same	as	right-clicking	on	a	highlighted	icon,	file,	or	Internet	link.	As	the	code	…	CSU	Not	rated	yetCSU	Short	for	Channel	Service	Unit/Data	Service	Unit,	CSU/DSU	is
a	hardware	device	used	to	connect	and	translate	the	signal	coming	from	a	digital	…	CSS	Padding	Not	rated	yetCSS	Padding	Padding	Padding	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Padding	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	process	of	filling	a	field	with	…	CSR	Not	rated	yetCSR	Alternatively	referred	to	as	customer	care,	customer	support,	or	CS,	customer
service	is	a	business	department	that	handles	general	customer	requests,	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	For	example,	on	the	back	of	many	computers,	the	ports	are	color-coded	…	Color	Not	rated	yetColor	In	general,	color	or	colour	refers	to	a	human	interaction	between	the	eye	and	a	spectrum	of	light	that	creates	a	wide	variety	of	different	colors	…
Colon	Not	rated	yetColon	A	symbol	that	looks	like	two	periods	above	each	other	(	:	)	that	is	found	on	the	same	key	as	the	semicolon	on	standard	United	States	keyboards.	…	Classification	Not	rated	yetClassification	Classification	is	a	term	referring	the	process	of	separating	objects	or	ideas	into	a	predetermined	category.	On	the	Internet,	web	analytics
is	the	collection	of	network	traffic	and	metadata,	…	Amazon	Flex	Not	rated	yetAmazon	Flex	Introduced	in	2015,	Amazon	Flex	is	a	platform	that	allows	items	purchased	from	Amazon.com	and	Amazon	services	to	be	delivered	faster	by	…	Alpha	Geek	Not	rated	yetAlpha	Geek	The	number	one	person	or	most	competent	person	among	a	group	of	other
individuals.	This	feature	…	Conditional	Not	rated	yetConditional	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	conditional	expression	and	conditional	processing,	a	conditional	statement	is	a	set	of	rules	performed	…	Concurrent	Versions	System	Not	rated	yetConcurrent	Versions	System	First	developed	in	1986,	CVS	(short	for	Concurrent	Version	System)	is	a	software
solution	that	helps	software	developers	…	Concurrent	User	Not	rated	yetConcurrent	User	The	term	concurrent	user	refers	to	more	than	one	user	utilizing	a	computer	resource	at	the	same	time	(or	in	the	same	predefined	period	…	Concurrent	Computing	Not	rated	yetConcurrent	Computing	In	concurrent	computing,	multiple	calculations	are	made
within	overlapping	time	frames.	When	referring	to	computer	…	Online	Shopping	Not	rated	yetOnline	Shopping	The	process	of	searching	for	and	purchasing	goods	and	services	over	the	Internet	through	the	use	of	a	web	browser	is	known	as	online	…	Online	Payment	Service	Not	rated	yetOnline	Payment	Service	An	online	payment	system	is	a	company
and	service	to	assist	in	making	a	financial	transaction	to	another	person	or	company	…	Online	Banking	Not	rated	yetOnline	Banking	Online	banking	is	an	Internet-based	service	offered	by	many	banks	and	credit	unions.	…	Con	Not	rated	yetCon	Con	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Con	is	an	MS-DOS	and	Microsoft	Windows	reserved	word.	Charts
allow	users	to	see	what	the	results	of	data	to	better	understand	and	predict	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Privacy	fears	Computer	privacy	…	Presentation	software	Not	rated	yetPresentation	software	A	presentation	program	is	a	software	program	that	helps	create	a	slideshow	that	addresses	a	topic.	System	7	was	also	the	first	…	System	Not	rated
yetSystem	A	system	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	computer,	system	or	system	unit	is	used	to	distinguish	the	complete	computer.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	Esc	→	Open	Task	Manager.	For	example,	a	flip	phone	is	a	cell	…	Clamping	Speed	Not	rated	yetClamping	Speed	The	clamping	speed	is	the	amount	of	time	it	takes	a	surge	protector	to
react	when	the	clamping	voltage	is	met	or	exceeded.	It	receives	instructions,	and	performs	calculations,	…	Crimping	Tool	Not	rated	yetCrimping	Tool	A	crimping	tool	is	a	device	used	to	conjoin	two	pieces	of	metal	by	deforming	one	or	both	of	them	in	a	way	that	causes	them	to	hold	each	…	CMOS	Not	rated	yetCMOS	CMOS	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	RTC	(real-time	clock),	NVRAM	(non-volatile	RAM)	or	CMOS	RAM,	CMOS	is	…	Communication	Device	Not	rated	yetCommunication	Device	A	communication	device	is	a	hardware	device	capable	of	transmitting	an	analog	or	digital	signal	over	the	telephone,	other	communication	…	Chrome	Not	rated	yetChrome
Chrome	is	a	free	Internet	browser	officially	released	by	Google	on	December	11,	2008.	is	an	indication	that	a	company	has	become	a	legal	corporation.	Any	website	that	requires	a	registration	or	enrollment	will	register	you	…	Markup	Not	rated	yetMarkup	A	markup	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	a	word	processor	and	some	other	text	editors,
markup	are	comments	and	tracked	changes	that	…	Manufacturer	Not	rated	yetManufacturer	A	manufacturer	is	a	company	that	is	responsible	for	making	or	putting	together	a	particular	product.	Their	products	include	routers,	switches,	…	CISC	Not	rated	yetCISC	Short	for	complex	instruction	set	computer,	CISC	is	currently	the	standard	in	the
majority	of	PCs	today	that	supports	as	many	as	two	hundred	…	Cirrus	Logic	Not	rated	yetCirrus	Logic	Founded	in	1984,	Cirrus	Logic	is	a	manufacturer	of	precision	linear	circuits	and	advanced	mixed-signal	chip	solutions.	Although	this	often	refers	to	text,	content	…	Container	Not	rated	yetContainer	Docker	Docker	is	"containerization"	software.
COBOL	Not	rated	yetCOBOL	Short	for	Common	Business	Oriented	Language,	COBOL	was	first	appeared	in	1959	as	Grace	Hopper,	Bob	Bemer,	and	others	began	their	work	in	its	…	Coax	Not	rated	yetCoax	Coaxial	cable	A	Coaxial	cable	is	a	cable	used	in	the	transmission	of	video,	communications,	and	audio.	This	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"H"	Not
rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"H"	Hopebot	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Shift	+	F7	runs	a	Thesaurus	…	f4	key	F4	does	the	following	functions	in	a	computer	keyboard	-	Opens	find	window.	Shift	+	Home:	Highlights	from	current	position	to	beginning	of	line.	Delete	-	this	key	removes	text	directly	over/in	front	of	the	cursor.	…	Coppermine	Not
rated	yetCoppermine	Codename	for	the	Intel	Pentium	III	processors,	also	known	as	an	FC-PGA	processor.	End:	Goes	to	end	of	current	line.	In	Linux	and	other	Unix-like	operating	systems,	…	CSS	Editor	Not	rated	yetCSS	Editor	In	web	design,	changes	to	a	page's	appearance	are	primarily	accomplished	through	the	use	of	CSS	(Cascading	Style	Sheets).
Usually,	…	COM	Not	rated	yetCOM	COM	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Commercial,	com	or	.com	is	a	domain	suffix	used	on	the	Internet	to	identify	a	commercial-related	…	Combined	Programming	Language	Not	rated	yetCombined	Programming	Language	CPL	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Combined	Programming
Language,	CPL	is	a	programming	language	developed	…	Colusa	Software	Not	rated	yetColusa	Software	Microsoft	Founded	on	April	4,	1975,	by	Bill	Gates	and	Paul	Allen,	Microsoft	is	one	of	the	largest	and	most	successful	companies	…	Column	Separator	Not	rated	yetColumn	Separator	Grid	lines	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	column	separator	or	row
separator,	Grid	lines	or	gridlines	divide	each	of	the	…	Column	Chart	Not	rated	yetColumn	Chart	A	column	chart	is	a	graphic	representation	of	data.	Double-click:	Double-clicking	anywhere	after	text	on	a	line	will	set	a	tab	stop.	For	…	What	Does	Ctrl+G	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+G	Do?	The	operating	systems	used	for	handheld	computers	differ	from	those
used	with	a	typical	computer.	It	is	usually	installed	internally	…	Storage	Device	Not	rated	yetStorage	Device	Alternatively	referred	to	as	digital	storage,	storage,	storage	media,	or	storage	medium,	a	storage	device	is	any	hardware	capable	of	…	Motherboard	Not	rated	yetMotherboard	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	mb,	mainboard,	mboard,	mobo,
mobd,	backplane	board,	base	board,	main	circuit	board,	planar	board,	system	…	Output	Device	Not	rated	yetOutput	Device	An	output	device	is	any	peripheral	that	receives	data	from	a	computer,	usually	for	display,	projection,	or	physical	reproduction.	For	example,	the	classification	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	A	battery	…	Battery	Backup	Not
rated	yetBattery	Backup	Hardware	device	used	to	supply	power	to	computers	and	peripherals	for	a	short	time	if	the	power	happens	to	be	low	or	removed.	What	is	an	…	Quick,	Draw!	Not	rated	yetQuick,	Draw!	Quick,	Draw!	is	a	game	developed	by	Google	to	test	their	Artificial	Intelligence.	Ctrl	+	X:	Cut	Shift	+	Del:	Cut	selected	item.	Some	of	their
popular	games	include	Dirt,	Operation	…	Codec	Not	rated	yetCodec	A	codec	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	compression/decompression,	a	codec	is	an	algorithm	or	special	computer	program	that	…	Code	id	10	t	Not	rated	yetCode	id	10	t	ID10T	Alternatively	abbreviated	as	1D10T	or	One-D-Ten-T,	ID10T	is	pronounced	as	ID-ten-T	and	is
chat	slang	for	calling	someone	…	Code	Block	Not	rated	yetCode	Block	A	block	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	hard	drive	or	other	storage	devices,	a	block	is	a	segment	of	a	large	…	Code	128	Not	rated	yetCode	128	Code	128	is	a	symbology	(font)	used	in	barcode	technology	that	has	all	128	characters	of	the	ASCII	table,	which
allows	an	alphanumeric	barcode.	The	feature	…	System	7	Not	rated	yetSystem	7	An	Apple	Macintosh	operating	system	that	contains	virtual	memory,	multitasking,	hotlinks,	and	TrueType	fonts.	Ctrl	+	Alt	+	1:	Changes	text	to	heading	1.	Alternatively	known	as	Control	5	and	C-5,	Ctrl+5	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	fifth	tab	in	a
browser	or	…	What	Does	Ctrl+4	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+4	Do?	The	intent	of	cookie	poisoning	…	Cookbook	Not	rated	yetCookbook	Instructions	on	how	to	perform	a	task	or	correct	an	issue.	Auto	rotate	is	a	feature	on	smartphones	and	tablets	that	matches	the	screen's	orientation	with	the	device's	actual	orientation.	It	allows	access	to	admin	tools,	…
Computer	Literacy	Not	rated	yetComputer	Literacy	Computer	literacy	describes	a	general	knowledge	of	computers,	software,	hardware,	and	how	they	work.	For	example,	your	monitor,	mouse,	and	keyboard	…	Connectcom	Not	rated	yetConnectcom	Initio	Established	in	1994,	initio	is	a	manufacturer	of	semiconductor	solutions	for	data	storage	and
retrieval	relating	to	SCSI,	…	Congratulations	Not	rated	yetCongratulations	Shorthand	for	congratulations,	grats,	gratz,	or	gz	is	used	in	chat	conversations	and	online	games	as	a	way	of	congratulating	someone	…	Conglomerate	Not	rated	yetConglomerate	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	multi-industry	company,	a	conglomerate	is	several	companies	in
different	industries	that	are	operating	…	Confluence	Not	rated	yetConfluence	Confluence	is	collaboration	software	created	by	Atlassian.	Ctrl	+	Del:	Deletes	word	to	right	of	cursor.	Ctrl	+	I:	Italic	highlighted	selection.	Popular	…	What	is	a	Spreadsheet	Not	rated	yetA	spreadsheet	or	worksheet	is	a	file	made	of	rows	and	columns	that	help	sort	data,
arrange	data	easily,	and	calculate	numerical	data.	Ctrl	+	Backspace:	Deletes	word	to	left	of	cursor.	It	was	designed	to	allow	users	of	the	Apple	operating	system	to	make	…	Apple	Pencil	Not	rated	yetApple	Pencil	Released	in	2015	as	an	accessory	for	the	iPad	Pro,	the	Apple	Pencil	is	a	wireless	stylus	that	works	on	select	Apple	devices.	It	provides	the
user	with	a	standard	…	iPhone	Not	rated	yetiPhone	An	iPhone	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	iPhone	is	a	smartphone	created	by	Apple	that	was	announced	on	January	9,	2007.	These	tips	help	make	your	Twitter	experience	more	…	Opt-out	From	Getting	the	Yellow	Pages	Not	rated	yetOpt-out	From	Getting	the	Yellow	Pages	More	and	more
people	today	are	relying	on	services	like	Google	to	find	phone	numbers	and	companies	and	rarely	…	How	to	Create	a	Custom	Google	Search	Not	rated	yetHow	to	Create	a	Custom	Google	Search	If	you	have	ever	wanted	to	search	a	select	few	of	your	favorite	websites,	you	can	use	the	Google	Custom	Search	…	See	All	Color	Codes	Used	by	Any	Web
Page	Not	rated	yetSee	All	Color	Codes	Used	by	Any	Web	Page	Using	the	Red	Alt	I	Like	Your	Colors	page,	you	can	find	all	color	codes	used	by	any	web	page	on	the	Internet.	For	…	Silicon	Valley	Not	rated	yetSilicon	Valley	Silicon	Valley	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Silicon	Valley	is	the	nickname	of	a	geographic	region	of	California,	USA,	south	…
Silicon	Slopes	Not	rated	yetSilicon	Slopes	Silicon	Slopes	refers	to	a	large	area	in	Utah,	USA	where	many	technology	companies	are	headquartered	or	have	locations.	These	discs	should	not	…	New	Not	rated	yetNew	New	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	new	is	a	term	that	describes	anything	created	that	did	not	exist	before.	Windows	key
+	Shift	+	Up	arrow	→	Stretch	the	desktop	window	to	the	top	and	bottom	of	the	screen.	For	example,	Computer	Hope	is	a	site	dedicated	to	helping	all	users	with	computers	in	…	Kiosk	mode	Not	rated	yetKiosk	mode	Kiosk	mode	is	an	administrative	feature	included	in	operating	systems,	such	as	Windows	and	Android.	It	is	the	second-oldest	…
Clippy	Not	rated	yetClippy	Clippy	is	Microsoft's	animated,	talking	paperclip	avatar,	first	included	with	Microsoft	Office	95,	that	can	assist	users	perform	various	tasks.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	H	and	C-h,	Ctrl+H	is	a	shortcut	key	that	varies	depending	on	the	program	being	used.	Pressing	F11	when	you	are	in	full	screen	mode	will	toggle	you
back	to	your	normal	view.	Windows	key	+	Up	arrow	key	→	Maximize	app	windows.	…	Child	Not	rated	yetChild	Parent	and	child	A	parent	and	child	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	a	parent	is	a	father	or	mother	to	a	child.	Ctrl	+	D	→	Delete	the	selected	item	and	move	it	to	the	Recycle	Bin.	In	many	cases,	a	closure	is	…	Close	the
Session	Not	rated	yetClose	the	Session	Multiple	session	CD-R	Multiple	session	CD-R	discs	were	first	implemented	by	Kodak	to	allow	CD-R	disks	to	be	written	to	…	Close	Tag	Not	rated	yetClose	Tag	tag	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	HTML,	XML,	or	other	markup	languages	a	tag	is	an	element	inserted	into	a	document	or	file	…	Close
Parenthesis	Not	rated	yetClose	Parenthesis	A	parenthesis	is	a	punctuation	mark	used	to	enclose	information,	similar	to	a	bracket.	»	Computer	…	Apple	Terms	"M"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"M"	Mac	Mini	macOS	X	Mac	Pro	MagSafe	Measure	Mission	Control	MobileMe	Mount	…	Xcode	Not	rated	yetXcode	Xcode	is	a	software	suite	that	provides	an
environment	for	developing	software	for	Apple	devices,	such	as	the	Mac,	iPhone,	and	iPad.	It	was	initially	released	in	2004	as	part	of	iLife.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	»	Keyboard	Function	…	Battery	Terms	"D"	Not	rated	yetBattery	Terms	"D"	DFMC	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Windows	key	+	PrtScn	→	Capture	a	screenshot	and
save	in	Screenshots	folder.	It	is	a	machine	that	produces	paper	copies	of	text	…	Copied	Not	rated	yetCopied	Copy	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	First	developed	by	Larry	Tesler,	copy	and	paste	or	copy	is	the	act	of	duplicating	text,	data,	files,	…	Coordinated	Universal	Time	Not	rated	yetCoordinated	Universal	Time	Universal	Time	is	a	time	scale
that	is	based	on	the	Earth's	rotation.	Fax:	…	Clamshell	Not	rated	yetClamshell	The	term	clamshell	refers	to	an	electronic	device	with	a	hinged	cover	that	must	be	opened	to	be	used.	…	Cordless	Phone	Not	rated	yetCordless	Phone	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	phone,	a	telephone	is	a	device	that	converts	analog	audio	into	electrical	signals	that	can	be
transferred	…	Cordless	Mouse	Not	rated	yetCordless	Mouse	A	cordless	mouse,	also	called	a	wireless	mouse,	is	a	mouse	that	connects	to	a	computer	without	the	use	of	wires.	Unlike	its	…	Chromebook	Not	rated	yetChromebook	Originally	released	in	2011,	a	Google	Chromebook	is	any	laptop	or	netbook	computer	running	the	Google	Chrome	OS.	…
SaaS	BI	Not	rated	yetSaaS	BI	SaaS	BI	(software-as-a-service	business	intelligence)	is	a	delivery	model	for	business	intelligence	applications,	implementing	them	as	a	cloud	…	Business	Terms	"R"	Not	rated	yetBusiness	Terms	"R"	Recall	Reference	Refurbish	Register	Registered	user	Registration	card	Repair	…	Business	Terms	"Q"	Not	rated	yetBusiness
Terms	"Q"	QA	QnA	Queue	QuickBooks	What	is	an	Operating	System?	Right-click	on	a	web	page,	click	"View	Page	…	Shortcut	Key	to	Get	Into	the	Address	Bar	Not	rated	yetShortcut	Key	to	Get	Into	the	Address	Bar	Quickly	get	to	the	address	bar	or	omnibox	in	your	Internet	browser	by	using	any	of	the	below	shortcut	keys.	In	the	…	AppleScript	Not
rated	yetAppleScript	AppleScript	is	a	scripting	language	that	was	developed	by	Apple	Inc.	In	the	…	NiMH	Not	rated	yetNiMH	Short	for	nickel-metal	hydride	and	also	abbreviated	as	Ni-MH,	NiMH	is	a	rechargeable	battery	used	primarily	in	portable	computers.	You're	Reading	a	Free	Preview	Pages	614	to	625	are	not	shown	in	this	preview.	They
feature	either	four	or	six	cores,	with	stock	frequencies	…	Core	i5	Not	rated	yetCore	i5	Developed	and	manufactured	by	Intel,	the	Core	i5	is	a	computer	processor,	available	as	dual-core	or	quad-core.	Computers	can	encounter	either	…	Computer	Dictionary	Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	A	dictionary	is	an	alphabetical	listing	of	words	and	their
meanings.	The	function	keys	are	arranged	at	the	top	of	your	keyboard	numbered	across	from	F1	to	F12	and	are	commonly	referred	to	as	F	keys	or	FN	keys.	The	first	http	…	CERN	Not	rated	yetCERN	Short	for	Conseil	Europeen	pour	la	Recherche	Nuclaire,	CERN	is	a	laboratory	established	on	September	29,	1954,	and	today	is	the	world's	largest	…
Ceramic	Pin	Grid	Array	Not	rated	yetCeramic	Pin	Grid	Array	Short	for	ceramic	pin	grid	array,	CPGA	refers	to	the	pin	configuration	located	on	a	ceramic	base	with	pins	on	the	bottom	of	…	Ceramic	Leadless	Chip	Carrier	Not	rated	yetCeramic	Leadless	Chip	Carrier	PLCC	Short	for	plastic	leadless	chip	carrier,	PLCC	is	a	cheaper	version	of	the	CLCC
(ceramic	leadless	chip	…	CEO	Not	rated	yetCEO	CEO,	short	for	chief	executive	officer,	is	an	executive-level	person	in	charge	of	managing	a	company.	It	can	encapsulate	an	application,	as	well	as	the	application's	system-level	configuration	…	Contact	List	Not	rated	yetContact	List	Alternatively	known	as	a	contact	list	or	friends	list,	a	buddy	list	is	a	list
of	family	and	friends	in	a	software	program	(e.g.,	Instant	…	Contact	Not	rated	yetContact	A	name,	e-mail,	or	other	personal	information	that	enables	other	users	to	get	a	hold	of	someone.	They	offer	a	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	It	comprises	four	UTP	wires,	and	transmits	data	at	10	Mbps.	This	information	is	stored	…	Chevron	Not	rated	yetChevron
A	chevron	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	"V"-	or	">"	marking	that	indicates	more.	Its	purpose	is	to	…	Circuit	Board	Not	rated	yetCircuit	Board	PCB	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	a	board,	a	PCB	is	short	for	printed	circuit	board	and	was	invented	by	Paul	Eisler	while	working	…	Circuit	Analyzer	Not	rated	yetCircuit	Analyzer	Multimeter	Alternatively
referred	to	as	a	circuit	analyzer,	multitester,	or	VOM	(Volt-Ohm-Meter),	a	multimeter	is	a	device	…	Circuit	Not	rated	yetCircuit	A	circuit	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	electronics,	a	circuit	is	an	electronic	component	consisting	of	a	complete	path:	a	voltage	…	Circles	Not	rated	yetCircles	Abbreviated	as	G+,	Google+	was	a	social	networking
service	first	made	available	for	invite-only	on	June	28,	2011.	Cygwin	…	Cybersquatting	Not	rated	yetCybersquatting	Cybersquatting	is	a	term	used	to	describe	an	individual	or	company	who	intentionally	purchases	a	domain	and	holds	it	until	they	can	…	Cyberspace	Not	rated	yetCyberspace	A	term	coined	by	author	William	Gibson	in	his	1984	novel
Neuromancer,	cyberspace	describes	a	metaphysical	space	created	by	networked	computers	…	Cybersex	Not	rated	yetCybersex	Cybersex	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	action	of	initiating	in	a	virtual	sexual	experience	with	another	person	over	chat.	It	is	a	blanket	term	describing	…	Owner	Not	rated	yetOwner	An	owner	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	An	owner	is	the	individual,	computer,	or	software	program	that	created	a	file	or	document.	These	tasks	include	managing	finances,	creating	and	printing	invoices,	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	Ctrl	+	Alt	+	3:	Changes	text	to	heading	3.	The	following	sections	…	Code	Snippet	Not	rated	yetCode	Snippet	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	code
snippet,	a	snippet	is	a	small	portion	of	text	that	is	part	of	a	larger	set	of	programming	code.	Consultants	often	are	hired	at	…	Constructor	Chaining	Not	rated	yetConstructor	Chaining	In	object-oriented	programming,	constructor	chaining	is	the	technique	of	creating	an	instance	of	a	class	with	multiple	constructors,	…	Constructor	Not	rated
yetConstructor	A	constructor	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	object-oriented	programming,	a	constructor	is	a	method	or	function	for	creating	…	Console	Tree	Not	rated	yetConsole	Tree	Any	window	that	displays	data	in	a	tree	structure	and	allows	users	to	expand	the	folders,	groups,	or	other	listings	by	clicking	the	+	…	Console	Application	Not
rated	yetConsole	Application	A	console	application	is	a	program	that	requires	no	graphical	user	interface	to	run	and	can	be	completely	run	from	a	command	line	…	Consistency	Check	Not	rated	yetConsistency	Check	A	consistency	check	is	a	test	performed	to	determine	if	the	data	has	any	internal	conflicts.	For	example,	with	IP	cloaking	…	CLNS	Not
rated	yetCLNS	Short	for	connectionless	network	service,	CLNS	was	developed	by	ISO	and	is	part	of	OSI	at	Layer	3,	and	does	not	require	a	circuit	before	transmitting	…	Clisp	Not	rated	yetClisp	Lisp	Short	for	List	Processor,	Lisp	is	a	high-level	programming	language	created	by	John	McCarthy	in	1958.	By	visiting	these	pages	or	subscribing	to	the	…
Computer	Troubleshooting	Not	rated	yetComputer	Troubleshooting	To	troubleshoot	is	the	process	of	solving	a	problem	or	determining	a	problem	to	an	issue.	Commonly	applied	in	video	compositing,	a	chroma	key	is	a	technique	for	creating	a	mask	around	an	object	automatically	using	a	…	What	is	Curved	Monitor?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Curved
Monitor?	At	the	top	of	Mission	Control	…	Measure	Not	rated	yetMeasure	Measure	is	the	name	of	an	iOS	application	developed	by	Apple.	was	a	large	United	States	telecommunications	carrier.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	Enter	and	C-Enter,	Ctrl+Enter	is	a	shortcut	key	that	varies	depending	on	the	program.	»	Computer	Shortcut	…	Clone
Stamp	Not	rated	yetClone	Stamp	Clone	Stamp	is	a	tool	in	Adobe	Photoshop.	Chromebit	Not	rated	yetChromebit	Initially	released	on	March	31,	2015	by	ASUS,	the	Chromebit	is	a	stick	computer	that	runs	the	Chrome	OS	operating	system.	Alternatively	known	as	Control	9	and	C-9,	Ctrl+9	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	switch	to	the	last	tab	in	a
browser.	When	talking	about	a	camera,	ISO	is	a	setting	that	adjusts	how	sensitive	…	IS	Not	rated	yetIS	IS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	IS	is	an	acronym	for	image	stabilization,	a	technique	used	to	correct	blurring	on	digital	cameras.	…	Get	Your	Credit	Score	Free	Not	rated	yetGet	Your	Credit	Score	Free	Everyone	is	entitled	to	a	free	yearly	credit
report	at	AnnualCreditReport.com,	but	it	will	not	show	you	your	credit	score.	Ctrl	+	Ins:	Copy	selected	item.	They	can	be	quite	useful	…	100	Keyboard	Shortcuts	in	Windows	10	Not	rated	yetA	list	of	100+	keyboard	shortcuts	for	Windows	10,	including	short	cuts	for	copy,	paste,	and	more.	…	ASAP	Not	rated	yetASAP	Shorthand	for	as	soon	as	possible,
ASAP	is	commonly	used	in	chat	or	e-mail	to	indicate	that	something	needs	to	be	reviewed,	completed,	or	otherwise	…	Application	Not	rated	yetApplication	An	application	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Application	and	app	are	synonymous	with	the	word	"program"	when	talking	about	software	…	Analytics	Not	rated	yetAnalytics	Analytics	is	the
scientific	study	and	interpretation	of	data.	Windows	key	+	E	→	Open	File	Explorer.	To	…	Create	Directory	Not	rated	yetCreate	Directory	How	to	create	a	directory	or	folder	There	are	multiple	ways	to	create	a	folder,	subfolder,	directory,	and	subdirectory	…	Creative	Not	rated	yetCreative	Creative	Technology	Founded	July	1,	1981,	Creative
Technology	is	a	manufacturer	of	CD-ROM	drives,	headsets,	modems,	sound	cards,	…	Crawler	Not	rated	yetCrawler	Spider	A	spider	is	a	program	or	script	written	to	browse	the	World	Wide	Web	in	a	systematic	manner	for	the	purpose	of	indexing	websites.	»	…	Capture	Card	Not	rated	yetCapture	Card	Video	capture	Internal	or	external	device	that
connects	from	the	computer	or	device	to	a	video	camera	or	similar	device	capable	…	Capture	Not	rated	yetCapture	Capture	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	computing,	the	term	capture	refers	to	the	process	of	obtaining	information	and	putting	it	…	Caption	Tag	Not	rated	yetCaption	Tag	HTML	tag	When	writing	in	HTML,	the	tag	is	a	block
element	used	to	add	a	title	to	a	table.	The	Intel	80486	DX2/50	MHz	was	the	first	…	Clock	Cycle	Not	rated	yetClock	Cycle	The	speed	of	a	computer	processor,	or	CPU,	is	determined	by	the	clock	cycle,	which	is	the	amount	of	time	between	two	pulses	of	an	oscillator.	Since	their	inception,	…	App	Not	rated	yetApp	App	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	mobile	app,	an	app	is	a	program	developed	for	smartphones	or	tablets	…	Animoji	Not	rated	yetAnimoji	An	Animoji	is	an	animated	emoji	released	with	the	iOS	11	version	of	the	mobile	Apple	operating	system.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	…	iMac	Not	rated	yetiMac	Initially	introduced	in	August	1998,	the	iMac	is	a
popular	series	of	all-in-one	computers	created	by	Apple	that	is	lauded	for	its	sleek,	compact,	…	iLife	Not	rated	yetiLife	iLife	is	a	software	suite	developed	by	Apple	and	included	with	Apple	Mac	computers.	Follow	…	Automatically	Complete	a	URL	Not	rated	yetAutomatically	Complete	a	URL	Automatically	enter	the	www.	Condusiv	Technologies	is	…
Conductance	Not	rated	yetConductance	Conductance	is	the	ability	of	a	material	to	pass	electrons.	Commodore	was	a	computer	manufacturer	and	sold	the	world's	best	selling	desktop	…	CBE	Not	rated	yetCBE	CBT	CBT	is	short	for	computer-based	training	and	is	a	collection	of	tests	and	learning	material	that	help	train	and	test	employees	or	…
CBC	Not	rated	yetCBC	Chatterbox	challenge	The	Chatterbox	challenge	was	an	annual	challenge	that	began	in	2001.	For	example,	"Chicago"	was	the	codename	…	Cobot	Not	rated	yetCobot	Cobot	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	cobot	is	shorthand	for	collaborative	robot.	It	was	later	released	for	…	Apple	Terms	"L"	Not	rated	yetApple
Terms	"L"	LaserWriter	Launchpad	Lightning	Live	Photo	LocalTalk	Logic	Pro	What	is	an	Operating	…	Apple	Terms	"I"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"I"	iBeacon	iBook	iCloud	iDVD	iLife	iMac	ImageWriter	iMessage	iMovie	…	Apple	Terms	"H"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"H"	Happy	Mac	Home	Button	HomePod	Hybrid	What	is	an	Operating	System?	On
December	15,	2017,	…	Activity	Monitor	Not	rated	yetActivity	Monitor	Activity	Monitor	is	a	utility	included	with	the	Apple	OS	X	operating	system.	Cable	Select	Not	rated	yetCable	Select	Cable	select,	also	referred	to	by	the	acronym	CS,	is	a	disk	drive	jumper	setting	which	automatically	sets	the	priority	of	a	disk	drive	…	Cable	Management	Not	rated
yetCable	Management	Cable	ties	Cable	ties	are	used	to	organize	all	kinds	of	cables,	like	those	used	with	a	computer,	an	entertainment	system,	…	Cable	Internet	Access	Not	rated	yetCable	Internet	Access	Cable	modem	A	cable	modem	is	a	hardware	device	that	allows	your	computer	to	communicate	with	an	Internet	service	provider	…	Cable	DVR	Not
rated	yetCable	DVR	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	PVR	(personal	video	recorder)	and	short	for	digital	video	recorder.	For	example,	a	user	may	need	to	press	an	…	Contiguous	Data	Structure	Not	rated	yetContiguous	Data	Structure	Contiguous	data	structure	is	a	method	of	storing	data	in	contiguous,	or	adjoining,	sectors	of	memory.	…	Windows	2000
and	XP	Task	Manager	Not	rated	yetWindows	2000	and	XP	Task	Manager	Quickly	access	the	Microsoft	Windows	Task	Manager	to	view	running	applications,	process	information	and	performance	…	Windows	XP	Mouse	Snap	to	Not	rated	yetWindows	XP	Mouse	Snap	to	Enable	the	mouse	'Snap	To'	feature	in	Microsoft	Window	XP	and	later	versions	to
automatically	have	the	mouse	pointer	focus	…	Windows	Selective	Startup	Not	rated	yetWindows	Selective	Startup	Improve	overall	system	performance,	boot	time,	and	get	rid	of	programs	you	don't	want	running	in	the	background,	by	choosing	…	Windows	Snap	to	Feature	Not	rated	yetWindows	Snap	to	Feature	Enable	the	Microsoft	Windows	XP
mouse	Snap	To	feature	to	automatically	focus	on	dialog	box	buttons.	It	was	announced	on	September	12,	2017,	in	conjunction	with	…	EtherTalk	Not	rated	yetEtherTalk	EtherTalk	is	an	Apple	AppleTalk	networking	protocol	that	enables	AppleTalk	to	communicate	over	Ethernet	cabling.	…	Chrome	Developer	Tools	Not	rated	yetChrome	Developer	Tools
If	you're	developing	a	website,	Chrome	Developer	Tools	are	second	to	none.	It	features	a	basic	interface	with	a	timeline,	…	iMessage	Not	rated	yetiMessage	iMessage	is	an	instant	messaging	service	created	by	Apple.	…	Circuit	Satisfiability	Problem	Not	rated	yetCircuit	Satisfiability	Problem	CSAT,	or	the	circuit	satisfiability	problem,	is	a
computational	problem	in	computer	science	which	decides	if	a	Boolean	…	Circuit	Breaker	Not	rated	yetCircuit	Breaker	A	circuit	breaker	is	a	hardware	device	that	activates	when	the	current	drawn	from	the	power	exceeds	a	set	level.	Ctrl	+	F4	→	Close	the	active	window.	…	Centaur	Technology	Not	rated	yetCentaur	Technology	Founded	in	1995,
Centaur	Technology	is	an	engineering	company	that	specializes	in	developing	x86	microprocessors.	For	example,	a	user	may	combine	two	or	more	files	together	to	make	one	file.	INIT	Not	rated	yetINIT	INIT	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Abbreviation	for	initialization	or	initialize.	It	listens	for	voice	commands	when	it	hears	…	Home	Button	Not
rated	yetHome	Button	Home	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	On	the	Internet,	home	could	refer	to	the	main	page	of	a	site,	more	commonly	known	as	the	homepage.	…	Computer-Generated	Music	Not	rated	yetComputer-Generated	Music	Short	for	Musical	Instrument	Digital	Interface,	MIDI	is	a	standard	for	digitally	representing	and	transmitting
sounds	that	…	Computer	Geek	Not	rated	yetComputer	Geek	A	geek	is	an	individual	who	enjoys	a	specific	topic	and	spends	most	of	their	time	learning	about	the	topic	or	with	others	who	share	…	Computation	Not	rated	yetComputation	Compute	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	The	term	compute	can	have	multiple	meanings,	but	the	basic	meaning	is
the	act	of	calculating	…	Compuserve	GIF	Not	rated	yetCompuserve	GIF	Pronounced	jiff	and	short	for	Graphics	Interchange	Format,	GIF	is	a	file	extension	and	a	bitmap	graphics	file	introduced	by	CompuServe	…	Compuserve	Not	rated	yetCompuserve	Established	in	1969,	CompuServe	became	the	first	commercial	online	service	when	it	started
accepting	users	on	September	24,	1979,	and	helped	…	CompTIA	Not	rated	yetCompTIA	Short	for	Computer	Technology	Industry	Association,	CompTIA	is	dedicated	to	advancing	the	growth	of	the	IT	industry	and	those	working	within	…	CompSci	Not	rated	yetCompSci	Sometimes	abbreviated	as	CS	or	CompSci,	computer	science	is	the	study	of
computers,	how	they	work	and	basic	skills	in	computer	programming.	For	example,	a	woman	could	create	a	…	Catenate	Not	rated	yetCatenate	Concatenate	Concatenate,	concatenation,	or	concat	is	a	term	that	describes	combining	a	string,	text,	or	other	data	in	a	series	…	Catalyst	Control	Center	Not	rated	yetCatalyst	Control	Center	Short	for	Catalyst
Control	Center,	CCC	is	part	of	the	Catalyst	software	suite	that	enables	the	user	to	manipulate	their	video	…	Catalyst	Not	rated	yetCatalyst	Catalyst	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	software	suite	for	Linux	and	Microsoft	Windows	included	with	ATI	Radeon	video	cards	that	…	CAT	7	Not	rated	yetCAT	7	Cat	7	or	Category	7	is	network	cabling	that
consists	of	four	twisted	pair	wires,	transmits	data	at	a	rate	of	up	to	10000	Mbps,	and	is	used	in	…	CAT	6	Not	rated	yetCAT	6	Cat	6	or	Category	6	is	a	network	cabling	that	consists	of	four	twisted	pair	wires,	has	a	data	rate	of	10,000	Mbps,	and	is	used	in	Ethernet	and	…	CAT	5	Not	rated	yetCAT	5	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	Ethernet	cable	or	LAN
cable,	a	Cat	5	or	category	5	is	a	network	cable	that	consists	of	four	twisted	pairs	of	…	CAT	4	Not	rated	yetCAT	4	Cat	4	or	Category	4	is	network	cabling	that	consists	of	four	UTP	wires,	transmits	data	at	16	Mbps,	and	was	used	with	Token	Ring	networks,	10BASE-T,	…	CAT	3	Not	rated	yetCAT	3	Cat	3	or	Category	3	is	a	classification	of	network	cable.	…
Character	Rigger	Not	rated	yetCharacter	Rigger	Rigging	is	a	technique	in	3-D	animation	to	create	lifelike	movement	in	articulated	bodies.	Headphones	and	headsets	can	be	used	by	many	different	people	and	may	need	to	be	frequently	cleaned	to	help	prevent	…	Hard	Drive	Cleaning	Not	rated	yetHard	Drive	Cleaning	Why?	For	example,	the	picture	is
of	a	CD-ROM	caddy,	a	container	used	with	early	…	CAD	Not	rated	yetCAD	Computer-aided	design,	abbreviated	as	CAD,	is	the	two-dimensional	or	three-dimensional	modeling	of	physical	structures	and	material	properties,	…	Cacls	Not	rated	yetCacls	Cacls	is	a	Microsoft	Windows	NT	command	that	allows	a	user	to	edit	and	display	the	permissions	of
NTFS	partitions.	…	What	is	Pen	Tool?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Pen	Tool?	Unlike	a	…	CTA	Not	rated	yetCTA	Short	for	call	to	action,	when	referring	to	a	website	CTA	is	an	action	that	draws	the	visitors	attention	and	hopefully	leads	to	an	action.	A	DVR	is	a	home	electronic	device	similar	…	C64	Not	rated	yetC64	Commodore	The	Commodore	PET	(Personal
Electronic	Transactor)	was	a	computer	first	introduced	by	Commodore	International	in	1977.	When	referring	to	an	Apple	Macintosh,	…	Puck	Not	rated	yetPuck	A	puck	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	puck	is	a	computer	input	device	that	contains	glass	or	magnified	glass	with	a	crosshair,	allowing	…	Programmer's	Switch	Not	rated
yetProgrammer's	Switch	A	programmer's	switch	is	a	button	found	on	some	models	of	Apple	Macintosh	computers	that	may	allow	an	individual	to	access	a	command	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	A	security	camera	is	a	hardware	device	that	takes	pictures	or	records	video,	either	indoors	or	outdoors,	for	purposes	of	…	What	is	a	Dedicated?	Not	rated
yetWhat	is	a	Dedicated?	A	standard	makes	it	possible	…	Square	Cash	Not	rated	yetSquare	Cash	Previously	known	as	Square	Cash,	Cash	App	is	a	payment	service	from	Square	Inc.	…	CREN	Not	rated	yetCREN	Short	for	Corporation	for	Research	and	Educational	Networking,	CREN	was	a	not-for-profit	corporation	that	was	created	after	the	merger	of
BITNET	…	Creepware	Not	rated	yetCreepware	Alternatively	referred	to	as	creepware,	RAT	(Remote	Access	Trojan)	is	a	trojan	that	stays	dormant	on	a	computer	until	it	is	remotely	activated	…	Credits	Not	rated	yetCredits	In	software	development,	credits	are	entries	on	a	list	of	those	who	helped	to	create	and	finish	a	product.	Ctrl	+	Shift	+	>:
Increase	selected	font	+1pts	up	to	12pt	and	then	increases	font	+2pts.	It's	similar	to	a	standard	Photoshop	paintbrush,	but	instead	of	a	flat	color,	it	paints	pixels	…	Clojure	Not	rated	yetClojure	Clojure	is	a	dialect	of	the	Lisp	programming	language	that	focuses	on	concurrent	computing.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Apple	Terms
"S"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"S"	Sad	Mac	SANE	Screen	Time	Secure	Enclave	Smart	Folder	Spotlight	SuperCard	…	Apple	Terms	"P"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"P"	PowerBook	PowerPC	PRAM	Programmer's	Switch	Puck	What	is	an	Operating	System?	They	allow	you	to	closely	analyze	all	the	visual,	…	Chromecast	Not	rated	yetChromecast	Chromecast
is	an	HDMI	dongle	sold	by	Google	that	allows	users	to	broadcast	the	screen	of	another	device	to	a	television	set.	A	keyboard	shortcut	is	a	set	of	one	or	more	keys	…	Function	Keys,	F1,	F2,	F3,	F4,	F5,	F6,	F7,	F8,	F9,	F10,	F11,	F12	The	function	keys	or	F-keys	on	a	computer	keyboard,	labeled	F1	through	F12,	are	keys	that	have	a	special	function
defined	by	the	operating	system,	or	by	…	Keyboard	Shortcut	for	Subscript	x₂	is	called	subscript,	the	keyboard	shortcut	to	activate	is	Ctrl	+	=	(Press	and	hold	Ctrl	and	press	the	equal	=	sign,	at	the	same	time).	Any	software	author	may	use	the	GPL	to	legally	control	…	Googleplex	Not	rated	yetGoogleplex	Constructed	in	July	2004,	Googleplex	is	the
name	of	the	main	headquarters	of	Alphabet	Inc,	which	is	the	parent	company	of	Google.	Below	is	an	example	of	how	you	could	…	Move	Back	Faster	in	Your	Browser	Not	rated	yetMove	Back	Faster	in	Your	Browser	The	most	commonly	used	feature	in	Internet	browsers	is	the	back	button.	Everything	you	wanted	to	know	about	the	Function	keys	(F1,
F2,	F3..	…	What	Does	Ctrl+H	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+H	Do?	…	Crystal	Not	rated	yetCrystal	Quartz	crystal	Quartz	is	a	type	of	crystal	used	in	watches,	computers,	and	other	devices	to	keep	time.	In	the	picture	…	Save	Any	Web	Page	as	an	Image	or	PDF	Not	rated	yetSave	Any	Web	Page	as	an	Image	or	PDF	Users	may	quickly	convert	any	web	page	to	an
image	file	(both	JPEG	or	PNG)	or	a	PDF,	the	using	online	tools.	Below	we	have	listed	…	Computer	Printer	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Printer	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	a	printer	can	be	a	daunting	and	sometimes	confusing	task.	Windows	key	+	L	→	Lock	your	PC	or	switch	accounts.	A4	Not	rated	yetA4	A4	is	an	international	standard	paper	size
defined	by	ISO	(standard	ISO	216).	For	example,	a	characteristic	of	a	computer	monitor	could	be	…	Character	User	Interface	Not	rated	yetCharacter	User	Interface	Short	for	character	user	interface	or	command-line	user	interface,	CUI	is	a	way	for	users	to	interact	with	computer	programs.	that	…	Clip	Not	rated	yetClip	A	clip	may	refer	to	any	of	the
following:	When	referring	to	a	movie	or	video,	see	our	video	clip	definition	for	further	information	on	this	…	Client-to-Client	Protocol	Not	rated	yetClient-to-Client	Protocol	Short	for	client-to-client	protocol,	CTCP	is	a	protocol	found	on	many	IRC	clients	that	is	used	to	obtain	information	such	…	Client	Server	Not	rated	yetClient	Server	A	network	setup
that	utilizes	both	clients	and	servers.	It	allows	users	to	create	a	profile	with	pictures	and	a	biography	…	What	is	a	Fab?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	a	Fab?	Similar	to	a	slot	machine	in	a	casino,	loot	boxes	…	What	is	Microsoft	Teams?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Microsoft	Teams?	…	Computer	Dictionary	-	C	Not	rated	yetComputer	Dictionary	-	C	Page	Contents
Callback	Call	center	CCS	CLI	Callout	CTA	Call	tone	…	Card	Reader	Not	rated	yetCard	Reader	Alternatively	known	as	a	media	card	reader,	a	card	reader	is	a	hardware	device	for	reading	and	writing	data	on	a	memory	card	such	as	a	…	Card	Punch	Not	rated	yetCard	Punch	A	machine	that	punches	holes	into	a	card	that	can	then	be	read	by	other
hardware	device	and	interpreted	as	data.	Windows	key	+	Number	→	Open	the	app	pinned	to	the	taskbar	in	the	position	indicated	by	the	number.	is	a	global	software	provider	specializing	in	disaster	recovery	and	business	continuity	planning.	Here's	the	full	list	of	keyboard	short-cuts	for	Windows	10	-	all	the	Windows	10	keyboard	shortcuts	you	need	to
know	Keyboard	shortcut	→	Action	Windows	key	→	Open	or	close	Start	Menu.	To	accomplish	…	Cell	Style	Not	rated	yetCell	Style	A	cell	style	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	Microsoft	Excel,	cell	style	refers	to	the	various	styles	that	can	be	applied	to	the	…	Cell	Site	Not	rated	yetCell	Site	Base	station	A	base	station	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:
In	the	computer	networking	realm,	a	base	station	is	the	central	…	Cell	Reference	Not	rated	yetCell	Reference	Relative	cell	reference	A	cell	reference	or	relative	cell	reference	describes	how	far	away	a	cell	or	group	of	cells	is	from	…	Cell	Range	Not	rated	yetCell	Range	A	range	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	In	general,	a	range	refers	to	a	series	of
values	between	two	other	values.	…	Top	10	Youtube	Tips	and	Tricks	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Youtube	Tips	and	Tricks	According	to	Alexa,	YouTube	is	the	third	most	visited	page	on	the	Internet	which	means	you	have	probably	visited	the	…	Create	a	Music	Playlist	Using	Youtube	Not	rated	yetCreate	a	Music	Playlist	Using	Youtube	YouTube	has	become	a
great	source	of	finding	music	on	the	Internet	and	with	the	ability	to	create	playlists	…	Top	10	Google	Chrome	Tips	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Google	Chrome	Tips	Know	your	keyboard	shortcuts	Like	any	good	browser,	Google	Chrome	has	several	dozen	keyboard	shortcuts	that	can	…	Computer	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Tips	Page	Content	Easily	Preview
Open	Taskbar	Items	Web	Slice	Gallery	in	Internet	Explorer	8	Open	Recent	Items	…	Top	10	Windows	7	Tips	Not	rated	yetTop	10	Windows	7	Tips	Windows	7	keyboard	shortcuts	Use	the	below	Windows	7	keyboard	shortcuts	to	make	the	most	of	your	Windows	7	experience.	The	quartz	crystal	vibrates	…	Cryptology	Not	rated	yetCryptology	Cryptology	is
the	study	of	cryptography.	It	is	…	Canopus	Not	rated	yetCanopus	Founded	in	1983	in	Kobe,	Japan,	Canopus	Company	was	a	manufacturer	of	video	editing	cards	and	video	editing	software.	One	of	…	HomePod	Not	rated	yetHomePod	Released	in	2018,	the	Apple	HomePod	is	a	smart	speaker	that	utilizes	the	Siri	voice	assistant.	See	…	CPU	Package	Not
rated	yetCPU	Package	A	package	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	With	software,	a	package	is	a	module	that	can	be	added	to	any	program	to	add	additional	…	CPUID	HWMonitor	Not	rated	yetCPUID	HWMonitor	HWMonitor	is	a	freeware	hardware	monitoring	program	from	CPUID	for	the	PC	that	is	capable	of	reading	the	voltage,	temperature,	and	…
CPUID	CPU-Z	Not	rated	yetCPUID	CPU-Z	CPU-Z	is	a	freeware	utility	from	CPUID	that	detects	information	about	your	computer	processor,	motherboard,	memory,	and	graphics	card.	Contact	information	Quantex	is	no	…	Cyberlink	Not	rated	yetCyberlink	Founded	in	1996,	CyberLink	is	software	developer	of	DVD	and	digital	multimedia	products.	Many
users	bought	the	AMD	K6-233,	which	…	Cel	Not	rated	yetCel	Not	to	be	confused	with	a	"cell,"	a	cel	is	a	single	frame	in	an	animation	sequence.	See	the	CD-ROM	help	…	CD-R	Not	rated	yetCD-R	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	cd	writer,	CD-WO	(write	once),	or	WORM	(write	once	read	many),	CD-R	is	short	for	Compact	Disc-Recordable.	The	first	…
iOS	Not	rated	yetiOS	IOS	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Originally	known	as	the	iPhone	OS,	iOS	is	the	operating	system	that	runs	on	the	Apple	iPhone,	Apple	…	Option	key	Not	rated	yetOption	key	The	option	key	is	a	keyboard	key	found	on	Apple	computers.	For	example,	…	OSHA	Not	rated	yetOSHA	Short	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health
Administration,	OSHA	is	a	federal	agency	that	sets	and	enforces	standards	for	workplace	safety.	Notepad++	is	a	free	text	editor	for	Microsoft	Windows	that	provides	additional	features	not	found	in	the	standard	Windows	text	…	What	is	Reseller?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Reseller?	It	is	often	combined	with	a	fine-grained	timestamp	to	ensure	that	its	…
Cryptocurrencies	Not	rated	yetCryptocurrencies	Cryptocurrency	is	digital	currency	that	uses	cryptography	to	verify	financial	transactions	and	control	the	creation	of	new	currency	…	Cryptanalysis	Not	rated	yetCryptanalysis	Cryptanalysis	is	the	process	of	analyzing	secure	information	systems	to	discover	their	hidden	components.	Shift	+	End:
Highlights	from	current	position	to	end	of	line.	Right-click	…	Windows	7	Calculator	Not	rated	yetWindows	7	Calculator	The	Windows	7	Calculator	now	allows	you	to	choose	from	4	options:	Standard	-	Basic	calculator	functions.	…	Control	Panel	Not	rated	yetControl	Panel	The	Control	Panel	is	a	section	of	Microsoft	Windows	that	enables	a	user	to
change	various	computer	hardware	and	software	features.	Also	referred	…	What	Does	Ctrl+S	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+S	Do?☆☛Ctrl+S	is	a	shortcut	key	often	used	to	save	changes	to	a	file.	This	slot	is	commonly	the	bottom	slot	on	a	laptop	with	Cardbus	support.	Charms	Not	rated	yetCharms	The	Windows	Charms	is	a	feature	of	Windows	8	which	provides
access	to	Windows	Search,	Sharing,	Start	menu,	Devices,	and	Settings.	…	What	is	WireGuard?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	WireGuard?	Windows	key	+	Home	→	Minimize	all	but	the	active	desktop	window	(restores	all	windows	on	second	stroke).	Below	we	have	listed	important	considerations	to	look	at	when	considering	…	Computer	Cd-r	Buying	Tips	Not
rated	yetComputer	Cd-r	Buying	Tips	Buying	a	CD-R	or	CD-RW	drive	can	sometimes	be	a	confusing	task.	In	the	world	of	computers,	…	Curtiss	Wright	Not	rated	yetCurtiss	Wright	Founded	in	1916,	the	Curtiss-Wright	company	is	a	company	in	high-speed	communication,	custom	hardware	and	software,	complex	electronics	…	Cursor	keys	Not	rated
yetCursor	keys	Arrow	keys	Alternatively	referred	to	as	cursor	keys,	direction	keys,	and	navigation	keys,	the	arrow	keys	are	usually	located	…	Curser	Not	rated	yetCurser	A	cursor	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	caret	or	a	cursor,	a	text	cursor	is	a	visual	representation	of	…	Curry	Not	rated	yetCurry	Curry	is	an
experimental,	multi-paradigm	programming	language	introduced	by	Michael	Hanus,	Herbert	Kuchen,	and	Juan	Jose	Moreno-Navarro	in	1995.	The	frequency	of	how	often	to	clean	your	computer	varies	on	different	factors.	Ctrl	+	K:	Insert	link	(Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions).	Anything	contained	…	Center	Tab	Not	rated	yetCenter	Tab	Tab	stop	A
tab	stop	is	a	term	used	to	describe	the	location	the	cursor	stops	after	the	Tab	key	is	pressed.	Ctrl	+	V:	Paste.	It	may	describe	…	Car	Charger	Not	rated	yetCar	Charger	A	charger	refers	to	any	device	that	puts	energy	into	a	battery	by	sending	an	electric	current	through	it.	…	Command	State	Not	rated	yetCommand	State	The	command	state	is	a	state
were	the	modem	is	prepared	to	accept	a	command.	For	those	pages	that	don't	have	an	…	Computer	Keyboard	Shortcut	Keys	Not	rated	yetComputer	Keyboard	Shortcut	Keys	Page	Content	Shortcut	keys	ABCs	Basic	PC	Shortcut	Keys	PC	Shortcut	Keys	for	Special	Characters	…	Basic	PC	Shortcut	Keys	Not	rated	yetBasic	PC	Shortcut	Keys	Below	is	a	list
of	some	of	the	most	commonly	used	basic	shortcut	keys	that	work	with	IBM	compatible	computers	and	software.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	G	and	C-g,	Ctrl+G	is	a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	go	to	a	line	or	page.	For	example,	a	user	…	Chat	Not	rated	yetChat	Chat	is	a	text-based	communication	that	is	live	or	in	real-time.	…	Crucial
Storage	Executive	Not	rated	yetCrucial	Storage	Executive	Momentum	cache	Momentum	Cache	is	a	technology	developed	by	Crucial,	compatible	only	with	Crucial	brand	SSDs.	It	…	Crucial	Not	rated	yetCrucial	Crucial,	a	division	of	Micron,	is	one	of	the	leading	providers	of	computer	memory	for	various	computer	manufactures.	Computer	security	can
be	anything	from	placing	…	Computer	Science	Network	Not	rated	yetComputer	Science	Network	Short	for	Computer	Science	Network,	CSNET	is	a	computer	network	that	was	developed	by	the	U.S.	National	Science	Foundation	…	Computer	Role	Playing	Games	Not	rated	yetComputer	Role	Playing	Games	RPG	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short
for	Role	Playing	Game,	RPG	is	a	game	where	players	act	out	a	different	…	Computer	Revolution	Not	rated	yetComputer	Revolution	A	point	in	time	when	computers	become	very	popular	and	used	world	wide;	we	are	now	living	in	a	computer	revolution.	F1	to	F12	and	their	functions.☆☛Here	…	What	do	the	f	buttons	do?	An	explanation	of	what	the	F
(Function	Keys)	are	and	what	they	do.	A	call	center	…	Callback	Not	rated	yetCallback	A	callback	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	security	feature	that	verifies	the	dial-in	user	is	whom	they	say	they	are	by	calling	the	…	Call	Not	rated	yetCall	When	referring	to	programming,	a	call	is	a	request	to	process	a	routine	or	a	separate	program.	A	CRC	is	…
Click	here	to	write	your	own.	…	Quickly	Maximize	a	Window	Not	rated	yetQuickly	Maximize	a	Window	Quickly	maximize	a	window	by	double-clicking	on	the	top	title	bar	of	the	window,	or	by	pressing	the	Windows	key	+	up	arrow.	Ctrl	+	Spacebar:	Reset	highlighted	text	to	the	default	font.	For	instance,	the	file	mspaint.exe	display	as	…	Send	a	Web
Page	to	a	Friend	Not	rated	yetSend	a	Web	Page	to	a	Friend	While	visiting	a	web	page,	you	may	come	across	something	you	enjoyed	viewing.	F7	Commonly	used	to	spell	check	and	grammar	check	a	document	in	Microsoft	programs	such	as	Microsoft	Word,	Outlook,	etc.	Fuzzy	logic	is	achieved	by	setting	…	Expert	System	Not	rated	yetExpert	System
Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	rule-based	system,	an	expert	system	is	a	program	that	performs	tasks	normally	handled	by	a	human	being	…	Loebner	Prize	Not	rated	yetLoebner	Prize	The	Loebner	Prize	is	a	contest	developed	by	Hugh	Loebner	and	The	Cambridge	Center	for	Behavioral	Studies.	Cyber	law	…	CyberDrive	Not	rated	yetCyberDrive	Once	a
manufacturer	CD-ROM,	CD-RW,	DVD	drives,	and	other	disc	drives	and	players.	It	may	also	be	used	to	convert	…	Corel	Painter	Not	rated	yetCorel	Painter	Painter	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Painter	is	a	shortened	name	for	the	Format	Painter	tool	found	in	Microsoft	applications,	…	Core	Logic	Not	rated	yetCore	Logic	Core	logic	may	refer	to	any
of	the	following:	The	core	logic	is	the	main	processing	logic	of	a	computer	system,	provided	to	the	CPU	…	Corel	Linux	Not	rated	yetCorel	Linux	Corel	Linux,	also	known	as	Corel	Linux	OS,	was	a	Debian-based	Linux	distribution	released	at	the	end	of	1999.	As	the	…	CCD	Not	rated	yetCCD	Short	for	charge-coupled	device,	CCD	is	an	image	sensor	used
with	digital	cameras	that	converts	light	into	an	electrical	charge	and	processed	…	CBM	Not	rated	yetCBM	Commodore	Originally	founded	in	1954,	by	Jack	Tramiel.	It	started	development	by	Apple	in	1987	was	able	to	convert	handwritten	…	Apple	Music	Not	rated	yetApple	Music	Released	in	2015,	Apple	Music	is	a	music	streaming	service	for	iOS,
macOS,	Windows,	and	Android	devices.	…	Computer	Sound	Card	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Sound	Card	Buying	Tips	When	purchasing	a	sound	card,	there	are	several	factors	that	can	complicate	and	sometimes	not	allow	you	to	install	…	Computer	Processor	(CPU)	Buying	Tips	Not	rated	yetComputer	Processor	(CPU)	Buying	Tips	Purchasing	a
processor	is	an	important	consideration	when	building	or	buying	a	computer.	If	you	use	the	same	password	on	more	…	Pin	Your	Favorite	Tabs	in	Firefox	Not	rated	yetPin	Your	Favorite	Tabs	in	Firefox	Mozilla	Firefox	5	introduced	a	new	feature	known	as	an	App	Tab,	which	enables	a	user	to	pin	their	favorite	tabs	…	Create	a	Windows	E-mail
Shortcut	Not	rated	yetCreate	a	Windows	E-mail	Shortcut	If	you	have	a	friend,	family	member,	or	co-worker	that	you	often	e-mail,	you	can	do	so	using	an	e-mail	shortcut	link	…	Find	and	Delete	Bad	Windows	Shortcuts	Not	rated	yetFind	and	Delete	Bad	Windows	Shortcuts	Use	the	free	Bad	Shortcut	Killer	to	find	and	delete	any	bad	Microsoft	Windows
shortcuts	that	have	been	left	…	Create	a	Mosaic	Out	of	Any	Image	Not	rated	yetCreate	a	Mosaic	Out	of	Any	Image	Create	a	mosaic	image	out	of	any	of	your	pictures	from	your	collection	of	images	using	AndreaMosaic.	For	example,	the	classification	…	Chilling	Effect	Not	rated	yetChilling	Effect	A	chilling	effect	is	a	term	used	to	describe	censorship
that	is	caused	when	someone	is	afraid	of	creating	or	posting	content	because	…Click	here	to	write	your	own.	The	Animoji	utilizes	the	Face	ID	facial	…	Apple	Desktop	Bus	Not	rated	yetApple	Desktop	Bus	ADB	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Android	Debug	Bridge,	ADB	is	a	part	of	the	Android	software	development	kit	…	Apple	AirPort	Not
rated	yetApple	AirPort	Apple	introduced	the	Apple	AirPort	on	July	21,	1999,	as	a	way	to	connect	wireless	devices	to	a	computer,	enable	wireless	printing,	access	…	AirPods	Not	rated	yetAirPods	Released	in	December	2016	by	Apple,	AirPods	are	wireless	versions	of	the	Apple	earbuds	that	come	in	the	box	with	iPhones.	When	referring	to	a	location	or
reference	point,	…	Currencies	Not	rated	yetCurrencies	In	general,	currency	is	anything	that	holds	value	and	can	be	exchanged	for	goods	or	services.	…	XCFN	Not	rated	yetXCFN	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	external	function,	XCFN	is	a	SuperCard,	HyperCard,	or	other	software	function	or	task	created	by	an	Apple	user	…	XCFD	Not	rated	yetXCFD
Alternatively	referred	to	as	external	commands,	XCFD	is	SuperCard,	HyperCard,	and	other	Apple	Macintosh	options	that	allow	an	external	command	…	Volume	Reference	Number	Not	rated	yetVolume	Reference	Number	On	IBM	compatible	computers,	a	volume	serial	number	is	a	number	assigned	by	the	operating	system	or	software	program	being
…	UDID	Not	rated	yetUDID	Short	for	Unique	Device	Identification,	a	UDID	is	a	sequence	of	numbers	assigned	to	each	smartphone	or	tablet	running	the	iOS	operating	system.	It	is	used	where	very	…	Intelligent	Battery	Not	rated	yetIntelligent	Battery	Alternatively	referred	to	as	an	intelligent	battery,	a	smart	battery	is	a	portable	computer	battery	that
keeps	a	computer	up-to-date	…	Coin	Cell	Battery	Not	rated	yetCoin	Cell	Battery	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a	button	cell	or	watch	battery,	a	coin	cell	battery	is	a	battery	for	retaining	important	system	settings	…	Charger	Not	rated	yetCharger	A	charger	refers	to	any	device	that	puts	energy	into	a	battery	by	sending	an	electric	current	through	it.
When	bronzing	occurs	…	CDA	Not	rated	yetCDA	CDA	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Short	for	Communication	Decency	Act.	…	Codename	Not	rated	yetCodename	A	codename	is	a	name	given	to	a	product	while	it	is	in	development	and	does	not	officially	have	a	name.	…	Check	Bits	Not	rated	yetCheck	Bits	Check	bits	are	bits	of	data	that	are	used	to
check	for	errors	in	data	before	it	is	accepted.	Ctrl+U	Underlines	the	selected	text.	When	used	as	a	noun,	retail	describes	the	sale	of	a	product	by	a	business	(the	retailer)	to	a	consumer.	When	looking	to	purchase	…	Computer	Application	Buying	Tip	Not	rated	yetComputer	Application	Buying	Tip	Purchasing	a	software	application	or	program	can	be	a
big	consideration,	especially	when	purchasing	advanced	and	usually	…	How	to	Install	Software	Not	rated	yetHow	to	Install	Software	The	installation	process	for	software	depends	on	your	operating	system	and	the	program	you	are	installing.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	…	Artificial	Intelligence	Terms	"J"	Not	rated	yetArtificial	Intelligence	Terms	"J"
John	McCarthy	What	is	an	Operating	System?	For	example,	in	…	What	Does	Ctrl+D	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+D	Do?	…	What	Does	Ctrl+End	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+End	Do?	…	What	Does	Ctrl+E	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+E	Do?	It	was	designed	to	test	a	chatterbot's	ability	…	Cavity	Virus	Not	rated	yetCavity	Virus	Spacefiller	virus	Alternatively	referred	to	as	a
cavity	virus,	a	spacefiller	virus	is	a	rare	type	of	computer	virus	that	attempts	…	Cave	Story	Not	rated	yetCave	Story	Cave	Story,	also	known	by	its	Japanese	name	Dōkutsu	Monogatari,	is	a	freeware	video	game	created	by	Daisuke	Amaya.	Windows	key	+	R	→	Open	Run	dialog	box.	…	Menu	Bar	Not	rated	yetMenu	Bar	A	menu	bar	is	a	thin,	horizontal	bar
containing	the	labels	of	drop-down	menus	in	an	operating	system's	GUI.	PowerPC	…	PowerBook	Not	rated	yetPowerBook	First	introduced	in	1991,	the	Macintosh	PowerBook,	whose	name	was	later	shortened	to	PowerBook,	is	a	line	of	laptop	computers	that	was	designed	…	Mount	Not	rated	yetMount	A	mount	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	Before
an	operating	system	can	read	from	or	write	to	a	disk,	the	file	system	on	one	of	the	disk's	…	MobileMe	Not	rated	yetMobileMe	MobileMe	was	a	service	provided	by	Apple	that	was	introduced	at	the	WWDC	on	June	9,	2008.	Taking	on	the	role	of	a	camper	…	CWIS	Not	rated	yetCWIS	Short	for	Campus-Wide	Information	System,	CWIS	is	a	central	location
a	College	or	University	uses	to	store	information	for	classes,	lecture	notes,	…	Camera	Tripod	Not	rated	yetCamera	Tripod	A	camera	tripod	is	a	three-legged	portable	apparatus	used	to	support,	level,	and	stabilize	a	camera	or	other	photographic	devices.	Alternatively	referred	to	as	Control	…	What	Does	Ctrl+U	Do?	What	Does	Ctrl+U	Do?☆☛Ctrl+U	is
a	shortcut	key	most	often	used	to	underline	text.	In	addition	to	the	above	shortcut	keys	users	can	also	use	their	mouse	as	a	method	of	quickly	do	something	commonly	performed.	This	file	controls	components	…	Config	Not	rated	yetConfig	Configuration	When	referring	to	a	computer,	configuration	refers	to	how	its	components	are	arranged,	and	how
its	options	are	set.	Shift	+	Ins:	Paste.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	Apple	Terms	"F"	Not	rated	yetApple	Terms	"F"	Face	ID	Final	Cut	Pro	Finder	Find	My	Force	Touch	Frankenmac	What	is	an	Operating	…	Logic	Pro	Not	rated	yetLogic	Pro	Created	in	1993	by	Emagic	(later	purchased	by	Apple),	Logic	Pro	is	professional	music
production	software	for	macOS.	If	the	computer	hard	drive	is	erased,	a	CMOS	…	CMOS	Setup	Not	rated	yetCMOS	Setup	How	to	enter	the	BIOS	or	CMOS	setup	Because	of	the	wide	variety	of	computer	and	BIOS	manufacturers	over	the	evolution	of	computers,	…	CMOS	Sensor	Not	rated	yetCMOS	Sensor	A	CMOS	sensor	is	an	image	sensor	used	with
digital	cameras	that	converts	light	into	electrical	signals.	It	connects	…	Apple	Pay	Not	rated	yetApple	Pay	Released	in	2014,	Apple	Pay	is	a	digital	wallet	service	for	iOS	devices.	All	electrons	flow	toward	the	path	of	least	…	Chassis	Not	rated	yetChassis	Alternatively	referred	to	as	the	case	and	sometimes	referred	to	as	the	system	unit	or	base	unit.	Ctrl
+	F3	-	Spike	/	cut	to	spike	(multiple	cuts	…	Control	Keys	Control	Keys	Not	to	be	confused	with	the	"Ctrl	keys,"	control	keys	are	a	section	of	keys	on	your	keyboard	that	enable	additional	control	over	a	document	…	Compose	Key	Compose	Key	Found	on	some	keyboards	produced	by	Sun	Microsystems	and	Digital	Equipment	Corporation.	This	…	PDF	Not
rated	yetPDF	Short	for	Portable	Document	Format,	PDF	is	a	file	format	and	file	extension	developed	by	Adobe	that	enables	users	to	capture	the	native	appearance	…	Paywall	Not	rated	yetPaywall	A	paywall	is	a	way	for	websites	to	restrict	access	to	their	information	so	that	only	paying	users	can	read	it.	They	allow	users	…	Cmd.exe	Not	rated
yetCmd.exe	The	command	interpreter	is	a	file	responsible	for	handling	and	processing	the	command	done	at	the	MS-DOS	or	Windows	command	line	interface.	It	was	released	…	Chromebox	Not	rated	yetChromebox	Initially	released	on	May	29,	2012,	Chromebox	is	a	brand	of	compact	portable	computers	that	run	the	Chrome	OS	operating	system.
Corel	made	significant	customizations	…	CorelDRAW	Not	rated	yetCorelDRAW	Corel	Corporation	developed	and	released	a	software	program	called	CorelDRAW,	a	vector	graphics	editor.	…	Logical	Decision	Not	rated	yetLogical	Decision	A	logical	decision	is	a	computer-related	decision	that	can	have	one	of	many	results.	It	may	be	…	iBeacon	Not	rated
yetiBeacon	iBeacon	is	an	indoor	proximity	system	trademarked	by	Apple.	In	computer,	a	Control	key	is	a	modifier	key	which,	…	Keyboard	Keys	What	key	removes	text	directly	over	the	cursor?	With	computers,	troubleshooting,	and	support,	escalate,	or	an	escalation,	is	a	process	of	involving	someone	with	more	training,	…	What	is	Grid?	Not	rated
yetWhat	is	Grid?	Useful	from	books	to	paintings,	the	tag	requires	…	Citation	Not	rated	yetCitation	The	term	cite,	or	citation,	is	used	to	describe	the	process	of	quoting	or	mentioning	an	author,	book,	passage,	or	website	when	referencing	…	CISSP	Not	rated	yetCISSP	CISSP	(certified	information	systems	security	professional)	is	a	certification	covering
access	control,	cryptography,	security	architecture	…	Cisco	Not	rated	yetCisco	Founded	in	1984	by	Sandra	Lerner	and	Leonard	Bosack,	Cisco	is	manufacturer	of	computer	network	equipment.	The	picture	is	an	example	of	the	Microsoft	Windows	7	Calendar.	Press	the	Ctrl	key	by	itself	does	nothing	in	most	programs.	When	a	computer	or	computer
component	…	Registration	card	Not	rated	yetRegistration	card	A	registration	card	is	an	insert	included	with	a	product	that	allows	a	user	to	send	a	company	information	about	themselves	or	the	…	Registered	user	Not	rated	yetRegistered	user	A	registered	user	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	A	registered	user	is	an	individual	who	has	sent	in	his	or
her	information	…	Register	Not	rated	yetRegister	A	register	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	When	referring	to	a	CPU,	the	terms	internal	register,	internal	data	bus,	or	register	refer	…	Refurbish	Not	rated	yetRefurbish	Refurbish	is	the	process	of	restoring	a	device	or	piece	of	hardware	to	"like	new"	condition	for	resale.	Ctrl	+	End:	Goes	to	end	of
document.	…	Clan	Not	rated	yetClan	A	group	of	individuals	who	work	together	or	as	a	team	to	compete	against	other	clans	and	participate	in	gaming	events.	»	Computer	Shortcut	Keys	and	their	Functions	…	CDTV	Not	rated	yetCDTV	The	CDTV,	which	is	an	acronym	for	Commodore	Dynamic	Total	Vision,	was	the	company's	first	entry	into	the
consumer	multimedia	market.	Organization	may	refer	to	any	of	the	following:	An	organization	is	collection	of	people	who	work	together	with	a	common	…	What	is	Escalate?	Not	rated	yetWhat	is	Escalate?	If	a	difference	is	found,	…	CMOS	Virus	Not	rated	yetCMOS	Virus	A	CMOS	virus	is	a	computer	virus	that	has	the	capability	of	infecting	or	modifying
the	CMOS.	Hunt-and-peck	is	an	improper	form	of	typing	where	the	user	…	Colossus	Not	rated	yetColossus	The	Colossus	is	a	type	of	computer	used	by	the	British	during	World	War	II.	Class	ID	Not	rated	yetClass	ID	CLSID	Short	for	Class	ID,	CLSID	is	the	identification	of	a	COM	object.
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